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Dr. Lyman Abbott, Hon. Henry Van Dyke, Thomas Edison 

John Luther Long, Dr. Anna Shaw, Lt. J. P. Sousa 

Miss Ida Tarbell, Owen Wister and others 
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Eminent Musicians 

Distinguish the 
‘“‘Greater Etude’’ 
Look back over the Etude for the last 
six months. Never before tn the history of 
this publication have the opinions of soma 
distinzuished, enspiring people 

HAROLD BAUER Sen eed. 

This list of famous men and women shows clearly what is behin 
Galli-Curci, Mme. Samaroff, Mrs. H. H. M. Beach, Earnest Hutcheso 
Hopekirk, Harold Bauer, Florence Easton, Arthur Friedheim Cyan 
Goodson, Thomas Edison, Henry VanDyke, John Philip Sous: 

Next month, among the many good things that Tue Erupe will contain, will be 
the third section of the remarkable series of conferences with 

The Distinguished Pianist 

Harold Bauer 
Preparing to Study Chopin and Liszt 

Anyone who has ever heard Mr. Bauer play the works of these masters knows 
what his conference piomises. 

The teacher of many of the most celebrated present day 
English composers 

Prof. Frederick Corder 
—of The Royal Academy of Music of London on 

How 1o Become a Good Teacher 
Prof. Corder tells of his own struggles and how he changed from being a very bad 

teacher, hating his work and everything about it, to one of the most celebrated 

teachers of his time. 

The June ETUDE will be a treasure house 

A Chance to Earn a Fine Musical 
in a Few Minutes Spare 7; 

Every musician Wants these Splendid Books. 

them to help you purchase the books, 
No. For ONE Subscription (Not Your Own) 

140 Mathews’ Standard Graded Course of Studies. 
Any two grades. 

142 Modern Dance Album. Hie selections, 
songs, medium 

Here is a splendid list of musical works 

that may be secured by merely obtaining 

Erupe subscriptions, and sending them to 

us with a remittance of $1.50 each. 

Simply say what premium is wanted by 

number. No red tape. 

No. For ONE Subscription (Not Your Own) 

401 Album for the Young. Robert Schumann. 

103 Album of Iavorite Pieces. Engelmann. 

104 Album of Lyric Pieces, 26 piano pieces. 
109 Anthems of Priyer and Praise. 21 Anthems. 

110 Bach’s Two and Three-Part Inventions. 

112 Beginn Book for the Pianoforte. Theo. 
Presser. 

Dictionary of Musical Terms. 
Barrett 

Duet Hour. raves 
First Dance Album. 26 Selections. 

1216 Popular Home Collection. 46 piano pieces, 
159 School and Home Marches. 20 piano pieces. 

1218 Selected Classics. Violin and Piano. 19 pices, 
160 Selected Studies. Czerny-Liebling. 4 vols, 

Any one volume. 
168 Standard Opera Album for Piano. 15 pieces. 

2 1221 Standard Organist. 46 pieces for pipe organ. 
Stainer & | 170 Students’ Popular Parlor Album. Violin and iano. 

177 Well-Known Fables Set to Music. Spaulding. 

Horst Steps in Pianoforte Study: Theo. Presser For TWO Subscriptions 
four-Hand Parlor Pieces. wets. Grades 
eOeHe 203 Album of Piano Compositions. 

ts. 204 Beethoven. 
piano pieces. 

tions. Vol. 1, 
7. Any one vol. 

Edw. Grieg. 
11 selections from most popular 

me Players. 28 ple 
Ma "Standard Comp, 

Grade 1, to Vol. VIE, Gra 

YOUR OWN SUBSCRIPTION FOR ONE YEAR FOR THREE SUBSCRIPTIONS 

[f the subject you desire or the book you want is not represented here, correspond with 

us; it can be supplied as a premium. Send for pamphlet giving full list 
. of premiums, both musical and otherwise 

works. 
1222 Brahms’ Hungarian Dances. Two books, Any 

one yolume. 

ny 
been pre- 

DAVID BISPHAM IN THE ROLE OF 
BEETHOVEN 

id Our statement “The Greater F-rupr.” Percy Grainger, Mme. Helen bbott ‘ 
a and many ee Wister, Katherine 

A master lesson from the Emi, ment American Baritone David Bi Tschaikowsky xy 
Not as good ., = asa that this one fe 

terested in singing, of course, but so near it of this issue to anyone in- 

If you are buy 

Us save you both 

The as rekMlar subscription / uae Costs only $ ; 2.25 1m Canada) + YT .50 a year iy h ite io and all you joy tthe United States, 
To Us your name and address eta Y have to do is to send us 

THEO, PRESSER Co, ’@ money, 
ui » Publi SLL 

ee THE E si ‘ 
of fascinating Music a 

Oia > One Copy at a time, lel 
ey by sending it to you, 

TUDE, PHILADELPHIA, PA. TT LLL 

nd helpful 
Htc atte 

Articles 

Library 

ame 
Turn your 

It is surprisingly easy 
No. 

Subscriptions sacred So, 
and Fourth Grade Pieces. 

©MPositions for the Pian, 0 : 
Pieces. Pop 

Phird 
er Standards 

ft . oe a ffth and Sixth Grade Pieces. . an guil H 
erms, tion, || Hours. 

Popular 
) F 

: seine 24 pieces, 

Quiet Piano Music Co'lec- 
+ 26 Brilii ‘ Cc 2 orlliant Concert Duets. mplete, Chopin. “ 

piclatke. 
Mirst Recital Pic Four Hand Miscell, 338 Mandel fees 231 we eis Plano, 285 Lou 

: - A. Clarke, 

Tapper. Masterpieces fo ¥ Hi anists on p Ahoy : . Cooke. r the Piano, ‘ane Pleying. J 
Raves ndard aA 4, Balezett. 

Modern Drawing: i he Seales and Ar 
Ml ‘Sonatas, yy 

Necurnes* Chopin Preparatory School of Techn: Songs With 4 echnic. 1, ppp: 339 
delesohn.'* Words. Compicte ae. ‘| 3a s, ne 
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and Arpeggios, J F. 
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achines Talk g IY. 
and 

Records 

By Mail Order 
Order your records from us by mail. The completeness of 
our stock enables us to offer to the musical public the 
promptness in filling record orders by mail that has earned 
for us the reputation of being the ‘‘Quickest Mail Order 
Music Supply House.”’ 

We recommend the following list of records 

as worthy of being in your home. 

Number Title Price 
16696-A Lullaby from Jocelyn Godard Victor Orchestra \ 59 7g 
16696-B Melody‘in F Rubinstcin...... ienna Quartetle B 
16388-A Anne Laurie Sung by Elsie Baker ia 
16388-B Ben Bolt. Sung by Elste Baker if nee 
17563-A Pilgrim’s Chorus _Tannhauser Victor Male Chorus 7 
17563-B Anvil Chorus’ II Trovatore... Victor Male Chorus 
16777-A Stars and Stripes Forever March Sousa’s Band a 
16777-B Fairest of the Fair March Sousa’s Band [ * 
16813-A Last Rose of Summer... Sung by Elizabeth Wheeler ve 
16813-B The Evening Scar Wagne Cello—Victor Sorin 3 
16525-A Largo Handel... Sousa’s Band 75 
16525-B Narcissus Nevin. usa’s Band 
18296-A The Dawn of Love Ben‘ apolitan Trio as 
18296-B La Cinquantaine G.bri : ... Xplophone Solo 
16137-A American Patriotiz Airs Hai! Columbia; Columbia the Gem; ) 

Red, Wiute and Blue... Pryor's Band > .75 
16137-B America My Country 'Tis of Thee ‘ousa’s Band 
17395-A Spring Song Mendel Violin Solo by Pilzer 6 
17395-B Extase Ganne... slo Solo by Bourdon Ou 
35306-A Meditation Thais Violin Solo by Pilzer \ | og 35306-B Humoresque Dvora Violin Solo by Pilzer } “2 

THEO. PRESSER COMPANY 
Dealers in and Publishers of Music 

1710-12-14 Chestnut Street Philadelphia, Pa. 

The Standard History of Music 
A First History for Students at All Ages 

By JAMES FRANCIS COOKE 

Price, $1.25 

The Romance of Music Told in the Most Fascinating Manner ina 
‘horoughly Practical Text-Book 

40 STORY LESSONS 250 PAGES 150 ILLUSTRATIONS 
Hundreds of successful Teachers have greatly enhanced the interest of their 
pupils throuch this excellent work wh'ch has been strongly e dorsed by such 
musical celebrities as Fannie Bloomfield-Zeisler, Emil Sauer, Isidor Philipp, 
Vladimir de Pachmann, Henry T. Finck, Louis C. Elson and others. 1 

‘The 40 story lessons fit the 40 weeks of the school year. ‘They demand no previous 
experience in 
nical terms explained. 300 foremost masters discussed, including great present-day 
virtuosos, composers, teachers, as well as composers of lighter pieces (Godard, Sinding, 
Schutt, Chaminade, etc.). The work has 250 pages, 150 illustrations, Bound in 
red cloth, stamped with gold. 

The Most Popular of All Musical Histories 

THEO. PRESSER CO., 1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 

CHILD’S OWN BOOK™ GREAT MUSICIANS 
A charming series of useful books for little folks 

By THOMAS TAPPER 

BACH—HANDEL—SCHUBERT—SCHUMANN — MOZART—MENDELSSOHN—CHOPIN 
BEETHOVEN ' 

These biographical “play-study” books are designed for very young children at that 
age when they love to cut out pictufes. There are no illustrations in the books, but 
black spaces are left for illustrations. The accompanying pictures are printed on a 
large sheet to be cut out and pasted in the book, After writing in certain questions 

the child binds his own book with a cord provided for that purpose. All who have 

used these books are delighted with them. 

Single Biographies, 15 cents each 

THEO. PRESSER CO., 1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 

aching musical history. All foreign words self-pronounced. All tech- 

Ingersoll Two-!n-One $2.50 ° About 36 actual sive 

Vill ETUDE Page 289 

The Ingersoll Radiolite for Teachers 
IEP an Ingersoll Radiolite will glow you the time through the dark 

‘Two-in-One on the piano in 
It stands upright The substance on the hands and figures of your studio. 

the keyboard, 

Place it by your bedside at night 

New York Boston 

in a neat white ivory-like holder, 
always in sight when teaching, dealer will be glad to show you the Two- 
a convenience you will adopt in-One Radiolite. 
permanently after trying once.. ingersoll Radiolite Two-in-One $2.50 (in Canada 

ROBT. H. 

whenever you awake. 

the Radiolite watch will remain luminous 
for years. There’s real radium init. Your 

$2.75). The day and mght watch, for table, piano, 
It glows the time for you with cheery or dresser. 
warmth when you sit alone in the dark Men's Radiolite $2 25 (In Canada $2.50). Regular 
letting your fingers wander dreamily over Ingersoll with radiuim-lght.d hands and figures. 

Waterbury Radiolite $4.50 (In Canada $450). A 
small, handsome, jeweled watch. 

and it The only Radiorite 1s the Ingersoll Radiolite. 

INGERSOLL & BRO. 
Chicago San Francisco Montreal 

ngovtsoll Radiolites 

The Hidden 
Beauties in 
the Music of 
the American 

Aooah—T.ove Song from the Red 
Willow Pueblos Cas 

At the Sundovn Bais, Uae 
By the Waters of Minnetonka 

(Violin or Flute Ad. Lib.) . 

Her Blanket—From the Navajo . 
Love Song—T'rom the Red Willow 
‘Pueblos . pet | eto 

Tillabya, hy A ey Se A 
My Silver Throated Fawn—Sioux 

Love Song. . . 
Pakoble—The Rose 3 
Pa-Pup-Ooh—Deer Flower ; 
Rainbow Land. Violin and ’cello 

Z obbl. . it eco 
Sioux Serenade. Flute obbl. 

y G y 
y 
Y 
7 

G 

S 
WS 

Sacrifices Nhe! yee) eb us 

Weaver, The—The Blanket—Her 
Rosary . . . BA ely 1a Me 

Let us send for your approval 
any of this Indian Music which 
you would like to try, with the 
understanding that we are to 
render our bill for the selections 
you decide to keep, but not for 
those you return. : 

THEO. PRESSER CO. 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 

TRANSCRIBING THE MELODIES 

By Thurlow Lieurance 

Indian 
By Carlos Troyer 

x 

WW 
go.23 The Sunrise Call, or Echo Song. $0.50 g - $0.25 s g 

49 | Incantation Upon a Sleeping Infant Y 
3 (Zufiian Lullaby) et iy RESON 

60 | Invocation to the Sun-God (Zufian 
25 TMUEBy)) ae to Ree ces a 4 20 

> Zui Lover’s Wooing, or Blanket 
25 NONRat, Wie mime ris TEAM Way we) 

40 | The Coming of Montezuma, with 
great drum reveille + +) 4. 60M 

.25 | The Festive Sun Dance of Zufiis, an 
25 | annual Thanksgiving Day . . .50 

25 | The Great Rain Dance of the Zufiis .75 

Indian Fire Drill Song, Uru-Kuru 
60 (Mohavé Apaché) with English 
50 and Indian text... .. . .60 
40 | HymntotheSun .. 2°, . 4 .60, 

Sunset Song, a thanks-offering to 
oui meths Sin a \aeemaeenn AT Se Nagy } 

GY 
. MQWQWWW..™ 7D °° FBE"Qyn00 

American Indian Rhapsody 
for the Pianoforte 

A Striking Novelty for Concert or Recital 
On Themes Recorded and Suggested by 

Thurlow Liewrance 
By PRESTON WARE OREM Price, $1.C0 

Sd Y y 
WAKE 

SL Ww " ' > t8 io W®n’>5§ I" 
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GRADUATION GIFTS 
Collections of Piano Music by Famous 

MAY 1918 

IU mi een cn 
Composers é ‘Lioth 

Chopin, Album of Selected Composi- dae ta 
tions - - - - $1.50 $250 

Liszt, Concert Album - - 1.00 2.00 
Master Pieces. 24 Numbers by the 

Great Masters - - - 1.00 
Mendelssohn; Songs without Words 1.50 2.50 
Mozart,.Sonatas. Complete - 2.50 3.50 
Schubert, Selected Works - - 1.00 2.00 pes reyplnnerpearenpennensconenncascntenneatiny 
Schumann, Selected Works - - 1.00 2.00 
Sonata Album.” Beethoven, Haydn, 

Mozart - - - - 1.25 2.25 Books Music to Use 
Standard Violinist. 32 Pieces for Violin 

and Piano - - - - .50 RR HURRAH 
Violin Classics, 5 volumes. - [Tach 1.50 2.50 KERALA ALATA 
Standard Organist. 43 pieces for 

pipe organ - - - - .50 
The Organ Repertoire. 40 selected 

The dntistin Vocal Album. High voice 1.00 1250 Sacred and Secular Quartets and Choruses, For Com- 
The Artistic Vocal Album. Low voice 1.00 mencement, Graduation and Baccalaureate Services. By R.M. STULTS ° 

A New Four-Part Patriotic 
Sent for examination, on request 

Vocal Scores of Famous Operas : Z 
Complete with words and music For Mixed Voices 10728 Spring Lilt, A - - Forman .10 _ Song 

“Faust,” ‘Lucia di Lammermoor,” 272 Awake with the Lark, De Reef .10 10836 Time of wouthy , z Price 5 cents 

‘Martha,’ ‘‘Rigoletto,’”’ ‘‘Trav- 10262 Away to the Woods, Away seaceevel P onizetti-Forman .10 

iata,” “Il Trovatore.”” - Each $1.50 $2.00 Dei Real 715 Gibson or thelWecd aa F 
agen Gt OL LENT ee y 10447 Come, Sing withZest,Andrews 15 4) eg Rubinstein-Forman 10 ‘or Women’s Voices 

are & Delil h.” wales of 265 Hail, Orpheus, Hail, De Reef .15 rama mrtg Forman .10 Two-Part Son 

emsOu ean, ales 9 10498 Honey Town, - Widener .10 See O AY cal ; : gs 
Hoffman” - - Each 2.00 3.00 2 ilson-Blumenschein .15 16 choice secular numb. 

10852 Huntsmen Up, and Sound the | 117 Come Where the Blue Bells 3 = 50 cents 
Grove’s Dictionary of Music and Musicians os Pps re unc ally Ring, -  -  - Brackett .o8 Choir Book 

y : 10786 It Was a Lover and His Lass, A 
This work is indispensable to the music teacher, the Garbett .1g 10971 Funny Man, Cotton-Marshall .10 20 two, three and four-part selec- 
progressive student or the Music Library. Five large 16768 Pickaninny Lullaby — Stulta .190 10268 Hark to the Mandoline, Parker .15 tions for church and concert use. 50 cents 
volumes containing upwards of 4,000 pages in double 10725 Song of Spring, - Stults .15 10926 Light of Home, Verdi-Forman 12 Ty Ceceli Choi 
column, covering all branches of musical knowledge. 16864 Where the Buttercups Grows io te Blane Minds: Godard-Forman .12 sa eee oir 

Nes i 5 tults . pringtime, - = Wooler .15 21 sacred two-part so: 
Original Publisher’s Price, $25.00. OUR PRICE, $15.00 138 Comie:to the Gay Feastiof Song 10748 sivonpies Mighty wares oolee P ngs 50 cents 

De Reef .20 Widener Se usse nesses ay 
10887 Those Evening Belle, Sheppard .10 att ‘ 

Blank Program Forms 10896 Nonsense Song, -  Stults .12 Three-Part OPERE 
For use at small concerts or recitals 10968 Cradle Song, ~ Reynolds .10 159 Dance of the Pine iTre@\Falsies, . S-——— 

r T A - =  Stults .12 orman 
‘Two forms are manufactured. They each con- 10967 Travesty, z 

sist of a foilspase folder on thiele good 10915 Chase, The =~ Sobsebel. -15 1058] Manny SengiiA, >. o-  Pike They add a dramatic 
li art ae ssi Sh . 1 Re f 10892 Old Plantation, De - Stults .10 10375 LaSerenata, Testi-Warhurst 

a ity LES piles in Ons sae Al a 10841 Message of the Birds (Soprano Pandora 

rather attractive esign. ne title reads: , . ° gato) ps Hopkins 

CoNCERTS GIVEN BY , and the other For Men’s Voices 10741 My Love, She's But a Lassie Yet By C. E, LeMassena Price, $1.00 
ReciraL By THE PuPILS OF ‘The size 179 Gypsy Trail, The Galloway .15 Marschal-Loepke A brilliant operatic settin| H i 
of each page is 514 x 6% inches. The two 10838 Love Within the Lover's Breast | 10780 Over the Waves We Sof tly Glide People, of the old Ged es fore 
. > ie i il . awe Phe Y > 
inner pages are blank, upon which may be 286 MaryHadaLittle Bee, Blose 10 19815 Song of the O; Stults unison “the he choruses are almost entirely in 
written in ink or printed or mimeographed 287 Medley-Favorita, -  Blose .20 z SO saat throughout and catily learn and tuneful 

the program list. We have nothing to do 172 Over the Ocean Blue, Petrie -15 10723 WeAreFairies,  - ra aud prapettics and sceneries ae Pheer: 
with this insertion, we simply supply the 188 Venetian Boat Song, Cadman .10 10363 Autumn Memories,  — ates Y Prepared, 2 

blank forms. Let us send a free sample. 10890 Good Night, Farewell, Smith .10 10687 Dreams, Tees, ‘ © The Pétina A 

Price, per hundred, 50 cents 10858 Huntsman Up and Sound the 12 10674 Evening Shadows, % ley ay n 
Horn, = = = mith . y - Ricci scar J. Li 4 

Blank Diplomas 10860 Oh Happy Day, ~- Goetze .10 anz18 Teh elias River,” Pretty tunes, pra situatt page 
> 5 10915 Changing Sea, - - Widener .15 Diem Wilks pents men, bright girls in Tat poe 

be iy thal 10922 Once Again, - = Sullivan .10 10683 My Hoart at Thy Sweet Varn pest descr nei, 88d snirivof college "go" fe the 
SL 10936 Goblin, The - - Smith .10 Saint-Saens-Shelley Practical proce feng Tee Pennant.” eis a rea!; 

PFs, Mesecnfleted 6067 © BeJoyful in the Lord (Subie 10866 © That We Two Were Maying and easily produced. ‘Ie ip gas casi rehearsed 

araciddall mannetajeisein....Masiy 10067 Onward Christian Soldiers, 10954 Under the Apple Bough, The Isle 
y Mac Dougall 10 eabs Pa or Jewels j = "reeman. 'y Geo. L. 

10452 Praise the Lord, Maker, +L. Spauldi . 
Spee Warhurst 10 Four-Part One of the best ope ing Price, 50 cents 

Aucoffied.mame 10159 Saviour Again to Thy Dear 550 Flowerets Close at Eve, The written. “Tris eather teas for young people eve 
lame, - - - Brander .10 pa Not fail to interest bagi ea. ahd staged, ant 

poles ey 10438 Seck Ye the Lord (Tenor Solo 10543 I'll Think of Th can Pants, ‘The text we geoth audience and partici: 
Roberts-Warhurst .10 10519 Indian Cradle ae Edwards music is full of spect’? and amy de 

ene eee, | wes 10552 Siren Voie ng, Clark mini nereeni y varions aoe go. As the chars 

, ate 5 ee Ss alg ities ‘ 0} ee - 
Course of Study Certificate (illustration No, 9) For Women’s Voices 10954 Under the Apple Bods realized, O° Picturesque ‘etapitet ere the Shy be 

€ Study Diploma, 21 x 16 inches, Parch- Unison and Two-Part ‘ F; 

Course (illustration No. Price, 80 cents 10834 Alma Mater (Unison), Bischoff os 1°98 My Silver-Throated Fawn, Mother Goose | 
Diploma Form, 21 x 16 inches (arclment deat 10234 Blossom Time - = Lerman .15 10609 Three Gift: Lieurance By Geo, L. si sland i i irtey . Je eile ; 
Diploma Form, 21x16 inches _ Price, 15 cents 10856 Dawn - - = = Saroni .10 10638 Rockin’ j % = Mathews A brigh Paulding Price, 50 ce? 

fficate of Award, 12 x9 inches (illustration No. 9) 10869 Frost Elves, The = Ba n de Win’, Neidl; ile eee, UP-to-dat 1 
CeEbee: i Price, 10 cents , rrett 10 10639 Out u inger Birks of from ® cy ne NOTK, suitable for boys A. 

F fe 10732 Our Country's Flag (Uni Pon the Restle a M Sto LL years. niin. Goats Cl 
Certificate of Award, 12 x 9 inches Riice; § cout ur Country's Flag ( nieeD) 8 ce Sea, peters are introduced in’ 4 Mother Gott ef 

her’s Certificate, 11 x 8/4 inches Price, 5 cents CICOLES 10640 Sweet Mi eidlinger ¥ and girl p; Jn addition to the Mia: 

Fetcer Mise Mary, Nosh ae ely Delon a Music abundantly 
J y 8 are easily prepare?s 

Reward Cards for 
Lithographed i 
centsfora set; Jf Relore: 
Sixteen card 

Pupils 
Price, nglesamples, Scone, 

> the size of a pos- 

THEO, pp ESSER C97 

tal card, each one dey : one devoted to 4 cempoec laving on the ae For Mixed Voi 
hon colored photograph and 10062 E ces a ee on the re- 10454 i 18 the Lorg? T 32 

crse side a Sa ii 8, 5 with a facsimile of ioetaphy, 10370 ft ie, (B® Good Figh he ~~ Reynolds ‘yg 
Script and an autogra i manu 10875. 18 a Good Thin, ene - stults ‘49 

~ ' aph 7 . + composer. "This mak ba 10876 ai We Forget Sto Give Thanks,  Sai® “44 ie z . e « ante a rondensed biogr X 10879 Yaise Y, The L i = & Bohanno” 4) 
ri a or z A : ‘o 4 Vhese reward tae minds, 108g5, Praise the aap 5 - Pauls? Bu Fi will W: ord an tneentive for study We as ll Lige Up 4 ~ Tschaikows!*¥ ? ial! prize dy. A spe Fi 4 
a eo card is included aa tne Eyes Berrids? 
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to Give 
susemtator sent: 

a 

Community and Patriotic Songs 
Single Copies, 10 cents 
Special rates on quantities 

36 national, patriotic and popular home songs 
sung wherever English is spoken. 

THE PRESSER SERIES OF 
PART-SONG BOOKS 

Women’s Club Collection 
17 two- three- and four-part songs and 
choruses 50 cents 

Men’s Club Collection 
23 glee and part songs for all purposes 50 cents 

Glee Singer’s Collection 
21 selected part songs for mixed voices 50 cents 

re 6 

CANTATA 
note to the exercises 

A Rose Dream 
By Mrs. R. R. Forman Price, 50 cents 

I 

delightful entertainment for any group of young 

folks, between the ages of eight and fourteen, ‘The 
plot allows for participation of any number. 

The Fairy Shoemaker 
By T. J. Hewitt Price, 50 cents 

‘This delightful operetta may be produced by girl? } 
and boys. or by boys alone. It is very easy to stage’ 
‘The music and the text are charming throughout: 

The music was originally written with unison 

choruses, but an optional Alto part has been added to 

Cet the wishes of those who prefer two-part 
Rhoruses. Time of performance, one hour. 

The Golden Valley 
For Women’s Voices, with Solos 

By H. E. Warner Price, 75 cents 

Based upon a colorful and romantic legend of the 
Basque provinces, dating from about the 11th cen- 

this cantata is extremely pleasing, distinguished 
tury, ‘ety and splendid contrasts, both in text and 
by aps ‘The solos are ingratiating in melody, and 
music. gificult for singers of average vocal attain- Pents. Time of performance, one hour. 

The Mermaid 

For Women’s Voices, with Soprano Solo 
By Fanny Snow Knowlton Price, 50 cents 

id program number for any high school A splendid. FrOSTAM reepart, harmonies with an 
Baar TS for solo soprano, This is a modern work, 
obbligate tie and with bold and characteristic har: 
very, bri da full and effective pianoforte accompa- jes an . 

eat Time of performance, twenty minutes. , 

“Sacred Choruses 
For Mixed Voices 

: dersof Thy Love - Bird .10 

10887 ie Sweet Thy Name - Stanley 12 

10981 God is Our Refuge - Widener .12 

For 

ENSEMBLE PIANO MUSIC 

AND EXHIBITION PIECES 

See page 347, this issue 

1712 CHESTNUT STREET 

PHILADELPHIA, PA. 

Mm HU CATAL 

—— 

sp IU 

The Music Life and How to Succeed in it 

THE ETUDE Page 291 

HERE is offered unusually effective music, bright, spark- 
ling songs, sacred and secular choruses, of different 

parts, tuneful operettas and cantatas, exhibition piano 
pieces, valuable works of literature, incomparable as gifts, 
and other things that teacher or pupil will find useful. 

PRESENTS FOR THE GRADUATING PUPIL 
Music Rolls Music Folios Music Satchels 

5 : We have well-made folios of heavy 
Imitation leather, seal grained linen. boards, bound in durable cloth, with 
Weight 1 lb. Net Price, 75 cents lettering “Music” in gold on the 

: cover, with a capacity of about 100 

Cowhide, smooth finish, 1414 inches sheets of music, with strings for 
long, unlined. Colors: black, brown tying ends and side, 214 inch back. 
and wine, Weight, 2 Ib, This forms a most excellent binding 

for loose music. Weight 1 lb. 
Net price, 75 cents 

The same with heavier board sides, 

Net Price, $1.00 

Same, unlined, 1534 inches long. leather back, handles for carrying. 

Weight, 1 lb. Net price, $1.35 Weight, 2 Ibs. Net price, 84 cents Cowhide, folds the music once. Colors black and 
Spring Back Folio, with lIpttering brown. Weight 1 Ib, . Net price, $2.50 

Seal Grain, 15}4 inches long, un- “Music” in gold. Weight, 1 Ib. Same style, heavy stock, black and brown. 
lined. Colors: black or brown. Net price, $1.00 f Net price, $3.75 
Weight, 1lb. | Net price, $1.35 Board sides, covered with paper, Seal grain, with longer handles and bound edges, 

cloth back one-half inch. A small black ony, eis 2\bs. Net price, $4.25 
: self-binder for keeping music from Same, leather lined, turned in edge. Weight, 

Same, lined and bound. Weight, damage caused fe handling. 2 Ibs. Net Baie $5.00 1 lb. Net price, $2.00 Weight, 1 lb. Net price, 40 cents Seal Grain, leather lined, bound edges, black or 
brown. Weight, 2 Ibs. Net price, $3.75 Entertaining ! Instructive ! : Imitation leather, seal green, Ne hatte: eae ‘ 

—Books of lasting ‘value—sure to please. 
Great Pianists on Piano Playing History of Music ) Anecdotes of Great Musicians 

By James Francis Cooke. Price, $2.00 By W. J. Baltzell, Price, $1.78 By W. Frances Gates ie ete 
An admirable book based on personal The plan of the book centers attention A unique, valuable and interesting col- 
interviews with contemporary virtuosds, upon the evolution of music, and it is a : lection of three hundred well-authenti- very interesting work and valuable to cated anecdotes. Life Stories of Great Composers any music lover. 

By R. A, Streatfield Price, $1.50 a pee SEM Celebrated Pianists 
ey Fi ‘ _ tandar istory o: usic By A. Ehrlich. Price, $2.00 

Teens PSEA R Hes sob cng creat By Jame Francie Cooke —_ Price, $1.25 A collection of one hundred and thirty- 
2 A first history for students of all ages, nine biographies, wit h portraits. 

Three Valuable Collections of Portrait-Biographies 
Distinguished Musicians - - Price, $ .75 
Musical Celebrities - - - Price, .75 
Eminent Musicians - - - Price, .75 

A BIT OF JEWELRY AS A PRESENT 
Something attractive and characteristic, to make 
pupils remember your school—particularly suit- 
able for Musical Clubs or Conservatories. No 

Nine little, pocket sized, cloth bound, lives of the great com- 
posers. Suitable either as presents to be given separately 
or as an entire set. 
Handel Mendelssohn. Weber Mozart 
Chopin Beethoven Liszt Haydn additional ch f ane. : 
Wagner Price, each 25c. Price of set, $2.00 PEL S ae Came e 

How to Understand Music (in two volumes) : 
By W. S. B. Mathews Price, each $1.50 Medal or Badge Pin A Pretty Brooch 

This work is particularly adapted to use in lectures or for 
reading before the teacher's class. A fine present to the 
young teacher. 

Descriptive Analysis of Piano Works 
By Edward Baxter Perry Price, $1.50 

This is a dramatic and historical analysis or description of 
some of the greatest and best known piano compositions. 

Stories of Standard Teaching Pieces 
By Edward Baxter Perry Price, $1.50 

A wealth of Romance, Anecdote and Educational Infor- 
mation for students and music lovers, and a present sure 
to be valued. 

In Praise of Music 
By W. Frances Gates Price, $1.00 

A very valuable little book for the sincere student who 
appreciates the value of music as an art. 

Choir and Chorus Conducting 
By F, W. Wodell ; hp Price, $1.50 

A treatise on the organization, training and conducting of 
choirs and choral socicties. 

Old Fogy 
By James Huneker ‘ __, Price, $1.00 

A delightful collection of exceptionally original critical 
observations on musical! subjects. 

Chats With Music Students 
By Thomas Tapper _ nos Price, $1.50 

Music talks about music and music life. 

Musical Mosaics 
By W. F. Gates : ast Aas Price, $1.50 

The very cream of musical writings consisting of the best 
sayings on musical topics—a splendid present for the 
graduating student. 

ATS 
MO SEG) 

aT 

ame 
word MUSIC is shown, 
No, 63—10k (solid gold). 

rice, 
No. 638 Sterling silver, oxidiz, 

ish. Price, each $1.50 
Silk Fob 

No. 64—10k (solid gold). The design is similar to No. 64. 
Price, each $5.00 No, 65—10k (solid gold). Charm, rat, Rake is Swivel and Chain. No, 648-Sterling silver, oxidized fin- n 

Aen: Price, each $3.00 _——~Pice, each $7.00 ’ No. 658-Sterling silver, oxidized fin- Any letters desired can be engraved. "zh. Charm, Swivel and Chat, Specify lettering when you order. Price, each §2,50 

A fine gift asa reward of nerit. 

Two Attractive Pins 
ah No. 62—Lyre and No OF Heep, 10k (sol . Wreath, 10k (sol- 

Price, each $2.00 

>. GoksHanpy gold 
filled. 

Price, each $1.00 

No. 608-Harp, Sterling silver, oxi- N 
dized finish. Price, each $0.50 

id gold) 
Price, each $2.00 

No. 62F-Lyre and 
reaebh gold fill- 
ed. 
Price, each $1.00 

Lyre and Wreath, sterling 
By Thomas Tapper ; Price, $1.50 

Tt is really a companion volume to “Chats With Music 
Students.” “otonater er areraracnts 
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Miserable Corns- 
‘How to end them 

rns make thou- No corn can resist Blue- 

Ais Sears pleasure jay. Yet this way is most 

trips—in business—at gentle. 

home— everywhere. The chemist of a con- 
Until they once try Blue- cern ‘known the world over 

jay. Then they are corn- for its surgical dressings 

free forever. discovered Blue-jay. He 

Painful corns are utterly studied corns for 25 years. 

needless. Science has 
brought relief. The medi- 
cated spot of wax on a 
Blue-jay Plaster 
stops pain in- 

stantly. 

Then in 48 hours 
the corn painlessly 

So with Science’s way at 
your command, no touchy 
corn need ever bother you 

again. 

Blue-jay Plasters 
are sold every- 
where at drug 
stores for 25 cents 

per package. 
Buy a pack- 
age now. 

End your 
corn at once 
and never 
let one pain 

quids are 

Paring may Stops Pain Instantly 

again, 
Small package discontinued 

comes out. l e 

dangerous J y 

bring infec- Ends Corns Completely 

Also Blue-jay Bunion Plasters 

Harsh li- 

and messy. For Corns 

tion. Large package 25c at Druggists 

BAUER & BLACK, Makers of Surgical Dressings, etc., Chicago and New York 

AN IMMEDIATE SUCCESS 

Harmony Book For Beginners 
By Preston Ware Orem 

Price $1.00 eae, 

Brief, Simple, Vital, Practical, New and Distinctive 

Admirable for Self-Help _ ‘pe 
i for future musicianship by giving the main 

aba: ee es simple, understandable gag snteresting manner 

that it will prove invaluable in the class or for self-help work, 

Thi By not a re-hash of the old “cyt and dried” harmonies, but a fresh, new, 

ane treatment along modern lines. 

is letter from Charles Wakefield Cadman, 

eat Mas Composer and Specialist in Indian 

SiC: eae ; 

a { have never seen anything just like it and it an a long- 

felt want. Few learners of harmony can instantly erasp 

the first elements of the subject because they Pies with 

amaze of useless words and puzzlements. It apemee 

me you have simplified things tremendously in this 

little book and I am sure it will meet with ready response. 

THEO. PRESSER CO., 1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 

TEACHERS : PIANISTS : ORGANISTS : SINGERS 
Your Name Should Appear in PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY 

(See page 359) ‘The cost is small. The advantage is inestimable, 
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ORGAN MUSIC 
Moving Picture Houses 
| BY THE following named books an abund. 

found adapted for all phases of moving 
of these books are exclusively for churc 

lance of music will be 
picture playing. None 
h use, but all contain 

a eee 

sacred and secular music suited 

The Organ Player 
Compiled by Preston Ware Orem 

Price $1.50 
An all around collection of inter- 

mediate difficulty, one of the most 
successful books ever issued, contain- 
ing 33 pieces in all styles; grave, gay, 
pensive and characteristic, including 
such representative numbers as Cho- 
pin’s Nocturne, Wagner’s Pilgrim Chorus, 
Gavotle from “Mignon”, Thomas, The 
Golden Wedding, Gabriel-Marie, Hymn 
of the Nuns, Pilgrim’s Song of Hope and 
many others. 

Organ Repertoire 
Compiled by Preston Ware Orem 

Price $1.50 
A compilation similar to the above, 

containing 39 numbers, all short or of 
moderate length, tuneful and well-con- 
trasted, original compositions and 
transcriptions, covering every occasion. 
A wide range of composers will be found 
including Schumann, Mendelssohn, 
Beethoven, Chopin, Tschaikowsky, 
Wagner, Faulkes, Engelmann, Wachs, 
Thome, Kroeger, and others. A handy 
work for any emergency. 

Organ Melodies 
Gems from Classic and Modern Composers 

Compiled and Arranged by C.W.Landon 

Price $1.00 ° 
47 transcriptions of famous melodies 

by all the great masters, all effectively 
arranged for the organ, with suitable 
registration, and especially adapted for 
two-manual organ. These pieces are 
in practically all styles, short and easy 
to play. A very useful work. 

and transcriptions by classic, modern and contem 

s me HON CUATATONCY 

to all occasions; original works 
porary writers, 

The Standard Organist 
Price 50 cents 

A book of 64 pages, printed from special large plates, thus avoiding many turn-overs. 43 pieces are in this collection, well-assorted, covering a wide range, all of medium difficulty. Such pieces as the Sextet from Lucia, Mendelssohn’s Spring Song, Miserere from Trovatore, Intro. to Act II in Lohengrin, Prayer from Freischuelz, serve 
to make this book more than accept- able to the live and conscientious 
moving picture player. 

‘0: 

PIANO MUSIC FOR 
MOVING PICTURES 
In the following collections, arranged 

in progressive order, will be found a 
wealth of suitable material. All these 
volumes are printed from special large 
plates:— 

PIANO PLAYER’S REPERTOIRE 
POPULAR HOME COLLECTION 
STANDARD BRILLIANT ALBUM 
POPULAR RECITAL REPERT OIRE 

Price of the above, 50 cents each 

Mail orders solicited the country. ies of me 
pied to all parts of a ur Works sent on inspec- sional discounts are very liberal, 

tion. Our profes 
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tion Price, $1.50 per year in United 
States, Alaska, Cuba, Porto Rico, Mexico, Hawa 
Philippines, Panama, Guam, Tutuila, and the City 
of Shanghai. In Canada, $1.75 per year. In Eng- 
land and Colonies, 9 Shillings; in France, 11 France} 
in Germany, 9 Marks. All other countries, $2.22 
per year. 
Single copy, Price 15 cents. 

All other countries, 25 cents. 

REMITTANCES should be made by post-office or ex- 
press money orders, bank check or draft, or registered letter. 
United States postage stamps are always received for cash. 
Money sent inletters is dangerous, and we aré not responsible 
for its safe arrival. . 

In Canada, 20 cents. 

avail themselves of this convenience of remitting 
later will please send a notice for discontinuance. 

Tue Symphony Society of New York hag 
just completed a notable season—its thirty- 
ninth, ‘The inauguration of a new series of 
Symphony Concerts for Children, five per- 
formances’ of the Greek plays Plectra and 

at the Conservatory. Later he inaugurated a 
series of popular concerts in a hall called by 
his name; When in America (in 1917) he 
directed _a performance of Gounod’s Mors et 
Vita in New York, 

PRESSER’S MUSICAL MAGAZINE 

A MONTHLY JOURNAL FOR THE MUSICIAN, THE 
MUSIC STUDENT, AND ALL MUSIC LOVERS. 

Edited by James Francis Cooke 

Entered at Philadelphia P. 0, as Second-class Matter 
Copyright, 1918, by Theodore Presser Co. 

The World: of Music 

the wrapper of the next issue sent you 
printed the date on which your subscript! 
up, which serves as a receipt for your subscription. 

Liberal premiums and cash deductions are allowed for 
obtaining subscriptions. 

MANUSCRIPTS.—Manuscripts should be addressed to 
THE ETUDE. Write on one side of the sheet only. Con- 
tributions on music-teaching and music-study are solicited. 
Although every possible care is taken the publishers are not 
responsible for manuscripts or photographs either while in 
their possession or in transit. Unavailable manuscripts will 
be returned, 

ADVERTISING RATES will be sent on application. 
Advertisements must reach this office not later than the Ist 
of the month preceding date of issue to insure insertion in the 
following issue. 

THEODORE PRESSER CO., Publishers, 

1712 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

sensation by appearing in a large beautiful 
“float” drawn by four horses, himself seated 
thereon at a grand piano and playing popular 
melodies while drawn through the streets. 
He announced his intention of repeating the 

CHARLES WAKEFIELD CaDMAN’s Shanewis, 
a fine American lyrical opera, had its first 
production on March 23d, at the Metro- 
pola Opera House, New York, and was 
uighly praised by the press. Henry Fy. 

We withhold comment, Medea, with Margaret Anglin and her com- 
pany, and special music composed by Walter 
Damrosch, a gala performance of Pierne’s 
oratorio, The Children’s Crusade, and a con- 
cert for the soldiers of the National Army at 
Camp Upton were special features of the 
season just closed. In all 47 concerts were 
given in New York and Brooklyn, besides 
four regular concert tours and two more con- 
certs for the soldiers. The New York 
Symphony Orchestra is now the largest in 
America, numbering 18 first and 18 second 
violins, with the other instruments in due 
proportion, 

Tue National Federation of Music Clubs, 
through its Library Extension Committee, 
District President: State Presidents and 
Clubs, has been doing valuable work for the 
Cantonments, giving muny entertainments 
for the soldiers, furnishing various small 
musical instruments, such as are in demand 
(some clubs have even supplied pianos), as 
well as collections of music. In this Tast- 
named item, Mr. Herbert Putnam, Librarian 
of Congress, has given valuable codperation, 

Nor only the staging of 
the building of opera hot 
good deal of a “gamble,” financlally. Oscar 
Hammerstein Lexington Opera’ House, 
erected in New York several years ago at a 
cost of nearly $2,000,000, was sold at auction 
on March 21 for $450,000, a sum which fell 
short $70,000 of being sufficient to satisfy the 
mortgage and costs. 

opera, but even 
s seems to be a 

THROUGH the generosity of Mrs. Carrie 
Jacobs Bond a prize of $5,000 1s offered for 
the best choral work, to be sung at the next 
biennial festival of the National Federation of 
Music Clubs, to be held at Peterboro, N, H., 
in the summer of 1919. Four thousand dol- 
lars is to go to the composer, and one 
thousand to the librettist, The subject re- 
quested is “Thanksgiving,” hoping that the 
occasion May mark the conclusion of the war. 
We earnestly hope that the cantata may not 
fail to be of timely suitability ! 

Los ANGELES, CAL., is to hear grand opera 
in English. Mor many months M, dePasquale, 
who bas been at the ferent of the undertak- 
ing, has been drilling a chorus of 200, among 
them some of the best student volces in the 
city. It is hoped to establish a school of 
English opera, free from any dependence 
upon foreign artists or foreign musical 
tdueation. 

WASSILI InyrrscH SAPoNOFF, orchestra 
conductor and pianist, died ently at Kis- 

lovodsk, in the Russian Caucasus. He was 
porn at, Itschory, in the same province, Feb- 

ruary 6, 1852, educated at Petrograd, and 
held several important positions, besides 

being heard as a conduc in various 
European cities, lrom 1906 to 1909 he was 

conductor of the New York Philharmonic. He 

was a man of magnetic personality, and a 
Nevoted father to his family, which numbered 
eight children, One of his sons, after being 

decorated for brayery, had already fallen in 

the present war. 

Anrnor Howert Witson, a young Amer- 
jean pianist of unusual ability and promise, 

a native of Philadelphia, Pa., met his death 
on February 28d while serving in the avia- 

tion section of the American force. He was 

a graduate of the University of Pennsyl- 

yamin, and had studied piano under Brnest 

Hutcheson, 

D’HARCcOURa, {cominoner 

orchestral conductor, died suddenly on 

aoe 8th at Lacorno, Switzerland. Fe Is 

feet known to the American musie world as 

{he author of highly yaluable reports on 

musical Institutions In various countries o 

the world, published in three yolumes. He 

was born in Paris {n 1855, and studied music 

Comers Buchxe 

French composer, Claude 
most brilliantly original 

of modern composers, died at Paris, March 
26th, In the fifty h year of his age. His 
most noted work is the opera Pelleas and 
Melisande, but he composed many plano 
Pieces and songs of great originality and 
charm, and his symphonic poem The After- 
noon of a Faun is a lasting favorite, 

Tue eminent 
Debussy, one of th 

Henry Scuradieck, the veteran violinist 
and violin teacher, passed away on March 
25th. He was a native of Hamburg, being 
born in 1846, and was a pupil of Leonard and 
of David, After various professional activ- 
Ities In Moscow, Hamburg and Leipsic, he 
came to America in the early 80's, and taught 
in Cincinnati, New York and Philadelphia. 
For several years past he had made his home 
in Brooklyn, where he is survived by his son, 
who ts an expert violin-maker. He was the 
author of several widely-used books of tech- 
nical studies, besides a method for beginners 
called, The First Position, A great number 
of the leading orchestral violinists of to-day 
have been his pupils at one time or another. 

known as The American Friends 
of Musicians in Irance has been organized 
to bring financial aelP to the musicians in 
France, and their families, made destitute by 
the war. Walter Damrosch is president and 
James M, Bede, treasurer, George Harris, 
Jr, 85 West 81st St., New York, has charge 
of all contributions. 

MascaGni’s new opera Isabeau had good 
success in Chicago, and seems to be consid- 
ered his best work since Cavalleria, 

A soc 

Gilbert's ballet-pantomime, The Dance in the 
Place Congo, another notable new American 
work, was given at the same performance. 

MADAME Parti, for many years acknowl- 
edged the world's greatest representative of 
the art of colorature singing, but who retired 
a few years ago, is still living at the age of 
seventy-five, 

Ir is planned to divide the profits of the 
Cincinnati May Festival between the Ameri- 
can Red Cross and the Y, M. C. A. war funds, 

Tue National Federation of Music Clubs 
fs about to offer a $5,000 prize for the best 
oratorio. The libretto is being prepared, the 
title being The Apocolypse. Further details 
will be made public in a few weeks, 

GreorceE W. Pounb, counsel and general 
manager of the Music Indu: ies Chamber of 
Commerce, is responsible for *the statement 
that while, prior to the war, Germany ex- 
ported 90 per cent. of all the musical instr 
ments of the world, America already to-day 
exports 75 per cent. of them. 

Mavrice Raver, the noted French com- 
poser, after two years spent at the Front, 
near Verdun, has returned to civil life and 
resumed composition with a suite of pleces 
for the pianoforte entitled Le Tombeau de 
Couperin, 

A YOUNG MAN starting as a plano teacher 
in Seattle, Wash., and evidently unhampered 
by any pre-concerted notions of professional 
dignity in advertising, recently created a 
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Iv is reported that a cattleman of long ex- 
perience, residing at Peabody, Kans., has 
found that cattle confined in Stalls for the 
purpose of fattening take on weight much 
quicker when supplied with music, either by 
the human voice or a sound-reproducing ma- 
chine, It appears to make them less restless, 

THe annual convention of the Georgia Old- 
Time Fiddlers was held at Atlanta, Ga., in 
March. ‘There were several contests for 
prizes, Many interesting  folk-tun and 
dances are preserved traditionally by these 
mountain fiddlers, which would well repay 
study and recording in notation, 

Leopo.p Aver, the well-known violin 
teacher formerly resident in St. Petersburg, 
to whom several of the younger eminent 
Virtuosi owe their training, has come to this 
country for an extended stay, 

Tue well-known Russian composer César 
Cui passed away at Petrograd on March 14th, 
at the age of Although his profession 
was that of a military engineer, he found 
time to produce eight operas, fifty songs and 
a great number of piano pieces, besides writ- 
ing articles on musical topics, 

Mrs, Lena G ILBERT Forp, author of 
Kecp the Home Fires Burning, was killed in 
one of the recent air-raids on London, She 
sg ex American, formerly living in Elmira, 

Frepertck THOMAS AVERY JONES, for 
years organist in Sti Mark’s Episcopal 
Church, Philadelphia, but who has been sery- 
ing as an officer in the British army, lost his 
life in the battle of Cambrai, November 30, 
1 

AN Oboe Concerto Is a noyelty in this 
country, but the oboe was given the place of 
honor at a recent concert of the Chicago 
Symphony Orchestra, Mr. Barthel playing 
Guilhaud’s Concerto in G Minor for that in. 
strument, At the same concert Arne Old- 
berg’s fantasy At Night was heard for the 
first time, and much app) eciated. 

° 
Dr, Ernest Kunwatp, former director of 

the Cincinnati Orchestra, has organized an 
orchestra among his fellow countrymen at the 
internment camp at Fort Oglethorpe, Ga, 

AmALIn MATERNA, the great Wagnerian 
singer, died recently at Vienna in her 734 
year. She created the part of Brunhilde in 
1876 and of Kundry in Parsifal at the first 
Bayreuth performance jn 1882. 

THe right of a Musicians’ Union to specify 
the number of players to be engaged on 
job has been decided adversely by the 
Supreme Court. The case at issue was in 
Haverhill, Mass, 

Tup next annual meeting of the } 
Teachers’ National Association will be as 
in St. Louis, December 29, 1918, and January 1, 1919. Charles H. Boyd, of Pittsburgh, P 
is the president, and William Benbow 8: 
eancan Avenue, Buffalo, N. ¥., the se, 
lary. ary. The St, Louis Musteai Club and Ate Kroeger are already at work with plans t¢ 
make the meeting most attractive, 

_ LOUISE LeBaron, a__ well-known opera 
singer, passed away on February 11th, at Ney 
home in Lincoln, Neb, She was a native of 
Winchester, Mass., and in private life Known 
as Mrs, Gilimore, 

THE committee in charge of the next ful 
annual musical festival at Worcester, Mass are planning to make it an all-American 
affair, as regards conductor, composers repre. 
sented, singers and orchestra, 

a EN hh 
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WIRecemt Publications & 
There are frequent changes to make place for the newer instruction books 

First and Second Grade Teaching Works 

SPELLING LESSONS IN TIME AND NOTATION 
By Mathilda Bilbro Price, 30 Cents 

This work acquaints the pupil with all phases of nota- 

tion. What has troubled a great many pupils is the lack 

of just the things that are taught in an elementary work 

of this kind. The work is all done by writing words on 

the staff even going as far as preliminary chord writing 

In various scales. To teach a fuller knowledge of the 

added lines and spaces in both clefs this work is ideal. 

PICTURES FROM FAIRYLAND 
For the Pianoforte 

By David Dick Slater Price, 75 Cents 

‘A most agreeable and refreshing set of twelve pleces 

by a talented writer. None of the pleces go much beyond 

the second grade, yet all possess a real musical value. 

The characteristic veln is adhered to in each piece, and 

the music of each in a new and interesting manner tells 

the story. Some of these pieces are quite suitable for 

juvenile recital work. 

JUST WE TWO 
Melodious Four-Hand Pieces 

By Geo. L. Spaulding Price, 50 Cents 

‘A Duet Book of easy, real first grade duets, They are 

musically interesting, and the parts give each player 

something to do. ‘oung players will enjoy the char- 

acteristic style of the pleces. Each duet has appropriate 

verses, and some of the titles are as follows : e Whip- 

poorwill, The Bobolink, Drums and Bugles, The Contrast, 

as Cuckoo Clock, ete. a delightful book throughout for 

little ones. 

WW Piano Collections $8 
STANDARD PARLOR ALBUM 

Price, 50 Cents 

A collection of pieces of intermediate difficulty, admir- 

ably adapted for Homie playing and entertainment. 

feces are all of light and cheerful character, written 

argely for purposes of entertainment, but nevertheless 

having real musical value, Many of the most popular 

composers are represented. 

STANDARD ADVANCED PIECES 
Price, 50 Cents 

This yolume contains such pieces as the good player 

delights to turn to continually, not pieces of the virtuoso 

stage, but real advanced pieces by standard, classic and 

modern writers. Such composers as Haydn, Mozart, Beet- 

hoven, Chopin, Mendelssohn, Moszkowski, Liszt and Mac- 

Dowell being represented. 

’ SUNDAY PIANO MUSIC 
A Collection for Church or Home 

; Price, 75 Cents 

Pieces of the highest type, but of moderate difficulty, 

admirably adapted for Sunday playing at home or for 

use in church services where it is not possible to have an 

organ, ‘The best composers are represented, both classic 

and modern, some of the most exalted inspirations of 

each composer being included. A most useful volume. 

TWELVE PIECES FOR THE PIANOFORTE 

By G. F. Handel - Price, 50 Cents 

a oms selected from the works of Handel. They 

are wet atenlt ‘and are especially suitable as educational 

material for third and fourth grade pupils. The Releching: 

and editing has been done by Dr. Hans von Billow an 

the work contains a preface by the editor that is very 

valuable and illuminating. 

ALBUM OF PIANOFORTE PIECES 

By Carl Heins Price, 75 Cents 

All of Heins’ compositions are exceedingly tuneful and 

most of his pieces are of an easy or elementary grade, 

but all are musicianly in construction and of educational 

his collection contains the best and most de- 

STUDENT’S BOOK 
Schoolfof the Pianoforte, Vol. Two 

By Theo. Presser Price, 75 Cents 
A logical sequel to the Beginner's Book. It can be used 

by any student who has done the work of the first grade 
up to, but not including, the scales. The principal aim 
has been to ground the pupil well technically, and at the 
same time develop musical taste. A complete treatment 
of the scales forms the center of the work, Major scales 
receive detailed treatment up to and including four sharps 
and four flats. At the end of the book all the scales are 
given, Aside from scales, special attention is given to 
grace notes, broken chords and arpeggios, syncopation, 
hand crossing and wrist motion, All the material is pre- 
sented In the most engaging manner consistent with 
thorougbness. 

NEW PIANO METHOD 
in Two Books 

By A. Schmoll Price, $1.00 Each 

Specially translated from the orlginal French and care- 

fully prepared throughout. Book 1 covers the necessary 

rudiments in a thorough yet pleasing manner. Book 2 is 

simply a continuation of Book 1 and takes the student 

through the minor scales and otber advanced work up to 

about the Fourth Grade. This method is full of the best 
educational material, but at the same time all the studies 
and pieces are of the most attractive character, and we 
can safely state that it is one of the most melodious 
piano !nstructors we have ever seen. 

C2 Piano Technique 
THE PIANOSCRIPT BOOK 

By Alberto Jonas Price, $1.00 

It is a distinctive work in musical pedagogy which 

the teacher must see to appreciate. The book is classi- 
fied and annoted witb special exercises in such a way 

that it maps out a fine course for any teacher to pursue. 

WW Theory—Biography WB 
HARMONY BOOK FOR BEGINNERS 

By Preston Ware Orem Price, $1.00 

This book is “brief, simple, vital, practical, new, and 
distinctive.” It presents the ground work in the plain- 

est possible manner, covering thoroughly the first year's 

work, and affording ample preparation for advanced study 

according to any method. It Is adapted for either class 
use or private instruction. It is an admirable work for 
self-belp. 

CHILD'S OWN BOOK OF GREAT MUSICIANS 
Bach, Mozart, Schubert, Mendolssohn, Schumann, Handel, Haydo, 

Beethoven and Chopin 

By Thomas Tapper Price, 15 Cents Each 
These give the stories of the lives of the great com- 

posers in yery simple language, and instead of having 
the illustrations printed in the book, sheets are supplied 
to Pe eur ane pasted Re the Book by aD child itself. Facts 
and quotations are included, as well as = 
child's own story to be written, erpleremtor itt 

UW Violin Works 
BEL CANTO METHOD FO! 

By Mabel Madison Watson e bets oe 
Positively the most elementary method 

the violin, It is the product of years of Sinellaoe fe 
young students and is thoroughly practical and hie Beat nad aut a ata ee a m. a Ww e fo “4 

students, und very pleasing to young 

INDIAN MELODIES FOR VIOLIN AND PIANO 

WW 
PLEASANT PASTIMES FOR THE 

YOUNG PLAYER 
By H. L. Cramm naan Price, 75 C A recreation book f ents 
Uae Bama ef ew Hands “Asa esis, Se ar 8. is newer b i A ‘or 
workite this above-mentioned. volume ae supplementary 

foollag isthe system of technical instruction ve taken 
feeling is the fundamental principle of the little piece. 

, and a variety of keys are gi © eae in 

MELODIES OF THE PAST 
By M. Greenwald Price, 50 Cents 

The good old tunes are always wel 
request. Each melody presented in ‘this book 1a ae aa with its original harmonies and accompanied b; Bos of the text. Then follows an interesting variation or 
paraphrase, All are easy to play. It might also b i Sd of the variations that they are not flashy or commonp lnc 
but are really further developments of the seyeral the mae 
and serve to enhance them. ae 

CHILDREN’S SONGS AND GAMES 
By M. Greenwald Price, 50 Cents 

In this volume, all the popular traditi ey n q 
sone nc rRemes are arranged as plano bieces wie te wi rae a pe Each number is followed by a variati Directions for the Various games are included, making his a valuable and interesting book to very youre ene dents. The book; as a whole, 4s He aids Peceeal that has ever been published’ for childecr’ MOSt tuneful 

WW Vocal Works 
GRADED STUDIES IN SIGHT SINGING By G. Viehl 

A complete and up-t Price, 75 Cents 
incl D-to-date sight- 

ine aa tnougn pure, Preghted I th ant eee ‘o miscellaneous selections at es ga Sectl oted Just such Ections of all k suedevoted for classes” P°OK 88 is needed for pose @llegen a , es an 

FOUR 
By David D, Slee CRED SONGS 

These songs ar 
church use.” They 
display the ane! best ayguonal iy charact wealth of original meloay. “!@nship, together wien 

i a 

A REVELATION 
By E.J. Meyer) 0 THE VOCAL WorLD 

Years of expert Ing, b Perlence, not wifiet,ngenoyt ine feet sources wale 
have placed B. great singers books wy 

Position all nis weet the author fafiane with them, 
. 8 book, in a 

a voARTISTIC VOCAL ALBUM 
It is a collec voice, including oot gongs 

original high of the 
in every way 

NEW STANDAR 
A Collection a 

Pric 
especlally ada, e, $1.00 

Volee edition, "Jost Popular gout’, Be ne ie It is g Splendiq collection 

D 
f Songs SONG ALBUM 

© coll Pri 
what get 8BCTEM and geeCE, SORES chiefly tor a) Cae ar, y fo 

value. By Thurlow Lie : r 

Sired pieces of this writer. a Ral peUrance Price, 75 Cents modern writers, byt 1cousists reas) ig printea ‘te middle 
ese melodies are taken direct from native g andard writers, “yiteludes aqme, of, the works 6 

MOSKOWSKI ALBUM FOR THE PIANO and the arrangements are genuine transcripti ‘ources | Mediate grade. e gi Some selecti, Works of 

Z parepnraies: r. Lieurance has been y. prions, not » It is just ee 8fe mostly US from the 

f Price, 75 Cents armonizing the various Indian trii rab aee cessful in the bo Stly of the inter- 

néforte compositions of Moszkowski constitute 

a he Oa oe tant section {n modern musical litera- 

ture. The compositions in this album are continually 

represented on modern recital and concert programs. 

‘All of these have been carefully edited. This album 

should bé in the Ilbrary of every advanced pianist. 

-ONE OLD HUNGARIAN 

din MELODIES FOR THE PIANO 

By Arthur Hartmann Price, $1.00 

bal melodies for pr, 
tical use by the musician. ‘ac. 

j BE CONVINCED THAT THE 3 TIONS OF THEO. PRESSER eae i MUSICAL WORKS OF VALUE i i To afford a better opportunity of judg H genuine value of the books listed on osng, the will gladly send any of them for examimst rise We 
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ORGAN ME ales LODIES 
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Priceless! 

Wuart is the value of inspiration? How can we put a price 
upon that which gets into the soul of a man and makes him 
great and noble and triumphant? 

A few words from a friend, a few lines in print, a sentence 
from the pulpit, just a thought which makes one want to go 
on and accomplish things always thought impossible: that is 
inspiration. Many a man has made his fortune through the 
soul impulse received from a single paragraph. That 
paragraph was the sign post which pointed the way. It was 
the thing which above all other things he needed. 
attempted to enter it in his books as capital it would appear 
as nothing,—yet almost all that he has came from it. 

Teachers are engaged to instruct. Franz Liszt gave 
comparatively little instruction but the inspiration of his playing 
and advice made a score of virtuosos. The teacher who fails 
to inspire is only half a teacher. In every lesson there should 
be a note of inspiration that leaves the pupil glowing with 
enthusiasm. 

Tue Ervor is first of all a journal of practical musical 
education. At the same time we know that it is a part of our 
mission,—as well as a glorious privilege, to seek out all the 
inspiration we can find and pass it on to our readers. We 
want every issue to contain something that will grasp your 
hand, especially when you feel yourself slipping backward, 
something that will make your eyes glisten with new eagerness 
to get ahead, something that will make you throw your 
shoulders back and dare to do new and better things. It is our 

determination to have no Erupe leave our offices until it has 
that priceless thing called INSPIRATION. 

‘The Place of Theory 

Coxp theory is one of the most feared things that certain 
students have to encounter. Yet, theory in science has been the 
channel through which some of the most amazing discoveries 
have been made. 

There is something thrilling in the way in which an astron- 
omer can sit down in his observatory and figure out the existence 
of a world so infinitely far away that the strongest glasses are 
unable to discern it. Practice in the manufacture of telescopes 
develops and soon a lens is made that makes it possible to photo- 
graph the existence of the world that cold theory told the ex- 
plorer of the heavens must exist. It was theory that led Colum- 
bus to venture across the Atlantic,—a theory that made him 
the laughing stock of all Europe. 

The great chemist works for elements that he is certain 
must exist although no one has ever seen them or known about 
them. His theory tells him that somewhere in matter such and 
such a thing is. Therefore go in search of it. Eventually 
radium or some other equally amazing substance is encountered. 

Every art has a scientific background. In by far the large 
number of cases the background has been discovered by practice 
and not by theory. This is peculiarly the case in music. Most 
of the great musical theorists have been men who have viewed 

the frontiers of the art and having described their dimensions 

have then told in orderly fashion what has been done within those 

dimensions in the past. 

VOL. XXXVII, No. 5 

In other words, the theorists in music are intelligent classi- 

fiers. They are like good librarians who keep the right books 
on the right shelves, properly co-ordinated and listed. When 
they have done that they can do but little more. 

Certain clever writers have attempted to show by illustra- 
tion what composers of the past have done with their musical 
materials. However, these are merely indicative. The student 

who would be a composer must take the musical materials down 

from their theoretical shelves and work with them interminably 

That is what Beet- 
hoven did, with his numerous note books; that is what Wagner 
did; that is what Brahms did. All the theorists and theories in e 
the world could not have made these masters, although they had 
to know the theories to understand what had been done in the 
past. Harmony and counterpoint are indispensable to the stu- 
dent of composition but they are only a beginning. Columbus 
had his theory, but what would it have been if he had never 
made his voyage? 

until new combinations can be effected. 
If -he-=}= 

A Noteworthy Series 
Tur Ervpe cannot refrain from paying a tribute to Mr. 

Harold Bauer’s noteworthy series of conferences upon ‘The 
Spirit of The Masters,” now appearing in this publication. Last 
month Mr. Bauer discussed, in this continued interview, Bach, 
Haydn and Mozart ; this month he discusses Beethoven, Mendels- 
sohn and Brahms; next month he will take up Schumann and 
Liszt, and finally, in July, he will treat upon Chopin and the 
Modern Masters. We believe that this is one of the most helpful 
series Tue Ervpr has ever been privileged to present. Mr. 
Bauer indicates in these, as he does in his playing, his virile 
mind and his sympathetic, artistic personality. In addition to 
his extensive public tours, Mr. Bauer has found time to organize 
a great charity for the musicians of Paris who have been afflicted 
by the war, and has collected and forwarded to France a sum 
which, together with his own generous personal contributions, 
amounts to over 30,000 francs. 

Musical Munitions 

A wet, filled powder magazine was never more important 
to an army than is this magazine to the musician at this time. 
In this issue we commence a very remarkable series of articles, 
letters and opinions from distinguished men and women deal- 
ing with 

“MUSIC AS A NATIONAL NEED IN WAR TIME” 

Rarely has it ever been possible to secure the expressions 
of so many eminent men and women upon the necessity for 
music in our daily lives, particularly at such a time as this, 
when the world is staggering under the blast of the greatest 
of wars. 'T’o let these opinions rest on your music table, without 
calling the attention of every one who comes your way to them, 
would be to miss the opportunity of a musical life time. 
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Benjamin Franklin’s Musical Side 
Mr. O. G. SonnecK, in his recently published book 

of essays entitled Summ Cuique, devotes considerable 

space to the recounting of some very interesting facts 

which his patient research has brought to light in 

regard to the musical proclivities of several of our 

early Presidents—Washington, John Adams, Thomas 

Jefferson ‘and John Quincy Adams, and of the great 

statesman Benjamin Franklin. In the present article 

we draw largely, though not exclusively, from this 

source for our data. 
Did you know that Benjamin Franklin took a great 

interest in a certain musical instrument popular in his 

day, called the Musical Glasses, and made such impor- 

tant improvements in it that he was very justly 

reckoned the inventor, the improved instrument being 

called Glassy-chord, Harmonica, or Armonica, the last 

being Franklin's own preference. The vogue of the 

Armonica spread to England and Europe: Goldsmith 

alludes to it in the Vicar of Wakefield; 

Beethoven wrote a short composition 

for it—a song with Armonica accom- 
paniment; Mozart composed an Adagio 

for Armonica solo and an Adagio and 

Rondo for Armonica, Flute, Oboe, Viola 
and Violoncello. A Quartet for Ar- 
monica, Flute, Oboe, Viola and Violin- 

cello by a composer named Moller was 
played at concerts in New York. The 
Armonica was said to blend remark- 
ably well with the other instruments 
mentioned. The reason that it fell out 
of use Was that its sweet but very pene- 
trating tone seemed to produce a bad 
effect on the nervous system of its 

players. 
Franklin himself, however, did not 

appear to suffer any ill effects from it, 
though he became an expert player, and 
often entertained his friends by his 
playing. Nathaniel Evans wrote a poem 
entitled To Benjamin Franklin, Esq., 

LL.D., Occasioned by hearing him play 
on the Harmonica. George Washington 
paid 3 shillings 9 pence to hear a player 
named Costella give a performance on 
the Armonica, at Williamsburg, Va. 

Other Musical Activities of Franklin 
Previous to his invention of the Ar- 

monica, Franklin had learned to play 

on the harp, the guitar, the violin, and 

some say the violoncello. At one time 

he volunteered his services as guitar 

teacher to a friend. 
In his Autobiography he speaks with 

appreciation of the excellent church 

music at Bethlehem, Pa, the organ 

being accompanied with violins, oboes, 

flutes, clarinets, etc. 

In a letter written home from Lon- 

don to his wife (in 1767) he suggests 

plans for fitting up a certain room in 

their hou e—the “blue room”’—as a 

music room, At this time Franklin 

was present in the audience on the oc- 

casion of Handel’s very last appear- 

ance in public as an organist and choral 

conductor. 
Franklin was fond of songs, and composed several 

himself, both words and music, one of them My Plain 

Country Joan being in praise of his own wife. 

Franklin as a Musical Critic 

In a letter of Franklin’s to Lord Kames, of Edin- 

too lengthy to quote entire, he propounds 

some very original and subtle theories, since developed 

by such writers as Karl Stumpf and Hugo Riemann, 

to the effect that certain melodies, by moving through 

intervals of chords, contain implicitly their own har- 

mony, so that the inner ear hears chords, though no 

instrument furnishes them. He showed this to be the 

case particularly with certain Scotch tunes, which 

accordingly make an excellent effect with no accom- 

ani yhatever. 

ae triticized Handel’s use of florid melody in the 

setting of words, in very much the same vein as did 

Berlioz and Wagner, several decades later, showing 

himself to be a musical thinker in advance of his age. 

If a great statesman like Franklin found time to 

cultivate music during the strenuous early days of our 

beloved country, in which he took so important a part, 

need we have any fear that we are being remiss in 

any way, if we venture to follow his example in this 

present war-time crisis? 

borough, 

Slavery to the Keyboard 

By T. L. Rickaby 

Most piano pupils are ac.ually in bondage to the 

keyboard. To the majority of them what we call “C” 
is merely a white key immediately in front of: two 
black ones. From the first they should be taught that 

“C” is a sound which may be made on a violin string, 
a pipe, a tube, or with the voice, and that they, from 
their choice of an instrument with a keyboard, must 
produce it by striking a certain key. It should be 
emphasized, too, that musical sounds as we know them 
existed quite a while before the piano was added to 
existing means of producing sound. It is here that 
ear-training comes in, and not until it forms a part, 
and a large part, of the musical work of every piano 
pupil, will this keyboard bondage become a thing of 
the past. 

A Letter from General Hugh L. Scott 

Major General Scott, one of the most aple commanders in the history of the 
U. 8S. Army, a man whose wisdom, diplom 

to the respect and admiration of military 
ing timely letter in connection with the subject discussed upon the next page: 

— = 

HEADQUARTERS 

OFFICE OF THE COMMANDING GENERAL 

CAMP DIx, NEW JERSEY 

March 28, ror8. 

Music in battle is not an innovation, From time immemorial 

bands of various instrtiments have cheered the soldier as he 

closed with the enemy. E 
Discussion of the need of music in wartime by the nation at 

large is rather for the civilian than the soldier, 
Dix a short time daily is set aside for mass singing, and singing 
contests among the several companies are encouraged, ’ 

that band music and mass singing encourage and enliven the com- 

mand, and if music in camp makes for morale surely out of the 
army music can be made to encourage and cheer the nation 
behind the army. 

He who enjoys music, whether as listener or performer, can- 
not be a grouch, for grouches generally have a distorted vision 
of things in general, ; 

In civilian life, music promotes equanimity of mind, which 
is a basis of confidence in the ultimate triumph of our struggles 
In the army music promotes morale—that great inde finable spirit 
which holds an army together and animates it 
idea of victory. 

Music helps against those insidious influences which 
army's enthusiasm, A singing army 
it sings but because it has the 
singing. 

Practice the Bass 

By Martin Sanger 
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The result was so startling 
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is not bringing results, 
studies from my publishe 
that year was quicker 
before then. 
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hand?” The 
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any time 

and achievements have entitled him 

men of all countries, sends the follow- 
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We find 

with the single 

ts y break an 
is a fighting one, not because enthusiasm which comes from 
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The Piano’s Future Assured 

By H. C. Hamilton 

Ir is a commonly heard statement that the piano is 
the most popular of musical instruments, and ‘yet the 
question is raised from time to time as to whether the 
favor in which it is held will always remain. We have 
seen the popularity of other instruments rise and wane, 
and no doubt the thought comes to the minds of many 
music-lovers as to whether th no will in time s' e pia piano will in t hare 

It is Hofmann, in his book, Piano Playing, who asserts that the piano is the “chastest” of all instru- ments. The tone of a fine piano (well played, of course) is such that we can listen to it fora coneils erable time without weariness—it certainly lacks the more sensuous quality of many other instruments, but what it lacks in this it atones for in beautiful 1i uid simplicity. The tone may be truly said to par 
“Warmth,” speaking orchestrally, but 
too much warmth palls sooner than the 
chastity of tone we cannot help but ad- 
mire when listening to a Paderewski 
Hofmann, or DePachmann. : 
. Not so very long ago piano-makers 
introduced “mandolin” attachments, and 
similar devices, to “improve” or add to 
the attractions of the instrument, but 
these things found little fayor among 
the better class of players, The 
“twang” or metallic quality of the tone 
so obtained soon grew wearisome toa 
cultivated ear, and pure Piano tone Ae 
preferred, 
‘ Then again, the piano is a complete 
instrument in itself, and from the very 
way in which it is manipulated (by a 
keyboard) tends to easy handling, 
which furthers its popularity, ee 

An instrument played by means of a 
keyboard seems to have been the 
Sought for from quite e 
the piano and pipe 
predecessors, 

thing 
arly times, as 

be organ have had many 
No one seems to fear the ee of that magnificent in- 

hen —the Pipe organ, with its sel limitless range of quality and anal a 2 Pipe Organ is not suited — naj ority of homes and the reed His Seems to have had its day. The He ote 
be a “minia- t a," but it has - independence all “ os pas a nence in musical favor is not Patt of chance, or : ance, Or a passing erg i s craze, built Upon enduring worth, ” but a fact 

; Music and Brain Building 

By Maud H. Wimpenny 
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Lyman Apnortt. Henry VanDyke, Anna H. Suaw, Ipa TarpeLi, Owen WIsTER. Tuomas A. Entson. 

Music Now More Than Ever 
Eminent Men and Women in Many Walks of Life Earnestly Urge Music as a Present National Need 

“Music is one of the most forcible instruments for training, for arousin & 
and for governing the mind and spirit of man.”—Witistam 

With the view of providing Etunr readers with exr- 

pressions of opinion from very great minds upon the 

relation which music and music education should bear 

to the activilics of America in the present great crisis 

we have been fortunate in securing the co-operation 

of the following men and women who stand at the 

front rank in American life to-day. 

Lyman Abbott 

Dr. Lyman Abbott is probably the most distinguished 
publicist-clergyman in America. As the successor of 
Henry Ward Beecher in Plymouth Church, Brooklyn, 
N. Y., he attained wide fame. Later as editor of The 
Outlook his sane, vigorous and kindly views upon 
many, many subjects have had world-wide circulation. 
The readers of Tux Ervne ‘should congratulate them- 
selves upon having the following splendid thoughts to 
show to their friends. , 

Music in our homes, in our schools, in our churches, 
in our Civic centers, is an essential to our national life 
and should be encouraged and promoted during the war. 
Julia Ward Howe by her Battle Hymn of the Repub- 
lic rendered as true a service to her country in war 
time as if she had been a soldier in the field or a states- 
man in the councils of the nations. What the Italian 
bands have done to inspire with courage the Italian 

soldiers is a matter of current history. It is a grave 
question to my mind whether or*not as many persons 

have been brought into the Kingdom of God by song as 
by sermon, The means which has accomplished so much 
in the cause of religion is surely needed in the cause 

of patriotism. It is not only a rest and a refreshment, 
but also an inspiration and a strength, 

Henry Van Dyke 

The Hon. Henry Van Dyke, formerly United States 
Minister to the Netherlands, now a Chaplain in the 

United States Navy with the rank of Lieutenant Com- 

mander, is so distinguished as a diplomatist, poet, 
author and educator that anything he writes finds a 
large audience waiting, Tur Ercne reader will find 
in the following excellent ideas to “pass along” at this 
time. J 

I am a strong beli ver in the value of music in 
education. The Gre a wise folk, made it one of 
the elements of their training and discipline. The four 
liberal arts which composed the quadrivium of Pytha- 
goras were geometry, astronomy, arithmetic, and music. 
To this was added the trivium composed of grammar, 
logic and rhetoric. Plato said: “Musical training is 
a more potent instrument than any other, because 
rhythm and harmony find their way into the secret 
places of the soul, on which they mightily fasten, 
imparting grace, and making the soul graceful of him 

who is rightly educated.” A 

While this is true of the science or art of music as 

an object of study, it is true also that the. practice of 

music, especially it seems to me in choral singing, is of 

and shelter. 

These opinions are of golden possibilities to «il these 
who desire to do everything possible to “do their bit” 
in developing any branch of our daily activities which 
may help in winning the great war. Therefore, Eruve 
readers are invited to make this issue of Tus Erupe 
do more than usual service by calling the attention of 
as many friends as possible to these really very impor- 

the very greatest physical and moral benefit. It teaches 
the subordination of the individual to the group or 
company. It gives a sense of order and self-restraint. 
It is good for the heart and the lungs and the throat. 
It is a stimulant and a tonic. It confers that pleasure 

which comes from the production of beauty through 
co-operation. Good music set to good words, and 
sung under good direction by a company of people who 
put their hearts as well as their voices into it, is much 
more than an amusement; it is a recreation in the 
highest sense of the word, for it develops and builds 
them up through the power of joy and harmony, 

‘Thomas A. Edison 

Thomas A. Edison ranks among the few men whose 
fame reaches around the world to all countries touched 
by civilisation. His own inventions have virtually 
revolutionised all forms of human activity. He will 
be known as one of the greatest men of all ages and 
his words at this time have especial significance. 
You ask me if music is a human essential. To the 

Eskimo, or South Sea Islander, no. To the Amer- 
ican, Frenchman, Englishman, Ttalian—yes. Mere 
existence demands nothing but food, drink, clothing 

But when you attempt to raise existence 
to a higher plane, you have to nourish the brain as 
well as the hody. T don’t think there is any sane person 
who would say that books are unessential to the main- 
tenance of our civilization in America. Yet, after its 
school days, probably less than one-fourth of our 
population reads with serious purpose. Music is more 
essential than literature, for the very simple reason 
that music is capable of releasing in practically every 
human mind enlightening and ennobling thoughts that 
literature evokes in only the most ertdite minds. 

Music, next to religion, is the mind’s greatest solace, 
and also its greatest inspiration. The history of the 
world shows that lofty aspirations find vent in mus , 
and that music, in turn, helps to inspire such aspira- 
tions in others. Military men agree that music is 
essential to soldiers both in camp and in action. The 
Marscillaise is worth a million men to France. Music 
is not less essential to those the soldiers leave behind 
them. Instead of decrying music, the demagogues and 
others, whose hysteria or self-consciousness has dis- 
torted their vision and befuddled their brains, should 
urge the nation to make more music, to hold more con- 
certs, to have more community singing—in short, to 
do everything that reasonably can be done to make 
America a singing nation during the war. When the 

E. Giapstone 

tant obinions. Create circles of interest in your com- 

munity. Organise mectings to investigate how music 
may be of ever-increasing service at this time in your 
home district—by cheering the boys in service, keeping 
up the patriotic fervor and optimism in the homes and 

by continuing the regular work in musical education so 
that the coming generation will have an even higher 
efficiency in the art. 

casualty lists begin to fill the pages of our newspapers, 
we shall need music to sustain our national spirit. The 
man who disparages music as a luxury and non-essen- 
tial is doing the nation an injury. 

John Luther Long 
The eminent author of Madam Butterfly and other 

famous works is also a well-known attorney, His 
appreciation of music is characteristic and forceful. 
We shall keep our music. We shall make more. 

We shall keep our musicians—both in the innumerable 
homes, and in the public centers. And we shall not do 
it because any country in Europe shall teach us to do 
so, but hecause we, the most musical people on the 
earth, understand for ourselves the good of doing so. 
We shall be spontaneous in this patriotism of melody! 

In this, as in the war between the states, we had 
nothing to begin with but the “Star-Spangled Banner.” 
(Not an inartistic thing! Nothing is or can be which. 
moves a people as that does!) But, what an immense 
body of patriotic music that war developed! We are 
singing those old war songs yet—fifty years after! I 
think we shall sing them for fifty years more. 

Marching Through Georgia! The Batile Hymn of 

the Republic, When Johnny Comes Marching Home, 

Maryland, Tenting To-night, We Shall Mect But We 
Shall Miss Him, 

There are hundreds of ‘em. 

Well, it goes a bit more slowly in this war, because 
it is still, to many of us, a “foreign war”! When we 
begin to understand that it is our war, when, alas, the 

suffering and death and destruction are brought home 

to us in the long lists of casualties, the meagre fare on 

our tables, the eréped widows and orphans on our 
streets—our poets and musicians will he heard. And 
the heart of all humanity will then listen. Yea, and 

remember. For to them shall be given to express 
for the voiceless sufferers, not only the grief and valor 

of a nation, but of the universal world! And those 
songs, whether of the voice or the instrument, or both, 
shall sing themselves forever. For there never will 
have been, as there never have been, such colossal 
emotions to sing. 

T believe the greatest music the world has yet known 
will come out of this war. And it will come, it must 
come, in America. For, the world is learning—that 
part of the world outside of us—that we are not money 
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grubbers, not materialists, hut the most ideal people 

on the earth! And it is out of ideals, thank God, that 

music is made. 
And this music, which is being heard but faintly as 

yet, will lift us up to our sacrifices, to our supernal 

courage, to our daring, to our help in every line of 

conquering endeavor! 
When this war comes home to each one of us, we 

shall sing! It may be Tiperary, or Over There, or 

Where do we go from Here?—or it may be the 

dull dirge of those who follow in their hearts funerals 

which have no corpses; but we shall sing! And in the 

singing we will rise in a might which the world does 

not yet dream of—nor we! 
And so, dear editor, we shall keep the music 

in our homes, in our civic centers, but most of all in 

our hearts—simply because we cannot do otherwise. 

WE ARE AMERICANS. 

Ida M. Tarbell 

The distinguished American biographer, lecturer, 

editor and author adds the following terse and con- 

clusive lines. 
In my judgment you are right in claiming that music 

is one of the things that help people bear the burden. 

Its value to the men in camp and field has of course 

long been admitted. Those of us at home need it as 

‘much, if not more than ever. 

Anna H. Shaw 

Dr, Anna Howard Shaw, famous first as the greatest 

clergywoman of our time, and later as the leader in th 

Woman Suffrage movement which has resulted in 

securing the vole for wonten in many states, and now 

at the head of the Ioman’s Committee of the Council 

of National Defense, takes a strong stand for the need 

of music at this time. 
There could he no greater loss to the social life or 

to the patriotic impulses of the people at this time than 

the cessation of instruction in music. 

The power of music is immeasurable in times of 

danger or social unrest. We could sing ourselves into 

freedom if all else failed. In their most fatiguing 

marches our men sing to keep up flagging spirits and 

inspire hope. We at home may need the same inspira- 

tion to keep us to our task in winning the war. 

I wish every city in the nation had a community 

center where the people might meet every day, espe- 

cially on Sunday, to unite in singing, In schools singing 

should be taught as one of the greatest patriotic duties. 

Let us keep on singing. 

Owen Wister 

Dr. Owen Wister is known to thousands as a very 

successful novelist, others know him as an attorney and 

others still are aware that he has great musical gifts. 

In his younger years he wrote a symphony which 

aroused the enthusiastic interest of Franz Lisst. ITis 

opinion upon this subject is therefore of especial 

value because of his expeiience. 

Tt is the experience of all nations that music is an 

essential in war and an essential in peace. In war, 

since the day when savages took sticks and beat hides 

stretched over logs up to the present day, when a 

military band of forty instruments revives and strength- 

ens the spirit of the soldier, martial music has been 

found to be an imperative part of the equipment of the 

soldier, like his uniform, or any other part of his 

equipment. F 

When the British Army of Kitchener had to be 

organized in great haste, under an emergency the 

officers sent most urgent calls for music, which they 

found that their men could not do without. Accord- 

ingly, the new British Army was taught to sing and 

bands were furnished to it in as large a number as 

possible in as short a time as possible. That is the 

experience of the world regarding music in time of war. 

We also are in time of war and our soldiers are not 

at all different from the civ ans of other countries. 

To regard music as a luxury in the home or in the 

resent time is an opinion held only by 

the unmusical. Anybody with observation and capable 

of thought understands that the power of music at the 

5s more necessary in every part of our 

n at any other time since the Civil 

who takes steps to diminish its 

though they may do 

concert at the p 

present time i 

life, than it has bee 

War, and any one ot 

quantity takes an unpatriotic step, 

so in perfect good faith. 

act when he can, will not be able 
He who will not n 

to act when he wishes to.--Purton 

but good for something.”— 
“By not simply good, 

THOREAU. 

An Interesting Way to Teach Phrasing 

By Bertha V. Hughes 

Snow the pupil where phrases begin and end in a 
composition, then play the first phrase yourself and 

ask the pupil to play the second phrase. Continue the 
same idea through the rest of the composition. 

As soon as the pupil understands what is wanted. he 

will need little or no encouragement to be very alert 
and eager about picking up his phrase exactly on time. 

If two pupils are in a class together, they may share 

a piece between them, in this way, the teacher merely 
preparing it by marking the places where the change 
from one phrase to the next occurs. 3 

Teachers who are so fortunate as to have two pianos 

in their studio will find it specially convenient for this 
exercise, one player sitting at each, but it is perfectly 

possible to do it at a single instrument, the pla 
sitting side by side, as if for a duct. 

A Love Letter from Mozart to his Wife 
“Dear little wife. 

T have a host of petitions to make to you: 
ist, I implore you not to give way to grief; 

2d, To take care of your health and to remember 
that the air of the spring is treacherous; 

3d. Not to go out walking alone or, better still 
to go for walk 

from an illness that made walking somer 

for her); 
qth, Never to doubt the depth and sincerily of amy 
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Nae} sour good 

6th and ultimo. I beg of you to give me an 
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he promised he would: if the Lange Eee 
visit you; if your portrait is progresst ‘ i 4 Boute ihe 

or that; everything is of supreme ionic : vou do this 
dearest, k well, Fpery evening une a Adieu, 
bed T have a good half-hour chat tt hy, me I go to 
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The Music Teacher’s Desk 

By Frank Andrews Fall, Litt.D., 
Bursar of New York University 

NExT to the Piano the most important article of 
actual furniture in the music studio is the desk at 
which one works when not engaged in actual teaching or sometimes, it may be, when so engaged. This should ‘ 
be a flat-toppe : ; 
falliton. pped affair rather than an old-fashioned 

The ancient idea of a desk 
of pigeon-holes, in which one 
memoranda and the like, and 
the problems which they 
desks is this—a flat wor! 
places his grist of daily 
them until they r 
they are re 
file. 

There are, it seems to me, three things w Hee aes a music teacher's desk: % 
- The day's work, This ine 5 

teaching or other icine a ae Me hefore, or earlier if possible; sheet musi nas exercise books required during the day: ae a hooks, pictures or other illustrative Tee 
2. The day's self-development assionanBie Thi might consist of a hook in which a chapter or ; an to be read; a correspondence course Teer 

worked out; a piece of composition to be att i 
In the rush of teaching it is an eg bau Aasy matter to let one’s home-culture plans go unfulfilled, unless one gives them gives a definite place i very ” place in every day’s program. For this pur- pose there is nothing better. the i 
pose | ig than a reading course covering a stated period of time. ch as 
ee ee ¢ such as the Chautau- 
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y th “duecation i 
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ee t pression, Tt lay a bit of carved w may Be mersly 
ae ie eed or marble, a small o. ee ae rd vase—the point is to make ‘he it een - such a way that the pupil cannot 
selected each day a i, aiteren object can be Tinaile “wee v so much t etter, Ps aly, this sugeesiion, Let the es ee ae qaeosonally to think ahout ie at fake a Tittle ols, Nis material aj Fic ny JST i 
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Get in T n Touch with Other Professions 

By T. L. Rickaby 
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Yourtus of both sexes, contending with the prodigious 

difficulties of discovering the world and human life, are 

obliged to go through a process of education in schools. 

There they acquire some small amount of knowledge 

and a still smaller modicum of wisdom. Among the 

portentous subjects placed before their expanding young 

minds is one called metaphysics, a science which chat- 

ters glibly in such terms as “objective” and “subjective.” 

Usually the aforesaid youths depart from the various 
seats of learning with little care in their souls as to the 

precise significance of these adjectives. But in the course 

of time some of them, and especially those whom Nature 

has marked out for musical careers, discover that the 

words are related to matters of deep interest to them. 

Composers, of whom ambition creates many and 

Nature very few, are happily exempt from “subjective” 
and “objective” considerations ; but the performers have 
to take them under their wings and carry them there 
through all their flights. Let us try to tell ourselves just 

what these words mean. That which the mind contem- 

plates as absolutely apart from and outside itself is 

objective; that which is.a part of the mind is subjective. 

This is none too clear, but it may help. The mind, 
indeed, acquires from without matter for its digestion, 
but its conclusions in regard to these matters are 
subjective. 
What have these things to do with the relations of 

personality to the interpretation of music? Just this: a 
full comprehension of the psychology of the subjective 
and the objective should convince us that such a thing 

as interpretation, wholly free of personal reconstruction 
of the thing interpreted, is utterly impossible. Further- 

more it is entirely undesirable. 
A sonata by Beethoven is a creation which existed 

before the birth of any living pianist. It was there with 

all its melodic character, its characteristic methods of 
development, its leonine harmonies, its individual tech- 

nic, when the contemporaneous generation of per- 
formers was still] far in the future, when Paderewski, 
Bauer, Gabrilowitsch, Hoffmann and the rest were not 
yet dreamed of. When the young player of today sits 

down to the study of such a work, he is in precisely the 
same condition as a young architect, who, for the first 
time in his life, beholds a Greek temple. The architect 
fervently desires to absorb the spirit of Hellenic archi- 
tecture to the end that he may breathe it into some mod- 
ern structure, perhaps even make something having a 
quality of its own, as Cass Gilbert did when he applied 
the principles of the perpendicular Gothic to the needs 

of the Woolworth Building. 

Interpretation Cannot Be Wholly Objective 

But the attitude of the young architect, and equally 
that of the young pianist, must necessarily be composite. 
Tt cannot be wholly objective. The imperative demand 
for assimilation of that which is found already com- 

plete and perfect in itself presupposes the operation of 
subjective faculties. The mind is immediately and 
intensely conscious of its own exaltation. For what 

does the young pianist find in the Beethoven sonata? 

Can he find in it all that Beethoven found? Then 

indeed is he the peer of the mighty master, for “only 

genius can understand genius.” Here lies the secret. 

The musical performer who can interpret a work exactly 

ag the composer intended it to be interpreted must be 

one capable of grasping the intangible, the spirit of the 

creative mind and of reproducing its most intimate self 

communion. Does any one believe that this is within 

the hounds of possibility? 

What, then, must take place? The interpreter must 

absorb into his own spirit that which his spirit can dis- 

cover and feel. With all his intelligence and love and 

sympathy the young artist must strive to understand 

the message of the composer; but when he has put forth 

all his powers, he will have put forth himself. He can- 

not project anything but his own personality 

Personality and Interpretation 
By the Distinguished American Critic 

W. J. HENDERSON 

% Louis XI, of Irving and of Coquelin 

Did the reader ever see Henry Irving as Louis XI? 
And did he ever enjoy a performance of the same role 
by Coquelin? Now Louis XI was only one man and 
ke lived only one life. He was the subject of countless 

songs and stories, while graver history has methodically 
recorded his follies, his frailties and his immortal mean- 
ness. Much is known about his character and there 

could be no possibility of blundering on the part of any 
actor undertaking to impersonate the monarch. Cruel 

cunning, crafty, ever active suspicion, malignity insatiable 

and a royal cowardice obtrude themselves upon the 
observation of the interpreter. 

Irving and Coquelin delineated the character with 
great skill. Both communicated to their audiences in 
unmistakable terms the ugly traits of this despicable 
occupant of a throne. nd yet their impersonations 
were dissimilar, not only in superficial details, but in the 
deeper traits of sentiment. Both were true to history, 
but one was Henry Irving and the other was Constant 

Coquelin. The personality of each artist was displayed 

in every scene and it was impossible that it should fail 

to be. The actor cannot speak with another's voice, he 
cannot look out of another’s eyes, he cannot conceive 

and feel with another's temperament. 
The same things must be said of the interpretative 

musician, The pianist, if he be one of significance, will 

surely have his own peculiarities of touch and style. He 
can no more rid himself of them than he can rid him- 
self of the shape of his hands and the length of his 

arms. No more can he divest himself of his spiritual 

nature. If he be a true artist, he will approach the study 

of a new work with an open mind. He will strive to 
penetrate tosits heart by finding out what the contrast 
of its themes, the relation of its phrases, the introduc- 
ion of developments, passage work or other devices 
meant when the mind of the composer planned them. 
With these points clear in his own mind he spreads 
before his inner view his own interpretation of the 

work, 
‘In this supreme act of preparation his personality 

must inevitably operate with irresistible force, for only 
his own perceptions of artistic beauty can aid him; and 

only from these can he arrive at that state of exaltation 

in which the fire of deeply moved emotion vitalizes for 
him the printed page. Here, indeed, is the true field of 

emotion in the interpretative musician's art. No doubt 
matinee girls thrill with the thought that Paderewski is 
moved to tears by Chopin while he is playing him. But 
Mr. Paderewski knows that his whole intelligence at 
that moment is bent upon directing his physical powers 

to the exact and lifelike reproduction of the conception 
which he formed when his study of the printed page 
of Chopin opened for him the shrine of the composer's 
imagination and prostrated him in pious adoration. 

T have said that to have the interpretative artist com- 
pletely disguise his personality would be highly undesir- 
able, even if it were possible. If the interpretation of 
any particular masterpiece, say Becthoven’s Opus rro, 
could be standardized, what would be the wasteful 
prodigality of Nature in bestowing upon us’ Josef Hof- 
mann, Ignace Paderewski and Harold Bauer. Each of 
them plays this particular work according to his own 
understanding and feeling, and each of them plays it 
beautifully, convincingly. But each plays it differently 
from the other. 

If Beethoven’s Own Interpretation Were Available Now 

Suppose that in the early years of the nineteenth cen- 
tury there had been such recording inventions as there 

are now and that Beethoven had made records of his 
own performance of this sonata, The highest ideal of 
a purely objective interpretation of the work should 
demand that the pianist of today would be able to give 
us an exact reproduction of the record. This, of course, 

presupposes that Beethoven himself could play the work 
according to his own conception of it. This being 

granted, and the pianist of today, say Ethel Leginska or 

Guiomar Novaes, capable of making the exact reproduc- 

tion, then what would be the use of having any Legin- 

ska or Novaes at all? Why not let the mechanical piano 
perform the impeccable record and give us the voice of 
the dead Becthoven? 

There is the test of the whole matter. “The dead 
Beethoven!” Yes, that is what we should get. The liv- 

ing, not the dead shall sing to us. We may wail with 

Tennyson 4 

“Oh, for the touch of a vanished hand’ 
Aud the sound of a voice that ts still.” 

But the wail will be as hopeless as the poet's. We can- 
not bring back the dead composer. We cannot hear in 
the interpretation of his piano music the touch of the 
vanished hand nor in his song the sound of the voice 

that is still, We must accept from Paderewski his 
recital of the sonata and from Hofmann his. When we 

listen to the famous pianist, whoever he may be, we 
must render unto Beethoven that which is Beethoven's 

and unto Levitzki or Gabrilowitsch that which is his. 
May the interpretative artist, then, play the music of 

a master just as he pleases without regard to the com- 

poser's intention? Of course not. No pianist worthy 

of the name ever attempts to do so. Every sincere 
musician strives with all his power to understand the 
composition before him, to get at the artistic plan and 
purpose of its creator, But to repeat what has already 

been said, he cannot do that which is not in him. He 

cannot be any one but himself. He cannot find in a 
composition anything that is not in his own soul. But 

he can gather to himself all of Beethoven or Chopin or 

Schumann that his faculties can discern and reproduce 

just as much as his own individual force is able to pro- 

ject beyond the four walls of his skull. And this is not 

a small achievement. Within it is comprised the high- 

est in analysis and synthesis to which one mind can 
attain, and both must be warmed through and through 
by love. 

Personality Should Not Be Obtrusive 
The varying angles of view in the conception of an 

art work which is to be interpreted are the results, as I 
have intimated, of differences in the artistic organiza- 

tions, or temperaments as they are customarily called, 
of the performers. The interpretation is part and par- 

cel of the personality of the artist. Owing to the 
insidious working of dark and sinister influences we too 

often get more of the artist than of the composer, That, 

let us repeat, is an undesirable projection of personality, 
On the other hand if no personality at all permeates the 

interpretation, you may be certain that nothing of the 

emotion of the composer will appear either. The artist 

cannot at the same instant be spiritually dead and artis- 
tically alive. 
The personalities of musical performers are always 

interesting especially to that vast number of persons 
who vaguely think there is some sort of miracle about 
the performance of music in any way at all. The 
lamentable tendency of contemporaneous journalism js 

to cater to the public appetite for information about the 
personality. This practice directs the attention of the 
reader to the private traits of the artist, not that part of 
them which gives character to his art. It feeds itself to 

satiety upon such stuff as the old fable that floated alt 

over the country that Mr. Paderewski while playing 
such or such a piece of Chopin was always thinking 
about his dead wife and consequently always in tears 
Tf such a combination could be effected A stereotyped 

frame of mind and a mechanically started stream of 
tears as the accompaniments of a certain interpreta. 
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tion, you may be sure that the interpretation itself 
would soon become as weak as the tears. 

That which is propelled into an auditorium across the 
footlights is all of a personality that an audience 
should know. No one ever suffered from over adver- 
tised personality more than Mary Garden. For any 
artistic shortcoming on her part her loyal admirers 
always pleaded: “But she has such an interesting per- 
sonality.” Miss Garden’s personality, it seems never to 
have occurred to her adorers, is not a thing apart from 
her art. It is the -foundation of an interpretative 

method which almost makes one forget that this incom- 
parable woman is a singer who rarely sings. Miss 
Garden is one of the most ingenious and resourceful 
actresses before the public. She has inexhaustible the- 
atrical skill, a marvelous command of the pictorial lights 
and shadows of the stage, a profound grasp of the 

illuminating quality of the footlights. 
In the art of music there is no other department in 

which the power of personality can work such magic as 
in the opera. Radical defects in technic, flagrant viola- 
tions of good taste and astonishing ignorance of style 
are all obscured by the charm of a “magnetic” person- 
ality. In the field of the song recital also the artist is 
often admired when the art should not be. But 
obviously this is not the operation of personality which 
is meant by the inquirer as to whether it should dom- 

inate an interpretation by a performer of instrumental 

music. 
Paderewski and Von Biilow Contrasted 

Perhaps no better illustration of the relation of the 
personality to the interpretative art is to be found than 
that offered by Mr. Paderewski, to whom I revert once 
more with pleasure. At this moment when it seems 
altogether probable that he will not again appear as a 
pianist, but will devote his time, his intellect and his 
immense energy to his country, it should he especially 

interesting to consider how his interpretations are col- 
ored by his spiritual organization. 
Few know that Mr. Paderewski is a man of extraor- 

dinary intellect. "He might have succeeded in other 
fields than that of music. He possesses a remarkably 
broad and comprehensive grasp of philosophies, of his- 
tory and of world politics. He displays in the discus- 
sion of the gravest topics of the time an insight which 
would do credit to a statesman. But apart from the 
force and fineness of his intelligence the famous pianist 
has that intangible combination of spiritual sensibilities 
called temperament. The predominant trait of this tem- 
perament is an exquisite sense of beauty. To Mr. Pad- 

erewski the vital quality of music is sensuous beauty. 
There is for him no music of the type described by 
James Huneker as “cerebral.” 
When therefore some of his opponents charge him 

with playing Beethoven sentimentally, they lose sight of 
the real truth, which is that this man’s personality feels 
more acutely than do some others the melodic and har- 
monic beauty of Beethoven's music and that he is more 
anxiously concerned about attaining a perfect publica- 
tion of this than a searching analysis of the form or a 

pedagogic exposition of technical details. Von Biilow, 
on the other hand, was a pianist whose interpretations 

of Beethoven attracted teachers and students in crowds 
because the first quality which they clearly set forth was 
their own authority. Von Biilow’s great series of Bee- 

thoven recitals was like a lecture course on the correct 
manner of performing the works. But assuredly no 

one ever felt the thrill of emotion while he was playing. 
These are two examples of opposite types of person- 

ally and unquestionably each has its place and part in 
the world of musical performance. The playing of Von 
Biilow was probably as nearly objective as any playing 
could be. Paderewski’s is vitally subjective. Both were 
sincere and each had its message for the hearer. 

César Franck After Twenty-five Years 
For a work of art to be rightly appreciated, it must 

make appeal to something similar and already existing 
in one’s mind and character. The common phrase in 
our language “I like it” is an unconscious recognition 

of this fact, meaning “I am like it,” in the last analysis. 
If we bear this in mind, it will help us to understand 
why the works of César Franck were slow in gaining 

public recognition. 
César Franck lived from 1822 to 1890. Although born 

in Belgium, he is essentially the founder of the modern 
French school of music, but it must not be assumed 

from this fact that the works of his pupils, even of 

those most strongly influenced by him, show the same 

spirit of lofty mysticism, contemplative calm and aloof- 
ness which characterizes the works of the older master. 

That was part of the man himself—a man of saintly 

and sincere character, finding joy in the service of the 

Church (as organist), and laboring devotedly through 

long hours of teaching every day, to do his very best 

for every one of his pupils. The hours he could spare 

for composition were but few—principally in the early 

morning—and he was most self-exacting as to the 

quality of his work, so that he was well along toward 

enlargement and revivification of classical forms with- 
out effecting their ultimate destruction. 

Gradual Growth of Appreciation 

As a convenient and concrete example of Franck’s 
slow but sure recognition, it is interesting to examine 
the programs of one our leading Symphony Orchestras, 
which the writer has at present before him, dating from 
1881 to 1914. Not until nine years after Franck’s death 
do we find his name on the program, when at last he is 
represented by his Symphony in D minor, followed in 
the next and succeeding years by The Aeolidac, The 

Accursed Huntsman, Psyche and Eros, (all symphonic 
poems), the Symphonic Variations for Piano and Or- 
chestra and a Symphonic Piece from The Redemption. 

Beginning about 1915, where this list leaves off, per- 
formances of Franck’s works have become much more 
frequent; indeed, a comprehensive record would easily 
exceed the limits of this article. 3 

Works for Organ, Piano, Violin 

Some of Franck’s most significant work has been for 
the organ, and the organ-recital programs of the best 
players show a growing appreciation of his genius. 
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Haydn’s Souvenirs of London 
Haypn’s two visits to London were among the most 

successful and happy events of his career, On his sec- 
ond return he brought with him several valuable and 
curious presents, which testify to his popularity there: 
a talking parrot (which after its master’s death sold 
for about $700), and half a dozen pairs of stockings 
into which were woven the notes of the Austrian Hymn, My Mother Bids Me Bind My Hair, the theme of the Andante from the Surprise Symphony, and other the- matic material from Haydn's works, These musical stockings must have come as a real surprise to Haydn, It 1s quite natural for a composer to have his melodies running through his head, but think of the novel sensa tion of having them running around his legs! T oi Musical Haunts in London, by F. G. Rdwarde, oa 
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The point of real importance is that the wrist joi must be free. So little, however, does the actual tea tion of the wrist relatively to the hand influence tonal result, that the wrist-joint may at times be auewedtes 

rise quite high up, without in the least disturbing one’: 
technique. ‘ 

I have seen Liszt himself assume an absurdly exag- 
gerated position of this nature (obviously the result BE 
his unconscious sense of the correct muscular condi- 
tions) although he, of course, did not affect it normally. 
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Beethoven the Master Builder 
“Many students keep aloof 

from Beethoven through 
an entirely mistaken con- 
ception of that master. He 
has been represented to them as a kind of musical god, 
so grand and so magnificent that only the sanctified 

few should approach him. Considered from every 

aspect, Beethoven is so essentially human that he was 

first of all a composer of the people and for the people. 

In him, as in Shakespeare, we find every extreme, from 

tragedy to comedy and from poetry to realism. Beet- 

hoven, despite his lofty intellect, was wholly a demo- 

crat. He was tolerated by his imperialistic patrons as 

a genius and therefore irresponsible. 
“In approaching Beethoyen one must strive to iden- 

tify oneself with his themes. It will take some little 

explanation to make myself clear upon this point. All 
of Beethoven’s greater works,—that is, the works which 

he began to produce after he had passed from under 

the influence of Haydn and Mozart and had commenced 
to think for himself as an individual,—show an organic 
character which very few musicians understand and 
appreciate. Yet, it is just that thing which makes Beet- 
hoven great. Whether consciously or unconsciously, 
he achieved in his compositions something so akin to 
nature’s own constructive efforts, as shown in various 

forms of life, that the result is perhaps one of the 

highest manifestations of art in any form. Beethoven 
toiled with his works until, when he had completed a 
great sonata or a great symphony, there was an inter- 

relationship between the parts that gives to the whole 

a unity, virility and character that few other composers 
have ever approached. That is, he used his motives 

and themes in such a way that:one motive evolved from 

another not unlike the development of cell-life in living 

organisms. In Mozart, the themes have a decorative 
relationship, but rarely anything resembling the organic 
relationship that characterizes the works of Beethoven. 

Music bubbled through Mozart’s ever-melodic mind and 

came welling to the surface in exquisite and delightful 
works,—works imperishable in their freshness and 
charm. In the case of Beethoven, the selection of a 
theme meant long and deliberate workmanship. Many 
of his themes came to him, of course, as inspirations, 
but he did not stop there. He went on working with 

the theme with infinite patience until he had literally 

exhausted all its possibilities, and then he started to put 
together his art work, 

“When Beethoyen had completed a great art work it 
had all the symmetry, charm and mass of a great Gothic 

cathedral. It was built for all time and will endure fot 
all time. Let us take the Moonlight Sonata as an ex- 
ample. Upon examination of the first movement we 
{ind this motive: 

“The second movement contains a retrospective sug- 

gestion of the same: 

A Series of Important Conferences 
With the Eminent Virtuoso 

HAROLD BAUER 

Preparing for the Study of Beethoven, Brahms and Mendelssohn 

“Now turn to the last movement and consider the 
harmonic structure here: 

“Note that the harmonic 
idea,—the seed,—the germ 

is there all the time. If this 
were merely an occasional 

happening it would mean 
nothing, but the student of Beethoven soon discovers 
that it was a part of the master’s set plan. 

“In the Sonata Opus rzo, for instance, there are a 
few measures of introduction with the melody at the 

top. This is followed by'the principal theme. Note that 

here the movement of the basses is practically the same. 
Turn to the second and then to the slow movement, the 
pass is virtually the same in both cases, and in the last 
movement the theme at the beginning becomes the, 
theme of the Fugue. 

Observe that the first motive is carried through all 
three movements. The repeated G sharp at the begin- 
ning becomes a characteristically repeated A flat in 

the trio of ‘the middle moyement and recurs in the 
fortissimo chords of the last movement. The last 
notes of the melody of the first movement are used 

to form the theme of the second movement. The 
suggestion of a bare fifth with which the sonata 
begins is transmitted through the trio of the middle 
moyement and is brought to extreme prominence in 

the left hand figure of the I'inale. Lastly, the fact 

that the first three notes for the right hand are 

identical in the Adagio and the last movement is not 

without significance. Everything contributes to the 

organic unity of the whole work. 

Haro_p Bauer. 

Note the persistence of the upward motion of the 
bars in all four movements. The theme of the fugue 
is contained in the melody of the first movement. 

“The significance of all this to the piano student js 
that, in Beethoven especially, no part can be considered 
apart from its relationship to the whole. It may pos- 

sibly be for this reason that artists find such endless 
interest in working with Beethoven, The work of in- 
terpretation should be directed towards representing 
that, inner concreteness and organic strength which 
raises the works of this master to such a pinnacle, 

“Tn studying any part of a Beethoven work the sty- 
dent must be especially careful to avoid any kind of 

character or tone value that is not susceptible to the 
subsequent modification that the theme may undergo, 
For instance, if the first theme of the Moonlight Sonata 
is played in too sentimental a style, it will be wholly 
out of balance with the violence with which the last 
movement must be played in order to bring out the 

composer’s obvious intentions. 

“Therefore in studying a Beethoven masterpiece for 
the piano, the first consideration is to ask one’s self 
‘What is the relationship between the movements of 
this sonata to the whole?’ and then, ‘What is the rela- 
tionship between the parts of this movement to the 
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movement as a whole?’ There always is a relationship, 
and until you find it and understand it and are capable 
of expressing it, you can never hope to play Beethoven 
artistically, 

Two Aspects of Brahms 

“As with Beethoven, Brahms is a much misunderstood 

master with most students. They think of him first of 

all because of his ‘lofty mentality.’ That Brahms had, 

of course, but it is one of the last things to consider. 

Brahms was essentially human, as is shown by the 
works through which he first gained popularity, the 
famous Hungarian Dances. True, the themes of the 
Hungarian Dances were in some instances given to 

Brahms by the violinist Remenyi, with whom Brahms 

toured; but one must remember that it is the treatment 

of these themes that made the Brahms Hungarian 

Dances immortal. Brahms had this merry, vivacious 

side to him, and yet people who did not know him try 

to make out that he is sombre, even ‘muddy. It is 

incomprehensible to me, as his music seems so beautiful, 
so original and so thoughtful. 

“His originality has even been impugned by many. 

Several of the songs that people now think are merely 

folk songs arranged by Brahms, were really original 
melodies with him. One instance is his famous Lullaby 
and another his Sandmédnnchen. This certainly shows 
the human, the ‘popular streak’ in Brahms. Parts of 

the F Minor Sonata and of the G Minor Quartette are 

absolutely popular in style and type, as is also the fol- 

lowing theme from the last movement of the C Minor 
Symphony: 
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“Certain of his works are, of course, inaccessible to 

the student who does not possess the necessary technic. 

They do require unmistakably a special technic,—but it 

can be acquired by anyone who has the persistence to 

work, What is the difference between the technic of 

Brahms and that of his predecessors? This is easy to 

perceive, once the student looks a little under the sur- 

face. Most other composers seem to have based their 

pianoforte writing upon the principles of scales and 

arpeggios, which form part of the early training of 

every pianist, whereas Brahms seemed to care little for 

the human hand, and wrote stretches that are extremely 

awkward and difficult to the student who is working 

seriously to realize the musical content without making 

his technical efforts obtrusive. ? 

“Mendelssohn, Schumann, Chopin or Liszt would have 

been content with a theme contained within the com- 

pass of one octave, and then invaded the rest of the 

keyboard through passage work, which, even if diffi- 

cult, would not strain the hand to the breaking point. 

Brahms was evidently not satisfied with this, and this 

is probably one of the reasons why his works are, com- 

paratively speaking, neglected. In Mendelssohn or 

Schumann the pianist can legitimately change his hand 

position every few notes. In Brahms, his hand has to 

struggle and sprawl around in a manner that calls for 

very special technic. 

Mendelssohn’s Obvious Beauty 

“One of the reasons why Mendelssohn is played by so 

many students with success is the very obviousness of 

everything he wrote. It is all so beautifully clear. al 

am sure that I could not judge of the interpretative 

ability of any pianist through his performance of 

Mendelssohn. Mendelssohn left very little to the im- 

agination. He wrote everything down just as he wanted 

it—gave specific directions for everything regarding 

the interpretation, and made the road for the student 

so clear that any advanced student ought to be able 

to take up any one of his compositions and play it, after 

reasonable study, in a way that would have satisfied 

the author. 

“This ig not to be considered in any way as a detrac- 

om the genius of Mendelssohn. Who can fail 

the originality, the charm, the force and the 

works, to say nothing of a sense of true 

a flowing style which has been excelled 

only by Mozart? The point remains, however, that 

Mendelssohn makes few interpretative demands’ upon 

the performer that are not perfectly obvious, This is 

far from the case with Beethoven. I still discover 

hidden beauties in Beethoven that suggest new interpre- 

tative interests. In Mendelssohn, however, the student 

can fathom his lucid depths in a very short time, indeed. 

Von Biilow, in his edition of the Chromatic Fantasia 

and Fugte of Bach, refers to the masterly way in 

which Mendelssohn indicates all the details of his Pre- 

lude and Fugue in E Minor so clearly that it can be 

tion fr 
to admire 
delicacy of his 
proportion and 

accepted as a standard of editorial work. It is delight- 
ful to study and play Mendelssohn because of this very 
obviousness. His works are especially suitable for 
students who are on their way to compositions that call 

for serious and strenuous study of interpretative details, 

The Home Without Music 

By Cora Young Wiles 

One of the dreariest and bleakest places, it has 
always seemed to me, is a home without music or a 

musical instrument. Even an old stringless guitar or 

banjo standing in the corner adds a look of comfort 

to the place—although I myself make it a point that 
every stringed instrument in my home shall be in 
order with a full set of strings. 

We have caught many an hour of enjoyment on the 

wing when young folk visitors have joined in im- 
promptu concerts, upon finding their favorite instru- 

ments ready to hand. There is nothing like music to 
keep the home desirable and attractive to a family of 
boys and girls and their young friends, and nothing 
more pleasing to a parent than to hear fresh young 
voices and fingers joined together in harmony. 

In earlier life I carried my trusty guitar with me 
when visiting .in the country or any place where there 

was no musical instrument. The sight of a wheezy 

organ has often reassured me upon entering a home, 
even though I had no intention of playing upon it. 
And one of my most interesting pastimes while visit- 

ing the family of an elderly great-uncle was to play 

and experiment upon an ancient dulcimer, one of the 
well-preserved treasures of the home. 

While working earnestly at my beloved choice, the 
piano and pipe organ, I was sometimes rather alarmed 

at my penchant for picking up a little knowledge of 

every kind of instrument I met—I thought it indi- 

cated a lack of concentration—but I understand it 

now; I was preparing unconsciously to be a mother 
and home-maker—and there is nothing, I repeat, in 

all the world so conducive to home-making, except the 

family itself, as music. This fact is being recognized 

to-day in the public schools; and in many cities experi- 

ments are being made, more or less successfully, for 

introducing instrumental music into the home through 
the schools. s 

In Indianapolis, which, like many other cities, has 

long had vocal music in the grade schools, and orches- 

tras, bands and glee clubs in the high schools, there 
has been an attempt to establish instruction of this 
kind. A committee from the Woman’s Department 

Club and the Matinée Musicale introduced and directed 
this experiment, to the apparent satisfaction of those 
interested. For the first year, members of these clubs 
and advanced students of music were asked to volun- 

teer their services, which many of them willingly did, 

the clubs defraying their expenses. Those school pu- 

pils who had talent, yet could not otherwise develop it, 
were taught the instrument each desired; piano, violin 
and cornet seemed to be the popular choice, In many 
instances the child possessed no instrument, in which 
case one was loaned or given to him, yet often an 
older member of the family would gladly bring forth 
an old violin which had long been laid away. The 
lessons were given in the school buildings, 
A fee of ten cents for each lesson was charged 

pupils who could pay it, and free lessons given to those 
who could not, The latter was found to be a mistake 
for at the end of the first year several pupils an- 
nounced to their teachers (all of whom scommanded 

good prices for instruction elsewhere) that thet were 
going to “real teachers” hereafter, and proceeded to 
pay a good price for lessons in no wise superior to 
those they had been receiving. They did not appre- 
ciate that which was a free gift. 

Therefore, during the second year each pupil was 
required to pay ten cents for each lesson and the two 
Clubs paid the balance of a modest fixed sum per 
lesson to each teacher, thus serving all alike. This sum 
was less than any of the teachers received elsewher, 
At the end of each school year a pupils’ recital he 
given before those interested, and the progress can 
teachers and pupils noted. The lessons were ae 
ie during the summer vocational term of six y 

uring the third year of 1917-18 the school off 
assumed the direction of the teaching, but the o ‘ahh 
unsettled condition of the country at large Ape 

fuel situation have prevented the complete ae the 

it is hoped, will eventually be attained, Suecess that, 

also 
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Find Joy in Your Music Lessons ~ 
By Florence Belle Soulé 

In these days of strenuous activity, when the liveliest 
competition prevails and new obstacles await us *on 
every hand, it is hard to “let go.” 
ete Dalshanks gives good advice to the world an his wife in his book Laugh and Live. When I pod it recently, it seemed to have a special message poe ipusi¢ teachers, What a serious, hard-working set af Been ie we pete we not? How many of us ever <, or could if we would? After a. a day of hard SARL ge ee home weary, worn out, and worst a up in knots.” It is true that 

; : at many of us have really forgotten how to laugh. I can heay ome 
aa Ay ‘ \ igh: . Y e one = athe nothing to laugh at. I work early a ‘ate, have no time for pleasure a ife i 

: a and my li aay asa November sky. How can I laugh?” wie i Bis hes true In many cases, but the condition can as ly improved if we meet it properly. The first ule is—find something interesting, next, devot littl time to the cultivation and enjoyment of Spee only be a simple walk with the yi a ey a concert once a month. 

» alive, which explains the bright eyes and the joy of moti at ion. In- terest every minute explains this, 
Ts it any wonder that so many 

saute Hee when the teacher 
smile and does not understand i i 
can the lessons be successful if eed Pe pee ’ Experience has taught me that music teat a indeed a serious business and I fully realize haan ie as well as the charm of dignity, but at this ea feel impelled to make a plea for relaxation There : more than one reason for learning to “let £0 ii Ts He first place, it is necessary to health, If we would ee K hard and long and keep well, we must safe — r ne in every possible way. A. nervous poh hea be a a -day, i i 
eee pale day, but he will not remain great. ae © a time when the tense muscles and § nerves give out and when thi : a complete collapse follows For thi we ee 
Of prevention imei i Aa reason, an ounce Sil caTe, asa Soue tiles tab e than many pounds 

expensive and absolutely 

children hate their 
1s too dignified to 

undesirable, 
Serious study and hard work period of long years, have ie the play spirit entir 7 it back, During this awtu 

fering, heartache and self 
tion as never before. Tf 
strain, we must conquer 
quer us. Let us remem! 
is also free (wonder of 
beautifully,  oecanee 
nerves,” helps the teacher to Ser the pupil forget 

through an unbroken caused most of us to lose ; must be determined to win fe With its constant suf- aes we all need recrea- de ut d keep up under the ves” or else they will con- ber that a laugh j . wonders) me ita tonic. Tt 

All the World loves neans leans let us Play more, 

Important Sterns nn Ds in the Gro : wth of 7 
e Pian a. the harpsichord was the ¢. owing Interesting te 

the piano, the account i 
of its early evolution all pianists - 

Ms form 
as contr: 

ne adoption of of the harpsichord : (the wi 
. 

vin. cornered spmet) w. 
S-shaped form asted w 

greater volume dictated e With the square- 
‘ vane of tone, | y the desir Was in all its features » Indeed, the earl ee . 2s . ‘arly ae 

enlarged spinet. The (except the Win “ harpsichord 

Sreater number ut case, ana orm) only an 
harpsichord opened Of much longer «Soundboard 
i experiments ee field Ha T Strings of the 
manifold ex Ma re ma INVentive cen; 

Perimente ade, ve genius. 
ea stop, which tie. ra four proved )f all these 
which pressed 44, the "ed of value: the 
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AmMonc the various musical ornaments, the palm for 

agility and brilliancy must, undoubtedly, be bestowed 

upon the trill. But the prize for grace and beauty goes 

to the Turn (Ital. Grupetto). Hence, perhaps, the rea- 

son for its wide and permanent popularity. The employ- 

ment of other ornaments, such as the acciaccatura, the 

mordent, and the slide, has largely declined; this 

declination being due, on the one hand, to the disuse of 

the instruments upon which the execution of these 

graces was so effective, and, on the other hand, to the 

gradual supersedence of the old harpsichord music, to 

the character of which these more ancient graces so 

largely contributed, and to the correct effect of which 

they were so highly essential. But the popularity of 

the turn has seldom varied. Changes have taken place 

in its notation, and more often in its execution; but 

neither the vagaries of fashion nor the evils of misin- 

terpretation have been powerful enough to cause the 

ornament to fall into desuetude or to incur dislike. 
Indeed, it seems as though time were unable to change 

or custom stale its “infinite variety.” 
Much of this permanence of position and popularity 

is due to the beauty of the outline or form of the turn. 

And as there are various types of beauty, so there are 
various forms of the turn, each being characterized by 
some yariation in contour or execution. We can only 

find time and space to allude to the most common 

forms and the most generally accepted methods of 

interpretation. 

Various Forms of the Turn 

The ordinary direct or horizontal turn is generally 
denoted by a sign resembling an inverted S, viz: ™ , 
the graceful character of this sign graphically portray- 
ing the beauty of the ornament it represents. More- 
over, as we shall see presently, the undulations of the 
sign exactly represent the tonal progressions of the 
ornament itslf. Usually the turn consists of five notes, 

viz: the written or principal note, the next scale degree 
above—"“hereinafter called,” as our legal friends would 
say, the upper auxiliary —then the principal note again, 
followed by the next scale degree below (called the 
lower auxiliary) and, finally, the principal note for “the 

third and last time of asking,” ¢. g.: 

Chopin~ Nocturne in Eb, Op.9, No. 2. 
Ex1- Written bo Performed 2 

Hie fe 

As we have already said, this turn is known as the 
direct turn. But the little accidentals written above and 
below it cause it to be known as an inflected turn also. 
The accidental above the sign indicates the inflection 
of the upper auxiliary; the accidental below, the inflec- 

tion of the lower auxiliary; the inflection in each case 
being, of course, in accordance with the nature of the 

accidental, in the one case a flat, in the other a natural. 
In addition to the direct turn we have another form 

of the ornament known as the inverted or vertical turn. 
This is again graphically and accurately denoted by the 
sign @  , and consists of the same sounds as the 
direct turn, but with the position of the upper and lower 
auxiliary notes reversed. Thus, if the preceding exam- 

ple had been an inflected inverted turn, it would have 
been expressed and executed as follows: 

Written & Performed oe 

i 
es 

Sufficient has now been said to show that the form of 

the turn has a most important bearing upon its rendi- 

Of almost equal importance is the position of the 
tion. 

i 

ornament and the fempo (or rate of movement) in 

whieh it occurs. Thus, when placed over a note short 

in value on account of tempo or notation, the turn 

A Talk About the Turn 
By ORLANDO A. MANSFIELD 

Mus.Doc., F.R.C.O., F.A.G.O. 

usually consists of four equal notes, and commences 
upon the upper auxiliary instead of upon the principal 
note, ¢, g.t 

Mozart- Rondo in A minor. 
Writt Ex. Weitten 

ss 

farmed stformes 

But when, in the music of the older and earlier clas- 
sical masters, a turn occurred over a note of longer 

duration, such a turn usually consisted of four notes, 
the last note being sustained until the value of the 

written note was completed, e. g.: 

Haydn. Sonata in A, 
1ExA Performed 

Indeed the older masters, more frequently than other- 
wise, commenced their turns and several other orna- 
ments on the upper auxiliary. This was also the prac- 
tice of the earlier cl and the writer could quote 

some interesting passages in support of this statement 
from the unjustly neglected sonatas of Muzio Clementi, 
that grand old man of pianoforte playing. 

But among more modern composers there has arisen 

a feeling that (1) when placed at the commencement of 

a phrase, a movement, or a portion of a movement; or 

(2) when preceded by a rest, a staccato note, or a note 

one degree above or below the principal note; or (3) 

when placed over a disjunct note (i, ¢., a note 

approached by skip) ; or (4) when commencement upon 
the upper auxiliary would destroy the melodic flow, the 
turn should commence upon the written note, and should 
consist, as in Exercise 1, of five notes. The Chopin 
example just referred to illustrates the third and fourth 

points above enumerated. Unfortunately our space will 
not permit us to fully illustrate the other cases; but 

numerous examples can be culled from the pages of the 
musical classics by those of our readers sufficiently 
interested in the subject to make the search. We will 
quote, however, a somewhat modern example of a turn 
over a note, at the commencement of a movement, an 
example often misinterpreted by those “in authority,” 

@. ge: 

Scbubert-Schurto in Bb (Trio) 

When placed after (7. ¢., on the right hand side) of a 
note, the written note is invariably the first to he heard. 
If this principal or written note be of short duration, 
the turn consists of five equal notes as in Exercise 1, 
and might with equal propriety be written—as there— 
over the note. But when the written note is of medium 
or of considerable length, the turn usually consists of 
the principal note first, reduced to half its value and tied 
to a group of five notes of small value occupying the 
other half of the time of the written note, e. g.: 

Mondolesohin: Rondo Cupriceiose, Op Va 
6 Written Hortaked $ 

BE ila 
2 

This method, it will be observed, throws the upper 
auxiliary after the beat, and avoids the mechanical or 
music-box effect produced by a group of four notes, 
Cu Git 

This last notation, although allowable and often 
nece-sary in a quick tempo, would be highly objection- 
able in a passage demanding great taste and feeling. 
Such a rendering in a slow movement would proclaim 
the executant at once destitute of both the last named 
qualities. Aspiring pianists, please note! 
A turn after a very long note is generally performed 

by allotting the greater part of the time value to the 
principal note, and throwing the turn back upon the 
last division of that note, e. g.: 

Beethoven- Sonata in F minor, Op. 2, Not 
Ex § Written 

Gre : p= 
Performed” 

puniglae 
‘ 

After a dotted note of considerable duration, or 
after a dotted note representing a complete beat in a 
compound time (i. e., a time in which each beat is of 
the value of a dotted note or divisible into three instead 
of into two parts, the method of turn execution is sim- 
ilar to that shown in Exercise 8. But when the dotted 
note is of moderate duration and occurs in simple time 
(i. e., a time in which each beat is of the value of a 
simple or non-dotted note, or divisible into two instead 
of into three parts), that, as Rudyard Kipling would 
say, is “another story.” In such a case, if the tempo be 

rapid, the turn consists of the principal note made one- 
third of its value, followed by a triplet group of the 
next lowest denomination, and concluding with the 
principal note, again made one-third of its value, i. e., 
the value of the dot, e. g.: 

Beethoven-Sonata in G, Op 49, No.2 
Ex.9 Written Performed 

In lower tempo, as was shown in the corresponding 
case of the simple note in Exercise 6, the turn is more 
graceful and appealing when the principal note is tied 
and followed by a group of four notes of the denom- 
ination next but one below, e. g.: 

Byethoven- Sonata in G minor, Op.40, No.1. 
10 Performed Written 

=e 

E 

Here again we avoid the harsh and mechanical effect 
of the auxiliary note being sounded at the same time 
as the accompanying harmony note. 

The rendering of a turn after a double dotted note js 
a particular application of the rules last stated, remem- 
bering that the last note of the turn must occupy the 

place, and be equal to the value of, the two dots, ce. g.: 

Mozart- Sonata in C minor. 

Exit Written 

ean 
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An interesting fact in this connection,—a ‘fact as 
interesting historically as it is technically—is that 
among the earlier classical composers it was generally 
understood that when a turn was placed over the sec- 
ond of two repeated notes, of which the first was of the 

same or of greater length than the second, the turn, 
as a general rule, was performed as if written after 

the first note, e. g.: : 

Beethoven- Sonata in Eh, Op.81 
Ex12 Written 

me 

Performea 

see oe 
A much more familiar example than the one we have 

just quoted is to be found in the second measure of 
Beethoven’s Rondo in C. In the foregoing example it 
will be noticed that the principal note is tied to a group 
of four notes, and not to a group of five as illustrated 
jn Exercise 6. This is because the principal note is 
followed in the text by a note of the same pitch. In 
all such cases the final note of the turn must be 
omitted in order to avoid that particularly unpleasant 
and inartistic effect produced by a repeated note in the 
execution of a flowing ornament. 
Another custom of the classic age, occasionally fol- 

lowed by more modern composers, was to write out 
the turn in full, in small notes. According to this 
method, to which Mozart was extremely partial, three 
grace notes were used to denote the turn over the 
note, while four grace notes were employed to denote 
the turn after the note, e. g.: 

Hummel- Capriccio in F, Op.49. 
Ex 13 Written Performed 

E? & f = 
SS 

ae ees SSS 

it 

Mozart- Spnata in D,(Rondo) 
Written 

Ex.14 a is 
(Fhe ae Tite ft 

Performed 
ain ee 

jh 9 — P98 
Pa 

The above quotation from Mozart has no time signa- 

ture. This is because the phrase is taken from a 

Cadenza passage in which neither the notation nor the 

observance of strict tempo is required or desired. The 

method of turn notation now under discussion was more 

frequently used to denote the inverted turn than the 

direct, @. g.: 

Mozart- Fantasiu in C minor. (785) Petforiied 
z Written Fr 

mi td en be ss Ph 
4 2 ep hette be o 
ee == 

Shakes, when followed by accented notes, usually 

ended with a turn. Sometimes, however, the shake was 

placed over a note of such short duration that only a 

closing notes of the shake could be performed in the 

allotted time. In such cases the shake would, of course, 

exactly resemble a turn over a note, e. g.: 

Performed 
I Mozart- Sonata in G 

Written 
oe an oH 

A double turn, direct or inverted, i. e., a turn occur- 

arts simultaneously, is s' dom found in 

but when it is employed it is denoted by 

or even by small notes. We might 

ple from the forgoing, thus: 

modern music; } 

the sign RY or 22, 
manufacture an exam, 

Performed 

Here our talk must be brought to a conclusion, To 

treat the subject of the turn in detail would require a 

volume, The ornamentation of the older contrapuntal 

composers is a thing apart, to which we can no more 

than allude here. 
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Some Interesting Things About Applause at Concerts and at the Opera 

By Clement Antrobus Harris 

THE protest recently made in a contemporary to 

hand-clapping, as being an inartistic method of ap- 
plause, recalls an acoustical observation which I do 
not know anybody but myself to have made. It is, that 

while clapping the hands produces a sound more of the 
nature of noise than musical tone, there is, firstly, a 
very perceptible difference of acuteness and gravity, 

as scientists say, between the sound produced by large 

and small hands. At the next concert to which the 
reader goes let him listen carefully to the clapping of 
a neighbor, who wears a glove of size 6, and compare 

it with that of one who wears 8's, and he will need 

no further proof. Secondly, the same hands when 

cupped or concave, will yield a much deeper tone than 
when perfectly flat. 

It is interesting to recall the fact that in what we 

moderns regard as a less developed stage of musical 

evolution, clapping the hands, far from being looked 

upon as an outrage on the musical sense, was an inte- 
gral part of an orchestral performance. A bas-relief 
from Kouyunjik, found among the ruins of Nineveh, 

and now in the British Museum, represents a proces- 

sion of musicians. In front are men playing instru- 
ments, while following them are a number of women 

and children, probably singing, but certainly. clapping 
their hands in time one with another, the arms and 
hands all being in exactly the same position. In this 

the Assyrians were following a well-known Egyptian 
and Ethiopian custom. The Hebrews are believed to 
have acquired their high musical attainments during 

their captivity in the land of the Pharaohs, and refer- 
ences to the clapping of the hands as an accompaniment 
to musical performances are common in the Jewish 

Scriptures. “O clap your hands together, all ye peo- 

ple; sing unto God with the voice of melody,” is a 
familiar example. Historians generally assume that 
the clapping of hands supplied a merely rhythmical ele- 

ment to the music of the ancients. Who knows, how- 

ever, but that the men who built the pyramids, antici- 
pated my little acoustical discovery by a few thousand 

years, and that, by continual practice, the hand-clap- 

ping members of the orchestra acquired the power to 

produce a uniform note of recognizable pitch, and sup- 
plied what we should call a pedal-point, or inverted 
pedal-point, to their symphonic performances! 

Donaldson, in his famous edition of Buckham’s The 

Theatre of the Greeks, tells us that the behavior of 
the audience in a Greek theater in regard to the expres- 
sion of its pleasure or the reverse was very similar to 
that with which we are familiar in the present day, 

Odd Interruptions 

More appears to be known about the expressing of 
blame than of praise. Saul’s throwing a javelin at 
David, would seem to be the first recorded instance, 
though it is chronicled that as early as the days of 
Machon the Greeks were nearly as vindictive in their 
manifestations of displeasure as the Israelitish king, 
for if a performer disappointed them, they pelted him 
with stones! Evidently the cowboys and miners of 

the West, who hang on their pianos a notice, “Don’t 
shoot the performer; he’s doing his best,” are provid- 
ing against a contingency not so exclusively modern or 
confined to the New World, as most of us have imag- 
ined. Hissing is also a very ancient practice, contem- 
porary, I should be inclined to guess, with the dis- 
covery of snakes. Its effectiveness was often atige 
mented among the Greeks by the use of reeds and 
whistles, while Roman audiences provided themselves 

with the fistula pastoricia, or shepherd's pipe, and blew 
it vigorously when not satisfied with a performance. 

Our word “fasco” is supposed, by some authorities, 
to be derived from this practice, owing to the similarity 
between a flask or bottle, which “fiasco” originally 
meant, and the instrument used to express dissent; 
others say the reference is to a broken bottle. Aye 
way, the Italians cry “Ola, Ola, fiasco,” when x singer produces a false note, or fails to please : Should sacred music be applauded 2? Th Great Britain there is no absolute rule, but the general trend of opiit- 1on 1s against demonstrations in the case of music. to biblical words. To follow such a solo as He Was Despised, by a hullabaloo, would be an outrage. 
Most members of the more ancient es ni will probably be surprised to learn that in th 5 ao days of Christianity to which they appeal for Si Be audible commendation in churches was eet ees common—in approval of sermons, if not <A ee performances! Gregory Nazianzen (4th century) gece by Jerome to explain a certain Bible text, siete 

“I will teach you that at church, where. auien all i 
people shall applaud me, you will be Forced to each 
what you do not know, for if you only keep lesen. 
you will be looked upon as a fool”; the passage A 
quoted by Hore in his Ancient Mysteries Described. 
In the non-episcopal churches of Great Britain the 
practice in regard to signifying approval varies. 

Applause in: Theaters Forbidden 
With this allowance—nay, 

plause in a sacred building, it is interesting to cont the prohibition of it in secular ones, At one tim ca onstrations of approbation, at least in the f : ae encores, were prohibited in France, as was th ont ime of an author before the curtain: the first aa whose behalf this rut e€ was brok, . . 
or Moyne, who, in 17 roken was Jean B, Lemoire 89, w 
after the perform » Was called upon the st ance of his oper: 7 ;, a Pan a, Ne, 
years later Paisiello was the means Age similar prohibition in Italy, £ i 
ae ae 

Y, for he induced: the king ep ere by applauding an aria cme Ro cee - opera, Papirius, Applause j 1- a at the performance if cee 

es 
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Dot and Dash 

By Edward Rogers 

No one knows just why the dash or Point oy 
notes (used to represent a very short staccato) s oe 
to be dropping into disuse. The dot over Seems 

formerly taken to indicate that the note w. 
one-half. That is, the note was held down for 
half its length, the remaining half being eieat, one- 

was the general scheme for measuring the stac nate This 
the dot was employed. When there was : oo when 

pendicular dash or point over the ile the net per- 

Note was 

a note was 
as shortened 

Of its 
Meant “sTength, Th other words 

a Staccato just one- Na: 

ther 
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Don’t Neglect the Average Child 
in Music 

An Interview with the Well-known American Composer and Child Psychologist 

W.. H. NEIDLINGER 

[Eprror’s NotE.—Many people know Mr, Neidlinger 

through his delightjul compositions but few know that 

he is one of the most distinguished specialists in the 

training of unusual children or that he has developed a 

new philosophy of treatment, which has met with recog- 

nition among scientific men, Mr, Neidlinger was born 

in Brooklyn, New York. His mother was English and 

his father an American. He was brought up in the 

schools of Brooklyn. He became a pupil of Dudley 

Buck, Van Nardoff, C. C. Muller, and in London, of 

Edw. Dannreuther. After a successful career as an 

organist, conductor of choruses and a teacher, he re- 

tired to devote himself entirely to composition. His 

reputation as one of the leading “child psychologists” 

of the time, however, brought him so many applications 

from those who needed his services, that he was obliged 

to provide accommodations for certain types of unusual 

children, to whom for years he gave his undivided 

attention, effecting many striking restorations of nor- 

mal co-ordinations by use of his methods. Meanwhile 

The Wonder Child and the Average Child 

The idea that music should be especially reserved for 

the so-called “wonder children,” and that the average 

child, whom many think has little talent, should not 
concern himself with music, is one of the great falla- 

cies in American musical education. What would one 
think of a system of education which proclaimed that 
only those children who are gifted in reading should 
learn to read? Every child will make music of some 
sort and it becomes the parents’ duty to see that the 
natural equipment of the child for normal expression 
is preserved, in order that music, his birthright, may 
flow both in and out of his individual life in such man- 
ner as his nature shall elect. But do not insist that 
in your “child’s garden” every seedling shall be com- 
pelled to produce acorns. 

It has always seemed to me that we are blind when 
we fail to recognize the fact that music is the child's 
first form of expression. He will sing for ten or 
twelve hours at a stretch as he lies in his crib. There 
is one long succession of Wagnerian Recitative without 
words. The baby’s all-day performance is so natural 
that his voice at the end of the day is apparently as 
fresh as when he started his morning carols. No 
matter how loud he yells he seems but to be exercising 
his lungs and vocal apparatus. No apparent injury 
ensues. His vibrant tone comes straight from his 
little diaphragm and the baby is often the best singer 
in the house and sometimes the loudest. Let him sing! 

Bless his heart, he is beginning his musical education 
with what is incidentally the most complete system of 

physical training which he will ever use. Could this 
system of exercise be preserved, with no interruption 
either by the disuse of neglect or the misguided inter- 

vention of parents, we should have better health and 
a foundation for more satisfactory musical equipment 
in later life. 

Nature’s Music Lessons 

Thus, seeing that Nature’s first music lessons are 
singing lessons, let us, as parents, or teachers, concern 
ourselves with the important process of co-ordinating 

these integrally true “singing lessons” with all future 

“music lessons.” 
Do not at once conceive the most original idea of 

making your children unwind thousands of miles of 

five-finger exercises at the piano in order that his 

musical bird-cage may «finally be opened. There are 

hatreds born of such treatment which are more vital 

than all the possible loves which might thus be incul- 

cated. ; f 

In my own experience, many a child so mis-driven 

in youth has come to believe himself unmusical, only 

to find in later years that his soul longs for the con- 

trol of that form of m i expression which the 

piano slavery not only prevented him from discover 

he made music his “labor of love” and produced many 
more exceptionally fine works. In addition to the great 
number of songs and works for choir and chorus, he 

wrote two light operas, one of which was produced 
by The Bostonians, the other being Miss Lulu Glaser’s 

medium for her first stellar appearance, His Southern 

dialect songs, such as “Sweet Miss Mary’ and “Rockin’ 
in de Win’,” have been exceptionally successful, as have 

his collection of songs for children, which first brought 
him fame because of his unique spontaneity and adapta- 
bility to Kindergarten work. Mr. Neidlinger was also 

called upon to supply the musical needs of the Camp 

Fire Girls and their official book of songs for cere- 
monial and camp life is his. Mr. Neidlinger is in- 
-tensely American in his work and is now engaged in. 
completing choral settings of some of the best known 
poems of the major American poets. 
Neidlinger’s best known works is “A Serenade.” Mr. 
Neidlinger has a new serenade, “To the Service Star,’ 
in this issue of THe Erunr.] 

ing, but led him to believe, mistakenly, non-existent. 

Many a young man or young woman has come to me 
for a sort of “last aid” in such a case. 
We must not forget that some souls must paint, 

in oils or water colors, others must define themselves 
in black-and-white—or shrivel. To other souls, a flute, 
clarinet, violin, piano or other instrument are as nec- 
essary as the nose through which he breathes. Still 
others try to express their eternal truth in statues 
or in literature, though they starve in the effort, but the 
common or garden variety of soul also needs some of 
these outlets as his body needs pure air and sunlight, 
good food and protection from the elements in order 
to be just a man or woman, with patience for duty 
and wisdom for responsibility. 

Singing Lessons and Unusual Children 
The beginning of Nature’s preparation for this ulti- 

mate need is found in those “singing lessons” before 
mentioned, and my own experience with unusual chil- 
dren has shown me how deep-seated in the child is 
the connection between both mind and body and the 
sound-producing organs. 
Many times a speech defect cured, has resulted in 

the establishment of physical co-ordinations previously 
non-existent, as a direct result of such a cure. As an 
illustration, in one instance where a nervous speech 
defect was corrected, the hair, which had always been 
dry and brittle, became naturally oily, indicating greatly 
improved bodily conditions. I could cite numerous 
equally interesting changes had I the time. 

All this has made especially clear to me that the study 

“Teachers of music should be among 
the most valuable citizens of the 
State.” 

“Nature's first music lessons are 
singing lessons.” 

“Many a child mis-driven in his 
youth comes to believe himself 
unmusical.”’ 

“Never discourage unorganized 

music in the child.” 

“One of the best guides is the cl iid’s 
own. desires.” 

One of. Mr... 

W. H. NEIDLINGER. 

of how. one should stand correctly in order that one 
may breathe correctly,—breathe correctly that one may 
retain the proper use of the vocal apparatus, may from 
the psychological as well as the pathological point of 
view be infinitely more valuable in the future work of 
many children than hours and hours spent at any other 
study. 

Speech begins to develop when the child first puts 

out his hand to grasp things. Speech is very closely 
associated with gesture, and singing should be merely 
musical speech. Just as the first speech of the child is 
unorganized speech. and not a means of intelligent 
communication, there comes a time when there seems to 

be a sudden bursting into intelligence. The chasm 
between the child mind and the outside world is being 
bridged. It makes little difference whether the bridge 

be Spanish, Russian, French, Italian or Chinese, the 
principle is the same and the instrument, the human 
vocal apparatus, is the same, The constantly devel- 
oping intelligence of the child demands expression. 

The thoughts that are growing in the child mind need 
an avenue of expression. Thus it is with the musical 
mind of the child. No one ever really knows what 

is there until the child is given some means of organ- 

izing or regulating his methods of expression. 

Toy Drums and Tin Horns 

Never discourage unorganized music in the child. 
Just as the desire to beat on a toy drum and to blow a 

tin horn is primitive longing for rhythmic expression, 

so howling and humming are his primitive means of 
exploiting his musical self. Later, when taught to sing 
little melodies, all will be beautifully organized and 

developed and his originality will not have been stul- 
tified. : 

I feel very strongly that there should be a kind of 
psychological laboratory or clinic in which the child’s 
fitness for studying a certain instrument should be 
determined at the outset. Many unsatisfactory musical 

careers would thus be avoided and many hours of 
wasted work, to say nothing of wasted money, might 

he saved. Without such a means, one of the best 
guides is the child's own desires. He knows what he 
wants far better than you think he does and if he 

asserts his feelings in the matter, for goodness’ sake, 
do not take them as signs of willfulness or native 
ignorance, but rather as the divine voice speaking 
through the child mind. 

Don’t Assist the Child too Much 
Speaking psychologically, one of the great blunders 

that parents and teachers make, is that of assi ing 
the child too much, It is far better to study the child's 
natural bent, provide him proper tools, and let him 
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work out his own salvation. Thousands of children 

have been weakened, not to say crippled, by the mis- 

guided love of their parents. Children are coddled 

at home or in school or in the conservatory until 

there is good reason why they can hardly stand alone, 

to say nothing of obtaining any ability of actual self- 

expression. 
My experience has shown me that in a great many 

cases where musical ability was never suspected in a 

child, it was really very strong. No one knows what is 

lurking back in the child’s mind. For that reason, 

to deny the average child the benefits of musical train- 

ing just because he does not play like an Elman or 

Heifetz the first time a fiddle is placed in his hand, 

is to deny the child one of the great benefits and joys 

of life. Indeed, while the wonder-child can use his 

music as a practical means of livelihood, he does not 

need musical training any more than the average child. 

The Precious Jewel “Interest” 

The very first step, however, in all education, is inter- 

est—keen interest, Interest is a precious jewel of the 

first water. The first step should be to gain the child's 

attention through little songs associated with things 

in which he personally is interested. Never think of 

starting a musical career with anything mechanical, 

such as playing five-finger exercises or scales on any 

instrument. Get the interest first or you may never get 

it. Make every step as pleasurable as possible. The 

child must understand that he is being rewarded 

through -his accomplishments 

and should take a more or less 

thrilling joy in finding out that 

he can do to-day certain things 

which he could not do yester- 

day. 
Musical development is one 

of the greatest factors in the 

development of the human race. 

I believe that the health depart- 

ment of public school work 

should be closely unified with 

the work in music. 

The Voice of the Race 

Teachers of music should be 

among the most valuable cit- 

izens of the state. They should 

know the psychology of their 

work and think not only of the 

development of the art but also 

of its wonderful powers in un- 

harnessing the mental and physi- ° 

cal forces which seem to be 

allied with all serious musical 

growth. It is all so natural and 

beautiful that only most blunder- 

ing men could fail to recognize 

its importance. Consider the 

great mass of Folk Song and 

haw spontaneously it has sprung 

from the souls of the people. 

Folk Song is the distinguishing 

voice of the race—the common 

soul of all peoples seeking its 

most common avenue of ex- 

pression, It is more natural 

than oratory and more in- 

genuous. In itself it points to 

the permanent need for musical 

expression. T should like to say 

that as a man singeth, so is he. 

Tt behooves us to keep ourselves, 

our bodies, so free and true to 

natural conditions that our souls 

may sing as they will. 

a 

hoardin’ school. 

Rosstnt, at a rehearsal of a 

remarked to a vi0- 

linist who persisted in playing 

f’ sharp instead of aig ol 

would prefer to hear the F. 

Your I sharp it is true is very 

beautiful, No doubt we can 

find a place for it elsewhere in 

the opera.” Von Biilow perpe- 

trated an equally pungent bit of 

sarcasm at the expense of a 

solo singer who flatted badly, 

remarking, “If Madame will 

kindly give us her “A” the or- 

chestra will tune to her.” 

tried. Guess it paid to sell that fourteen- 

acre piece to give her those three years in 

Beats all how children do 

grow. Lucy’s goin’ to get a whole lot of 

pleasure out of playin’ the piano and I’m 

right proud to see her do it. Lucy, did they 

teach you a piece called Sweet Alice Ben 
Bolt while you was up to Boardin’ School.” 

Lirtte WILiik, 

“Gee! Just look at her fingers go. 

like a hay tedder. Wish I could do it.” 

called The Maiden’s Prayer?” 

How to Distinguish the Real Teacher 
from the Quack 

We cannot all be specialists in musieal knowledge. 
and the person who has the task of choosing a music- 
teacher for himself or for a child labors under a cer- 
tain disadvantage, in being obliged to sit in judgment 

on a matter of which he is more or less ignorant. 
How to distinguish the pretentious and often plausible 
humbug from the teacher of solid worth? That is a 

question for which it is impossible to give one brief, 
decided answer, but perhaps we can be of some help, 
nevertheless. . 

1. Ask the teacher to explain his method to you. 
The quack generally sets great store by his “method,” 
and will immediately become very garrulous on the 

subject; the true teacher will answer guardedly and 
usually explains that he teaches music and not methods, 
or words to that effect. 

2. Ask the teacher to explain some little technical 
point of which you are ignorant; the true teacher will 
make it as clear as possible in a few words; the quack 
will use an immense amount of technical jargon in- 
tended to impress you with ‘his learning. 

3. The quack will boast of the great teachers under 
whom he has studied or the famous schools he has 
attended, or possibly of his own noted successes as a 
public performer; the true teacher (if he boasts at all) 

will boast of the successful pupils whom he has 

trained up. 

Het acne, 

When Lucy Came Home from Boarding School 

“There nev 
a girl, 
play, all the bakin’ 
makin’ and preseryin’ 
termakin’ and milkin’ 

wouldn’t have 
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Do You Make Music a Puzzle? 

By Fay Stevenson 
ae F ; te HEN I first began teaching I was inclined to sit 

Cage By my pupils and let them puzzle out each note. 
i ae was that they began to hate their music 
an began to almost hate them! 
their stupidity It seemed as if 
Bae me abnormal and since they knew the Se at oa 7 and spaces they ought to be able to i eae 2 3 ter the clock had ticked and ticked eee ue - ‘ ti A beheld a puzzled, anxious look and pear a 10 . é t last I began to help one little girl. tc - ae experimented upon her as the doctors mgs oes ret cats! Every time I saw that puz- 

diately by crying out ihe nance gt Grants Hamme For four lessons I ations a4 as 
: g in improvement; in fa mee was teaching her to be a little ee | ae ae for experiment for another foun oe ae 1 I was rewarded! My pupil read a pea her promptly and with smooth ik ROW an unhesitating touch, She kne Pee when she saw them! She had been shied theta em and she immediately i tely recognized then i eer what position they took nee ia 4 i ee my other pupils were far in th _ Stull noted the puzzled expressions, heard Shea sighs and groans and listened to the Cee Re 3 he click o Think of the precious time- which their pone clock, 

were paying for while | waited and 
waited only to hear the wron: note! I had used my one little 
pupil as an experiment and she 
had done good work, therefore I 
now began to help all my pupil: in exactly the same Way. No longer did T let them wigele al ‘l twist while they lost all “the melody and harmony Chen — bed or piece merely because hey could not recognize tl name of'a note, | began t i it out each time a eters i ae and my newatld: pao one a made music simple presi OF something like a ape ubzelesy It also served aie e ‘’ their minds, Pupils isl - ienaiérly hated music fae Ove it; children who nage and kept 

_ merrily on 

musicians 
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yes upon them. 
beetOt afraid of 

‘San to feel that 
friend and helper 

their + 
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Sy My pupils we 
me and they 
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The National Need for Music in Wartime 

A Public Meeting Which Should Find its Prototype in All Parts of Our Country 

Dr. Krausxorr 

A public Mass Meeting held in the Forrest Theatre 

in Philadelphia on March 12th, 1918, advocated “The 

Need for Music and Drama in Wartime” as a means of 

fostering the welfare of the U.S. Government in pros- 

eculing our greal war, The meeting was held under 

i of the Drama League of Philadelphia and 

allied Musical, Educational and Civic organizations. 

The meeling was in no sense a meeting of protest, but 

one of information and affirmation indicating the im- 

portant lines of service which make these arts of such 

present value lo our government. A long array of 

distinguished speakers whose addresses are given in 

part in the following participated in the meeting. The 

audience was representative and numbered about two 

thousand, Mr. James Francis Cooke, President of the 

Drama League, President of the Philadelphia Music 

Teachers’ Association and Editor of Tue Etupe pre- 

sided. thusiasm ran high and it was frequently 

neces. wry lo quict the applause in order that precious 

moments might not be wasted, 
The meeting was based upon the declaration that 

since there was one foremost thought before the United 

States at this time, and that the great purpose of win- 

Monsignor Hugh T. Henry 
Monsignor fenry is one of the best 

jes upon the music of the Catholi 
ide experience as a clergyman and oa 

, and h mpathy with the forward move 
of the d make his remarks of exceptional 

inter Unable to attend the Mass Meeting in per 
son, he nt the following most interesting letter: 

The morale of the folk at home needs stimulation 
and sustenance quite as surely as that of the boys 

abroad. There may be those who will not unreason- 

ably claim that the greater need lies here; for the 

nerve-tension of long waiting for news from abroad, 

the gnawing anxieties and fears that are inseparable 

from war and that most acutely affect those who 

remain behind in the old home, the empty chair at the 

dining-table or in the sitting-room, with its constant 

intrusion of (as it were) a staring vacancy—all this 
great complex of emotions that must remain as long 
as the loved one is facing death in the trenches, is 
assuredly a burden hard to hear. Blessed is he who in 

any enlightened manner can minister to such burdened 

hearts, can divert them from too steady a contempla- 
tion of their domestic anxieties or mayhap griefs, can 
“purge the bosom of that perilous stuff that weighs 

upon the heart.” 
Every boy that goes abroad leaves more than one 

heart behind that thinks constantly of him, leaves 
indeed many such hearts. It is not -easy for us to 
realize the great extent of this patient sorrow. Ina 
recent address to Congress, Mr. Mason, of Illinois, 
quoted from a letter of one father whose boy is now in 
France: 
“Mary sets Jim’s place at the table regularly. She 

knits and prays for him constantly and in the night 
calls to him in her dreams,” 
And Mr. Mason forthwith comments on this letter: 

“Mr. Chairman, there are hundreds of thousands—a 
million—Marys—mothers and sisters.” He might have 
added, fathers, brothers, and sweethearts. That is to 
say, each soldier abroad is to be multiplied by all the 
hearts at home that are nearest and dearest to him. 
If his morale is to be sustained, so must that of his 
loved ones at home. They have not the excitement, 

the constant occupation from hour to hour of a dis- 

ciplined soldier's life, and the high adventurous spirit 

that naturally characterizes the activities of a military 

life. No, they must idly stand, as it were, and wait. 

It is for all of us to r ¢ that “they also serve who 

only stand and wait.” These fathers and mothers, 

brothers, sisters, wives or sweethearts, serve their 

country very nobly indeed. But their morale must 

also be sustained, 

known 
Chureh. 
an edu- 

How to Get Up a Similar Meeting 

ning the war, it was just that the public should be 
further enlightened upon the great part that music and 
drama, books and lectures were doing to preserve a 
victorious morale at home and at the front. The 
program included men in all representative walks of 

life, manufacturers, clergymen, lawyers, actors, musi- 
cians, business men, professional men, etc. The meet- 
ing opened with lively community singing conducted by 
Mr. John F, Braun and accompanied by Mr. Stanley 
Muschamp. Mr. Horatio Connell, known in Europe 
and America as one of the most distinguished oratorio 
singers, sang a@ group of songs, and Willy Greenberg, a 
Philadelphia violin prodigy, pleased the audience im- 
mensely by his playing. 

elside from the exceptionally interesting and forceful 
reading which the following addresses afford, the prin- 
cipal reason for presenting the following is that this 
great moment in our national history affords a won- 
derful opportunity for teachers and club leaders to 
conduct similar meetings of information and affirma- 
tion, bringing forth how music, books, lectures and the 
stage may help in keeping America fit at home and 
abroad to meet the mountainous task which is before 

President Wilson attends the theater, so the news- 
papers tell us, several times a week. A much-burdened 
man, he shows us one way of helping to bear our 
burdens. Good dramatic or musical performances are 
helpers in this war. The boys in our cantonments are 
being provided with both means of entertainment, 
although doubtless they need it not as much as the 

folk at home. “Smileage” is as necessary for us as 
for them! 

Hon. Wm. C. Sproul 
Senator Sproul, President of the Union League 

of Philadelphia, was present and addressed the 
above-mentioned meeting in enthusiastic terms. 

The spirit of the drama and music have always been 
an inspiration to civilized people and it would be a 
great shame now in our present crisis to lose that 
great incentive to the best endeavor that people can 
have. I do not believe that even America can spare 

these inspirations at the present time. 
We do not profit by going sadly to our work and to 

our great tasks, but we want to go at them with songs 
on our lips and joy in our hearts, and I hope that the 
full object of your movement here may be attained. 

Rev. David M. Steele, D.D. 
Dr, David M. Steele is one of the best known of 

the Philadelphia clergymen. He is the 1 
Luke's and the Epiphany. Tis chureh services haye 
always given musie an opportunity to play its 
proper part in the worship of God and the musical 
services are thronged with people who come to hear 
a_ remarkable choir directed by the well-known 
American composer, Harry Alexander Matthews. 
Dr, Steele addressed the Mass Meeting mentioned at 
the head of this article and said in part ;— 

Tt is all important that we recognize the advantage 
of continuing every conceivable activity of religion in 
war time, and to find out how best that message, which 
is the message of God to man in trouble, can he ex- 
pressed in tones of music and of song. But I firmly 
helieve it can. I believe herein lies the distinction 
between the use of music to stir emotion and the 
employment of music as a means of expressing an emo- 
tion which is encouragement to those who most need it. 

I believe in the best music that can be made, and I 
believe it from the standpoint of its value to the life 
of citizens, and if anyone wants to make a distinction 
hetween music which is sacred and music which is 
secular for this purpose, IT know not whereof they 
speak. 

If any person in the dreadful stress and strain of 
these times, which are sufficiently dark, but will be 
darker, wants to draw a too finely sharp distinction 
between the serving of one’s country and the serving 

Lirur. Sousa 

us. Such meetings may be very easily organized, as 
the thinking people of any community will surely be 
with such a movement. Secure the interest of the local 
clergymen, jurists, business men, physicians and teach- 
ers. If possible, get the help of some out of town 
speaker of prominence. If some musical artist, actor 
or military personage of renown is to be in your 
locality at that time, endeavor to get in touch with him 
in advance and induce him to participate. Your meet- 
ing will not merely give a stimulus to all of the artistic 
and educational activity of your community, but it will 
help in building up the patriotic spirit and aid the 
nation in winning the war, 

In the addresses given, any of the following material 
may be published or used in club papers, etc, without 
further permission. This and similar * material pre- 
sented in other parts of THe Erune will supply innum- 

erable thoughts for club discussion and club papers. 

Judging from the numerous applications we have re- 
ceived for material of this kind bearing upon music 
and the war we believe that Etuve friends will welcome 
this unusual opportunity to be of special service to the 
U.S. Government by “doing a bit” in this way. 

of one’s God, T know not how to talk their language. 
This is my word to you. The voice crying, the voice 
of humanity, finds its. echo and its response only from 
the sense of the heart of God, that engendering one 
emotion engenders the kind of emotion which can best 
be expressed in songs without words. 

Mr. Reinhold Werrenrath 
Mr. Werrenrath, the noted baritone, so well 

known through his concerts, recitals and talking 
machine records, made an excellent short address at 
the afore-mentioned meeting and concluded by sing- 
ing the Battle Hymn of the Republic with thrill- 
Ing effect. Mr. Werrenrath said, in part :— 

However, I might show proof of why it is necessary. 

Furthermore, abroad in war-torn Europe, in England, 

they are to-day giving performances of operas. Even 
Richard Wagner is not under the ban in England, All 

through Germany concerts are being given, as in past 

times, the people evidently finding need of such com- 

fort. So our own country, As you know, we on the 
Atlantic coast are apt to think that the United States 
are bounded by the Alleghenies. I have just returned 
from my first visit to the other coast, and for the first 
time in my life I have been impressed with the fact 
that the Kaiser and all of his secret agents have 
evidently been unable to find out in all their years of 
investigating that America and American spirit can 
never be conquered, 

Music out on the coast is going even stronger than 

it was in previous times. I have not done a great deal 
of work in the East, but from what little I have seen, 
it would seem to me that concerts are being given with 
more frequency in New York, Boston and Philadelphia 
than in what we would call normal times, and it is 
certainly so on the coast. Concerts are being given 
as never before and the attendance is beyond all 
records. It seems as if they are+simply crying for the 

noble, the uplifting influence of music, and who are we 
to take away that consoling influence from them? 

The most important factor in a nation’s artistic 
growth lies not in the production of great composers 
or great artists, but rather in the musical development 
of the people, and their artistic appreciation, That is 
what the war seems to be doing for the people of the 
United States. It is giving them a taste for more 
serious music. It is making over the United States 
from a nation of Jazz Bands and cabarets to a nation 
that appreciates, yes demands, good music. : 

Mr. Fullerton L. Waldo, a well-known playwright 
and music critic, Editor of The Philadelphia Ledger, 
vho had just come back from the front, was present 

at this meeting and said that music was one of the 

“Music and Entertainment Are as Essential to the Soldier as Food and Sleep.’”’—General J. J. Pershing. 
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great needs of the men at the front. He told a story 
of a Scotch “Jock” who wanted a piper to play to 
him in the hospital. The wish was gratified and he 
was cured; but all the other patients suffered a relapse. 
Mr, Waldo held that a singing people and a singing 

army could not be enslaved or defeated. As long as 
the Jews in Babylon kept their harps on their willows 
their captivity’ lasted; when they took them down and 
made music again the exile was over. The negroes 
of the South sang their own Emancipation Proclama- 
tion ere Lincoln signed it; their “spirituals” lifted their 
souls above their task to a new heaven and a new 
earth. While the song of hate would never become 
the Battle Hymn of the Republic, the speaker pre- 
dicted that our men would enter Berlin with the song 

of songs upon their lips, the song of a constructive 

future for humanity, the song of love. 

Lieut. John Philip Sousa 
The distinguished American PBandmaster relin- 

quished a very large r the service of 
our countr, His famous Naval Reserve Band _ is 
known to have been historie value in raising 
recruits and in ine the subscriptions to 
Liberty Bonds, Red Cross, ete. 

It is a well-known fact that Napoleon, when the 
French Army was in Dresden, sent back to Paris to 
get art, and secured the singers, actors, and players of 

Paris. He did it because he knew that the soldiers and 
those in the French Army had to have music. When 
he went over the Alps, the same thing happened. He 
carried opera companies, dramatic companies and 
singers and actors, and they sang under the Pyrenees 
for the French soldiers. The same demand was felt 
in Egypt. It was even then a military necessity to have 
what some have foolishly called “non-essentials.” 

Judge John M. Patterson 
One of the best known of Philadelphia's jurists 

was present at the aforementioned mecting and 
delivered an eloquent address of which the following 
S part: 

The ideals for which we are fighting in this war do 
not belong to us alone. They were not originated in 
1776, but they go back to the beginning of time itself. 
The remotest of mankind in all places and at all 
times have been fighting for those same ideals. 
We are fighting for the same ideals that inspired 

Moses when he lead the children of Israel out of the 
land of Egypt. We are fighting for the same ideals 
that inspired the Maccabeans when they made war on 
the Syrians that they might worship God as they 
wished. We are fighting for the same ideals that in- 
spired Horatio when he stood on the Bridge that 
spanned the Tiber, to keep back the enemies of the 
city. We are fighting for the same ideals that inspired 

Joan of Arc. We are fighting for the same ideals that 
inspired William Wallace when he stood on the heather 
hills of Scotland to keep back the enemies of his 
country. We are fighting for the same ideals that 
inspired Hampton when he rose in the British Parlia- 
ment to defy a British tyrant. We are fighting for the 

same ideals that inspired Daniel O'Connor and Emmet. 

We are fighting for the same jdeals as Penn had when 

he crossed the ocean in order that he might found a 

colony in a country where you and I and the other 

Pennsylvanians might enjoy the freedom that we do 

enjoy ‘here. We are fighting for the same ideals that 

inspired Washington when he gave us our freedom. 

The same ag Pulaski and others. We are fighting for 

the same ideals that inspired Abraham Lincoln when 

he freeds his country of slavery. — 

Those are the things we are fighting for and we need 

all the help and all the comfort and all the encourage- 

ment that we can‘have, not only on the other side, but 

here at home, and to take away our songs and On 

plays that cheer us and encourage us and keep up ott 

spirit, to my mind wou d be to help the Kaiser, and I 

don’t believe that there is the slightest doubt but that 

we will have our plays and our music and song to cheer 

us, for this war is not only going to be one with cannon 

and with shot and shell and soldiers, but the war to 

my mind will be ane sig! will BP won by the side that 

5 i rale the longest. 

“Te iy jae Italy after its wonderful advances in 

the Julian Alps was pushed back? Simply because of 

loss of morale. What is Germany trying to do in this 

country to-day? Simply trying to sow the seeds of 

discouragement and dissension amongst us, and it seems 

to me that the song and drama are needed to counteract 

their work. 
Where would have be 

the “Sta 
en the song, “The Battle Hymn 

of the Republic” or the Spangled Banner” or 

those wonderfully inspiring songs that have helped to 

make nations live and hope, had it not been for the 

soul of music? Even the old Jewish people felt that 

music on the Sabbath was needed, and we need it now. 

If we listen to the beautiful plays that are being 

rs lt 

produced, and if we listen to the wonderful songs that 
are being sung, we will be more able, when the time 
comes, and victory crowns our arms, to again sing the 
“Star-Spangled Banner, and long may it wave o’er the 
land of the free and the home of the grave.” 

Dr. Herbert J. Tily 
Dr. Tily is the general manager of one of the 

largest of the idelphia. Department Stores 
(Strawbridge & Clothier) employing over 6,000 peo- 
ple and doing a business running into the millions. 
Dr. Tily conducts an excellent Choral Society of 
150 v (all employees of the store). Te 
organist and has the degree of Doctor of Mu 

We believe that business methods and the arts can 
now be run, not business alone for business’ sake, and 
not alone art for art’s sake, but business and art 
combined for humanity's sake. 

There are two enormous armies enlisted in this war. 
That one self-sacrificing army on the other side, and 
back of that army the people at home. If we would 
accomplish the greatest good, we must see to it that 
nothing interferes with our ability here to put back of 
those men everything which we can put back of them. 
Now abnormal living will not do it. If there is one 

thing which business men have learned it is that 
the greatest efficiency comes in the business hours by 
seeing to it that proper recreation is had in the relaxa- 
tion time. 

Mr. Macklyn Arbuckle 
Mr. Arbuckle, one of America's most famous 

actors, made such a remarkable address at the 
above-mentioned meeting that he left his audience 
in cheers and laughter. 

The Chairman followed my introduction with the 
happy quotation, “Nobody loves a fat man,” but the 
author of that line was absolutely wrong. You know 
‘a fat man has got to be good-natured. He can neither 
fight nor run. 

The spirit that pervades the stage is in perfect 
accord with the patriotic spirit of the other classes of 
citizens in this great country. We are doing our part 
as earnestly and as thoughtfully and as cheerfully as 
every other class of citizens in this great country. The 
stage has sent its heroes to the front, and we who are 
back here must necessarily be in training and prepare 
to keep in mind the productions of those who have 
gone before us and for us. 

I have a motto in my life. I have always tried to 
live up to it. “Keep your face always to the sunshine, 
and the shadows will fall behind you.” I understood 
from my saintly mother that | was born smiling. My 
father once said to me, “Son, God bless the man who 
makes you laugh.” 

It is that spirit that is the purpose of this meeting, 
and thoroughly in accord with it. Keep our boys 
cheerful, with both music and drama. The best way to 
keep children out of mischief is to entertain and 
amuse them. The same with grown folks. A lot of 
grown folks are likely to get into mischief if they are 
not entertained at home. 

Now, my friends, this is what I mean by spreading 
happiness. We are in the midst of the seriousness of 
life, and we have serious business ahead of us. Our 
voice is heard throughout the world, and it is a well- 
known fact that when an American starts something 
he generally goes through with it. That is why we 
must not forget the serious side, but we must keep in 
view the brighter side, that we may effectively influence 
those who have to face the extreme seriousness of it, 

Cheerfulness is an aid in winning this war, and T 
will only say, those of you who can remember it, if 
you will repeat it at night and in the morning with 
your prayers,—those of you who are given to that,— 
and every time you feel that you have a trouble just 
stop one second and think of what trouble means to 
the women in the war-ridden Europe, and your trouble 
will be infinitesimal—and remember to “keep your face 
to the sunshine and the shadows will fall behind.” 

Rabbi Joseph Krauskopf, D.D. 
Probably the most distinguished clergym faith in the United States, Dr. Krauskopf ts wiaags 

known for his breadth, his participation in public sand his fine liferary ability. Te wie tee nder_ of the National Farm School and hae antes a wide interest in agricultural matters. Tn address ing the meeting mentioned ¢ e head ; article, he said, in pares. *t the head of this 
But T know of very few places 

seemed more sacred than in the stage of this theater 
T have a rather large congregation, yet q fave ene 
reason to be satisfied with my work for. the last ditty. four years. Yet T say conscientiously with all = heart that next to the Church, next to the ‘fa ne 
worship, I know of few places where Renae. - 

an of his 

where the meeting 

better work is being done for the education of reaead and for the uplift of the human heart and the ae noe 
tion of the soul than is being done suites on the stage. J] attend theaters very frequently, as fr 

i . ” aS Trequently as Y as my 
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time can make convenient, and I avail myself of every 
Opportunity to hear good music, and I often speak of 
the great plays that I see or the great music that I hear, and often recommend to my congregation that 
they go to see and to hear the same play and the same music. I have given many sermons that have been based on plays I have seen, and I can come away from a great play or from a great bit of music with new power, new interest, new uplift in my heart. Why, the very word theater means to think and to meditate, and q believe that the word theater in the Greek meant the vader, We do know that the ancient Greeks had Lae Lek Foci ae had sermons and that. their thete oe ee had to educate and to uplift 

we a epee is full of plays. Certain parts po © certain parts of the New Testament ave a strong hold upon the reader. It is bec: f the dramatic clement in them. The story of Cath, aad Abel, the story of Jos y seph, the story vi Goliath, the story of Ruth, the story ci ee are all dramas. They used them f bringing out the results that we t a ae services. 
ne world will never i 

music to cease its neni eae) ae . Biition voice. We never needed it more than we 53 aie present time. 
See I remember the story is told that oni We Betts of man came before God and Mather, man is not satisfi vi a It is insufficient. He =o There sd ee when speech does not express the iinet oe canes of his heart. He wants something to ex Kee Peas and soul better than he can at the preseae Got ape God tried to satisfy the genus of man tellin: it a the powers he already possessed. Just at see eee at Music appeared, and God beckoned to her and said "Ge down to the earth to men and make thy dwelling 

entered the heart, 

ce upon a time 
said “Almighty 
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Mr, Fullerton L. Waldo Mr. Waldo is eIphis th er delphia . stant editor of the pp; 
De lis pond, Musician bila. 
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Too Rapid Bodily Growth 

“A frail and nervous pupil of fourteen, but with 

exceptional talent, complains for past year of arms 

and hands hurting when she plays. Jer hand 

large and she can reach a tenth, She pl 

ease and relaxation, I have taught her three 5 

Physicians have been nsulted who give various 

explanations. She has sores on her arms. | Some 

people say her trouble is caused by he 
I have been a successful teacher for 

and am a pupil of Emil Liebling and Rafa 

and resent the implication, Can you give 
F. E ful suggestions ?”"—L. IF. E. 

Although it is hard to diagnose conditions without 

seeing the “patient,” yet your rather long letter gives 

me sufficient information so that I feel confident in 

drawing a conclusion. I have come in contact with 

several such cases, in fact was one of them myself, for 

at fourteen I had reached my full height and could 

“reach a tenth.” My opinion is that the child has 

grown too rapidly, the excessive demand upon her 

physical strength in the growing being about all that 

should be asked of it. Under such conditions the 

blood is apt to be under par, and the body and nerves 

are insufficiently nourished, the supply not being suf- 

ficient to keep pace with the rapid growth. There is 

usually a cause for this mushroom sort of growth, very 

often severe sickness during the earlier years. What- 

ever it is, whenever the condition is encountered, and 

it is more common than is realized, as it is not always 

marked enough to cause so much trouble, there is only 

one treatment. That is to reduce all work to a mini- 

mum and let the child devote herself to just growing 

until sufficient physical strength is developed to permit 

of work. Her main work in life should be gathering 

strength and building up her body so that it will be 

able to meet all reasonable demands upon it. For two 
years, at least, no great physical demands should be 

made upon her. The strength which failed to develop 

with her over-growth, must be supplied before she 
will be in a fit condition for life. It will do her no 
harm to keep up her music, but she should not be 
pushed. The implication upon you and your music as 
the cause of her lack of physique is, of course, ridicu- 

lous. Whoever makes this remark is simply making a 
camouflage to cover his or her own ignorance in recog- 

nizing the true cause. This is my diagnosis from your 

letter. It seems to me to describe a condition [ have 

encountered several times. 

Let Nature Adjust 

Which Op. 45. 

. How can a small, fat hand that does not 
expand be made flexible? Child is 12 years old, but 
cannot reach an octave. 

“3. Which is correct on a black key octave, the 
fourth or fifth finger ?'—J, 0. 

1. The fourth book of the Standard Course may he 

used in conjunction with Heller,»Op 45. If she has 
completed the Heller and is playing exceptionally well 

she may be ready for the fifth hook. 
2. Beyond the usual exercises, rubbing and molding 

the hand by massage, there is little you can do. If the 
child is only twelve the matter need not give you undue 
anxiety. By the time she is sixteen, and before, she 
will doubtless be able to reach the octave. Flexibility 
with such a hand will have to be a matter of gradual 

development. 
3. In octaves the fourth finger should be used on 

the black keys. Play the chromatic scale, for example, 
and you will note that it can be performed with a 

minimum of the forward and back motion that is 

essary if the little finger is placed on the black 

The thumb is easily slipped up to its black 

key, while the little finger acts as a sort of axis moving 

up the keyboard in a direct line. Much waste motion 

is thus eliminated. There are hands, however, so 

small that the fourth finger cannot reach the black key, 

in which case placing the little finger on the black 

is a necessity. . 

The Teachers’ Round Table 
Conducted by N. J. COREY 

This department is designed to help the teacher upon questions pertaining to “How to Teach,” “What to Teach.” etc., and not technical problems pertaining to 

Musical Theory, History, etc., all of which properly belong tothe Musical Questions Answered department. Full name and address must accompany all inquiries. 

From Top to Bottom 

“1. T haye difficulty in making pupils understand 
leger lines, What will help them? 

Is there a rule that will help children to 
remember the names of the different octaves? 

“3. [have a boy pupil of 12 whose hands become 
cramped when he tries to reach an octave. 1 have 
had him practice octaves, hands together, but with 
little suce 

“ah, Tha 
will not pri 
tell her pare! 
still s 

pupil of 12 of fair ability, but who 
ice. LT have eyen gone so far as to 
s I shall not teach her longer, and 

vithout having practiced. Is there 
sing her interes 

pla, accompaniments for the violin 
should the damper pedal be used ?’—C, M. 

1. I have very recently given some consideration to 
the leger lines. The pupil should have daily drill on 

reading them. Show how to compute them by indicat- 
ing that they are simply a continuation of the staff. 
Pupils learn the staff because of constant reading the 

degrees in their music. A little practice specially 

arranged for the leger lines will produce results, Spell- 

ing Lessons in Time and Notation, Bilbro, and Note 

Spelling Book, Sutor, are very helpful. 

2. Children do not have oceasion to use many of the 

octaves, hence it is hardly worth while to teach more 

than they employ. Starting up from middle C, the 
first octave is one-lined octave, the next frwo-lined 
octave, and the next three-lined, These are easily 
remembered by the numbers. The first below middle 

C is the small octave, and the next the great octave, and 

the next contra-octave. If you use these names with 

them constantly in indicating their places, they will soon 

remember them without difficulty. 

3. A boy at that age, with small hands, should not 

practice octaves. Such practice for him is liable to 

result in injury. Nature will provide him with the 
necessary stretch in three or four years. 

4. If you have done all you can to arouse her interest 
by selecting attractive pieces, etc., and her parents will 

not insist on her attending to her practice, and appeal- 
ing to her spirit of emulation does no good, I am afraid 

I can give you no suggestion that will be of much 
assistance. The pupil who will not practice is the bete 

noir of every teacher. 
5. In playing accompaniments for the violin or any 

other instrument the piano should be used exactly as 
for any other playing, except that it should be properly 

subdued. 
Classics for the Young 

_ “1. About how many and in what order should 
Kuhlau’s Sonatinas be given to a second grade 
pupil? 

“2. Are there any of Mendelssohn's Songs Without 
rds that may be used in the second grat 

What classics may be used in the second and 
third grades? 

“4, Can the First Study af Bach be taken up in 
the second grade? 

“5. What good reason can I give for studying 
sonatinas and Bach? 

“6. About how many and in what order should 
Czerny’s Opus 299 be given? 

OG: Should Mozart's Sonatas be given with this? 
Also, is Engelmann’s Album of Parorite Composi- 
tions suitable? 
ae please suggest some classics for this grade." 

Bul 

1. I would use only the first three, and 1 would not 

give all movements to all pupils. It is hard to sustain 
the interest of the average pupil through an entire sona- 
tina. Your pupils will advance more rapidly if you 

use short, interesting pieces. 

2,1 would not recommend Mendelssohn’s Songs 
Without Words for the second grade. 

3. Beethoven, Little Variations on a Swiss - Schu- 
mann, selections from Album for the Young, Op. 68 
In the second grade your work will need to he from 

what are termed the semi such as Kuhlau 
Clementi, etc. In the third grade; Sonata ia G, Op. 40, 
Vo, 2, Beethoven. Sonata in C, No. 1, Gipsy Kondo, 

Haydn. Six Little Variations in G, Beethoven, Kondo 

in D, Mozart. Imprompiu in A Flat, Schubert. 

assics, 

4. The First Study of Bach comes better in the third 
grade, 

All students with serious intentions should become 
familiar with Bach, because he is the foundation upon 

which the art of music rests. Furthermore, his music 
is beautiful, although his idiom is strange until one 

becomes accustomed to it. Do not try to force your 

pupils in these matters, or they will become discour- 

aged. Lead them gradually by occasional pieces. 
6, About two-thirds of them are in use. These are 

arranged in sufficiently progressive order. 
7. The Engelinann Album is excellent, and Mozart 

may be begun with the Czerny studies. 
8. Handel, Gavotte in B flat. The easier numbers 

from Mendelssohn’s Songs Without Words. Chopin, 

Walts in A minor, Op. 34. Schumann, Blumenstuck, 

Op. 19, No. 1. Chopin, Nocturne in E Flat, No. 9. 

Rondo in C, Beethoven. Sonatas by Haydn and Mozart. 

Ask the publisher to send you on selection some of 
the easier ones. There are few classics that can be 
used in the second grade. 

Staff and Notes 

“1, Tow and when should the notes on the added 
lines be taught? 

“2. How soon should the seales be begun? 
3. Should they all be learned slowly before taken 

1. There is one item of information in regard to the 
staff that seems to surprise young teachers so much 

when their attention is called to it, that it may not be 

amiss to take this opportunity to explain it in the Round 

Table Deparment. 

You may have been thinking of the treble and bass 

clefs, as many do, as having no connection with each 

other, each having five lines and four spaces, but for 

some unaccountable reason being lettered differently, 

This will trouble you until you realize that there is in 
reality one staff of eleven lines and ten spaces. Draw 

your two staves on paper. Then draw one line through 
the wide space between the two. This appears in music 

either as the first lite above the bass staff, or the first 
below the treble. In either case it is the same C. Draw- 

ing your treble and bass staves so as to bring them close 

together you will see that there is one staff. Naming 
the letters from the bottom up through to the top, begin- 

ning with G, you will see why the names of the letters 
come differently on the two staves. Pushing the two 

staves apart again you will note that the wide spacing 
between them is merely for convenience in reading. 

Added lines run below the middle C between the staves 
on the treble staff, or above it on the bass, in order to 

avoid confusion in notation. Learning to read these is 

a comparatively simple matter, provided they are taken 

one by one. Those added above the treble, or below the 

bass staves should be learned one by one, showing the 

pupil how the letters continue in their regular order up 

or down, as the case may be. They may be taught as 
soon as such letters appear in any music you may select 

for the pupil. 
2. The scales may be taught as soon as the pupil has 

his hands under a fair degree of control. Tf a teacher 

is using one of the teaching manuals, such as those by 

Presser, for example, you will find the time for taking 
up the es indicated in the hook. Otherwise it makes 
little difference. They may be taken up in a single 
octave very early in the game, 

3. The degree of rapidity will depend entirely upon 
the progress of the pupil. It is a good plan to let little 
pupils go through the major scales in one octave, then 
in two, The increase in tempo should be a gradual mat- 
ter. Minor scales may be deferred until the major are 
well learned. Some prefer to take up the two con- 

jointly, but this is very largely a matter of individual 

preference, 
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The Meaning and Value of True Legato 

By Wilbur Follett Unger 

It is surprising how few pupils realize the actual 
meaning of the term Legato, and still more astonishing 

how few of those who do know it appreciate its prac- 

tical value. It is doubtful, even, if there are an exceed- 
ing number of teachers who trouble to show their pupils 
the real explanation. True, they dutifully shout, “Play 

that more legato!” But just ask the average pupil to 

write out a graphic description of Legato, and see the 

woeful ignorance disclosed! 

Let us see now what the word really means. 

The music dictionary gives this definition: “In a 

smooth, connected manner”—which means—what? Ab- 

solutely nothing to the child! But tell the pupil some- 

thing like this, and you'll find visible results : 
DO NOT TAKE UP ONE KEY AFTER STRIK- 

ING IT, UNTIL THE NEXT KEY IS STRUCK. 
THEN, AND NOT UNTIL THEN, MAY YOU RE- 
LEASE THE FIRST KEY. The next key must be 
held down until the following one is struck, and so on, 

all of which produces an overlapping effect which gives 

a sense of smoothness or connectedness which is desir- 
able and which could not be produced by other means. 
The pedal is not, as some think, a substitute for finger 

legato, for the reason that it raises all the dampers, 

permitting the strings to vibrate, giving a smeary or 
run-together effect, which is not at all the same as 
legato. 

Legato might also be interpreted to mean, GIVE 
EACH AND EVERY LEGATO NOTE ITS FULL 
VALUE. This might apply more particularly to that 
style of piece displaying parts or “voices’—as Bach 
fugues or simple four-part hymn-tunes, for example. 
In this form of music, known as “polyphonic,” the 
various “voices,” i. e., soprano, alto, tenor, and bass, 
may consist of all varieties of note-values, and the 
finger must not leave one note in one voice to play 
that of another. 

In order to acquire this true legato touch, you must 

never use the same finger for different consecutive 

notes. Now it is obviously impossible to hold one key 

down and play another with that finger, and so the 

study of fingering plays ap important part in legato. 
If one were to play different keys with the same finger, 

it would not necessarily be called “staccato,” but rather 

wilful carelessness. 

On the organ, the overlapping effect of piano-legato 
would result in a very muddy effect, and for that rea- 

son, the good organist dares not exaggerate his legato. 

On the piano, however, this is not so noticeable, as 
the tones are too thin and short-lived, beginning, as 

they do, to die away from the instant they are sounded. 
One of the first duties of the organist, however, is 
to acquire this true legato, for, if coming direct from 
the piano, he should employ the average pianist’s touch 
on the organ, the effect would be horrible. 

The advantage of this legato touch to the pianist 

lies in this fact: the average careless “piano-touch,” 
while acceptable on the piano, could not be tolerated 
on the organ; the ‘‘organ-legato,” however, is just as 
practical on the piano as on the organ, and is an aid 
to beautiful piano-playing. Sometimes pianists study 
for awhile on the organ, not merely to become organ- 
ists, but to acquire a more beautiful legato for their 
piano-playing. 

The first acquisition of this touch is not so easy a 
matter, but after the pupil has mastered it, it will be 
found to be by far the easiest touch to employ, espe- 
cially in speed work. If you doubt this fact, just try, 
with one hand, to play a C-scale very rapidly, first with 
a staccato touch (lifting each finger off its key dis- 
tinctly and crisply), and then try the same scale at 
the same speed very legato (keeping each finger on 
its key until the next key is struck), and be duly sur- 
prised at the greater ease with which you play the 

latter way, and the more beautiful sounding effect. 

A Few Helpful Hints to Young Teachers 

By Julius: Koehl 

1. Never permit your pupil to become discouraged. 
Be tactful when criticizing and explaining, always 

taking into account your pupil's disposition and state 
of mind. Make your students leave your studio, feeling 

musically uplifted and benefited, recharged with a new 
love and interest for their work. 

2. Always give the best you have. 
Teach with your heart and soul. Be conscientious 

with each pupil. Be capable of offering new ideas and 

suggestions for the pupil's benefit. Make each lesson 
contain a vital point, thus forcing the student to feel 
the tide of advancement. (This is the secret of retain- 

ing pupils.) 
3. Insist on parental coéperation. 

. Children are but human parrots, when it comes to 

imitating their elders, If the parents display an inter- 

est in music, the child will not have to be forced to 

practice and study. Parental coéperation also offers a 

splendid opportunity for teachers to spread the gospel 

of our wonderful art! 
4. The importance of personality. ; 

Never permit your students to see you in an unpleas- 

ant light. Always be courteous, pleasant, and conscien- 
‘tious. Shower ambition and encouragement along your 

path. This creates a feeling of respect and admiration 
on the part of the student, and quickens his desire to 

learn. Remember that our fortune in this world de- 
pends to a very large degree on our “Personality.” 

5. Business ability. 
Charge what you honestly believe and know your 

services are worth and do not deviate from this price. 

Always remember this fundamental principle of busi- 

ness if you expect to succeed, “Charge one price to all.” 

Advertise in musical journals of character, but make 

your ads contain a message for its readers and still be 

of a refined character. Keeping one’s name before the 

public is good policy, but like all other good things 
this can also be over done. Too much advertisement 
is as good as none whatsoever, from more than one 
standpoint. 

6. Cultivate a large circle of friends, 

They will prove a valuable asset to your business, 
Remember that the greatest form of advertisement is 
recommendation! Always remember that teaching is 
an art, and though not always classed as such, it is a 
musical station that has more responsibility connected 
with it, than all the other phases of musicianship put 
together. 

For Those Who Have Made A Bad Start 

Tuer great piano pedagogue, Friederick Wieck, was 

once asked advice as to the instruction of pupils who 

played many pieces from notes, but played them badly. 

He said :— ; 

“Above all things, let the notes which have already 

heen played be laid aside for a long time; for a mis- 

taken style of playing these has become so confirmed 

that to improve them is hopeless and the tottering edi- 

fice must fall to the ground. First improve the touch; 

help to acquire a better and more connected scale; 

teach the formation of different cadences on the dom- 

inant and sub-dominant and the cons ruction of vari- 

ous passages on the chard of the diminished s renth, to 

be played with correct, even and quiet fingering, legato 

and staccato, piano and forte; pay attention to the use 
of loose fingers and a loose wrist, and allow no inat tentive playing. You may soon take up, with th : 
studies, some entirely unfamiliar piece of music. oe 
to the capacity of the pupil. You should select Wier 
easy piece of salon music, of a nature well Sie 
to the piano, which shall not be wearisome ¢ ee 
pupil, and in the improved performance of Ga ws 
will take pleasure. If -you choose for aie: a ponderous sonata, in which the music would co 
the attention of the pupil from his improve ee 
yet unformed technic, you will nsure and inst rat = 
vain, and will never attain success,” oe 
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Arpeggios Written in Small Notes 
One of the things which bothers pupils a great deal 

is the arpeggio written in small notes. They always 
want to know the proportionate value to be given to 
the notes. As a matter of fact there is no stated time 
value. In such a passage as the following from Cho- 
pin's Nocturne, Opus 62, No, r: 

<3 >a 

pee ual = 
F SSS 

« Ties Note that the arpeggio is played without any set time value. The chord is played as an arpeggio just as any other chord except that the tones must be sus- tained—in this case by the pedal, as no hand is bi enough to play such a chord. How quickly the ar an gio should be played remains to be decided by the aa of the player. The fault usually j yer. y is to play 
too slowly—almost languorously. Ce ee 

What is the Commonest Error on 
the Piano ? 

Wnuat is the commonest error on the piano? 
striking the left hand before the ; 
where the notes ought to be played simultaneous! 
This is a most insidious fault, for once a pertonaes ‘ 
becomes a victim to it there is the greatest difficulty in 
so training the mind that a right manner of performance 
can be acquired. Parenthetically it must be observed that the reverse fault of striking the right hand before the left hand is probably non-existent, at any rate it is so rare that the present writer ha rom i has never r v n 

; 
et with a 

er of the greatest obstacle 
this bad habit is that the es a ear of the performer 

i i 
so becomes so vitiated as not to be able to detect that He ae do not sound together. Not only so, ot pe agit tries the experiment of striking notes ia ban ne in different ways, these present the sar aes age to the mind of the pupil. For insta ey ae 4 the ee hand immediately before the tel o ae te Bars mach came first, when the Bae . a eee ae be that both came togethe: Tee eo ane to watch the hands of the aofec ee neue ie ao time liste to the n ae 

5 : pte’ th 
otes, te 

real effect of th able to recogni he be made. Tt € notes, when a fresh experi eee. 
ade, he pupil must arte s Xperiment must 

his hands whilst strik- 
ing notes, so that the ; 

: 
impressi i may be accurately coitagedy oe staan ane sound The simpler fiy s We-finger exerg; 

1 Xercis mbted (with both hands ness ound that the fault in questi ea with certain fingers in 
with 

than wi is discovered, exercises ie 

1 It is 
right hand in cases 

S to the remedying of 

: ning 
© pupil will be 

May next be at- i when it will be 

When this necessary, devise. here seare : suitable cee by which those eran i 3 e. i : gers receive notes to precede those taken Selecting suitable which should be by the i approachen ; Ne fa Ble: An ilipees “PProached In as many aulty fingers, 
US suppose tha: 
found that the 
(b) to (d) 

S done. Let 
's played, and it is note D is very j J 

ee Impe Be 
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“Leave him alone, he does not follow the common 
way because his talents are uncommon; he does not 
adhere to the old method because he has one of his 
own, and his works will reveal an originality hitherto 
unknown.” Thus Joseph ner, the Director of the 
Conservatoire of Music at Warsaw, to whom Nicholas 

Chopin entrusted the later musical training of his 
famous son. The prophecy was the more remarkable, 
coming as it did from a_ pedagogue with strictly 

academic views; its unbounded fulfilment, to a degree 
no doubt unsuspected by his teacher, has brought joy 
to the hearts of all true music-lovers, and especially to 
the lovers of piano music, to whom Chopin's works 
offer an almost inexhaustible wealth of treasure. In- 
exhaustible that is, as to quality, for as to quantity, 
there are, in all, only seventy-four numbered works, all 
of which could be printed in a few thin volumes. 
Whether in the Etudes and Preludes, each one a com- 
plete masterpiece in itself, the dramatic Scherzos and 
Ballades, the poetic Wasurkas and MWaltses or the Noc- 
turnes, one of the most beautiful of which forms the 
subject of this lesson, all are exquisite in quality. A 
rare originality of melodic ideas, an avoidance of any 
trace of the banal, either melodic or harmonic, a charm 
of variety in rhythm, an amazing fertility of invention, 
and a marvellous gift for translating into the language 

of music all those moods which may he described < 
poetic, passionate and emotional, rather than the deeply 
intellectual: all of these combined to give to the world 
one of the most unique personalities in music, one which 
has held sway for a hundred years, and which bids fair 
to maintain its claim to posterity, 

Frederick Frangois Chopin was born in 1809 near 
Warsaw ; his father was a Frenchman from Nancy, who 
went to Poland as quite a young man, and may be said 
to have made that country the land of his adop- 
tion. Frederick's mother was purely Polish, 

_ and seeing that his father rapidly became identi- 

fied with the ideas and sentiments of his 
adopted country, it will be readily understood 
that the Polish blood ran strong in the veins 
of the son, and that there was little trace in 
him of his French descent on his father’s side. 
He was, more or less, a prodigy, appearing in 
public when nine years old for a benefit. He 
had the advantage of meeting cultivated and 
intellectual people both in his father’s house 
and in the homes of the aristoc in War- 
saw, who vied with each other in trying to get 
him to play at their houses; these surround- 
ings no doubt only helped to impress more 
deeply on his character that refinement which 
was part of his nature and which is ever pres- 
ent in his music. 

So much has been said and written about 
the romantic and rhapsodie side of Chopin's 
character and work that one is apt to get the 
idea that his musical training was of a some- 
what flimsy nature; this was not really the 
case; his work with Elsner seems to have been 
very thorough and he was, in fact, studying 
counterpoint with him before the question had 
ever been considered of his adopting music as 
a profess Eyen in these carly years, he 
was immens gifted at improvisation, and it 
was probably largely due to his excellent work 
with Elsner that, while steering clear of most 
of the classical forms in composition, he got 

that fine sense for balance, proportion and ef- 

fect in the treatment of the forms which he 
used, Another evidently faulty impression has 
heen that Chopin was of a somewhat morbid, 

sentimental and sickly disposition; his hiog- 
rapher Karazowski, however, writes of him 

as having been a gay and lively boy, full of 

fun and taking part.in all kinds of jollity; his 

The Nocturne (Opus 32, No. 1) is g 

A Master Lesson on 

‘Chopin’s Nocturne in B Minor 
From the Eminent English Virtusso Pianist 

KATHARINE GOODSON 

sn in full in the Music S 

letters, when he first travelled as a young man, give 
evidence of his happiness, good health and general en- 
joyment of all that he was seeing and doing. Never- 
theless he had a delicate constitution which, in the last 
ten years of his short life, became exhausted through 

the excitement and wear and tear of his life in Paris. 
When twenty-one years old, he left Warsaw for 

Paris, playing at a few concerts in Germany en route 

with considerable success. It was during a few days stay 
at Stuttgart that he heard the sad news of the Russian 
capture of Warsaw in 1831; and it was under the 

immediate stress of grief at that event and anxiety for 

the welfare of his family that he composed, while still 
there, the famous “Revolutionary” Study in C minor, 
dedicated to Liszt. From 1831 till his death in 1849, 
Paris was Chopin's real home, but he made short visits 
to Germany, where he became very friendly with 
Mendelssohn, Schumann and other famous musicians 
of the day, and also to England the year before his 
death. 

No remarks on Chopin could be written without men- 
tion of the episode of the mutual infatuation of himself 
and George Sand (Aurora Dudevant) the most famous 

French authoress of her time. Introduced by Liszt; 
she exercised an extraordinary power over the artist 
and persuaded him to accompany her and her son to 

Majorca in the winter of 1837. At this time Chopin’s 
health was not good, and while it was hoped that the 
visit to Majorca would benefit him, the result was un- 
satisfactory; the climate was damp and altogether bad 

for his state of health. This no doubt helped to make 
him impatient, irritable and a,trying patient, but during 
his stay on the island he composed some of his most 
beautiful works, notably the Preludes. The party re- 
turned to Paris, and Chopin continued his usual life, 

tion 

time 
In 1840 the first 

serious signs appeared of an affection of the lungs, and 
from that time his malady gradually increased. It 
seems indeed remarkable that, in such a weak state, he 

teaching, composing and spending his spare 
amongst his few intimate friends. 

should have produced such works as the famous 

Polonaise, Op. 53, the Berceuse and the B minor Sonata. 
It was at this time that Chopin realized that Mme. 
Sand’s affection for him was wavering, and his sensi- 
tive nature was distressed at feeling that he was a 

burden to her. The publication of her book, Lucresia 
Floriani, the subject of which was considered by many 

to be a caricature of the relations between herself and 

Chopin, deeply wounded his feelings and probably 

helped to. bring about the final break which occurred 

only two years before his death. 
It is usually supposed that the name and general style 

of the Nocturne originated with the Irish composer, 

John Field (1782- 1837), whose piano compositions were 

very popular in their day; they possessed a simple 

melodic charm and freshness which, to modern ears, 

however, sound rather faded. Chopin was evidently 

acquainted with the Nocturnes of Field, some writers 

even going so far as to say that there are certain points 

of similarity of outline; the similarity really begins 

and ends with a few details: firstly, the title itself; 
secondly, the general dreaminess of character of the 
majority of them, and, thirdly—and perhaps this.is the 

strongest point of similarity—the decorative element in 
the treatment. In Field's pieces, this consisted chiefly 

of delicate floritura passages, almost in the style of 
florid Italian song, occurring especially on the repetition 
of a theme previously stated in a simple style. With 
Chopin, while there is also a good deal of the floritura, 

he has gone much further in making the decorations an 
- integral part of the piece; i. e., they are often 

not mere ornaments to the thematic material, 
hut rather. a part of the material itself; a par- 
ticularly beautiful example of this is the well- 
known Nocturne in D flat, No. 8 Apart from 
the above similarities, there is little to associ- 
ate the Nocturnes of the two composers. Sev- 
eral of these pieces of Chopin are quite elabo- 
rate of their kind, for instance, Nos. 10, 12, 17, 
18 and No, 13, the beautiful one in C minor, 
Nearly all of them contain features which 
continually reveal the particular genius and 
personality of their author; the composition 
which comprises the subject of this lesson is 
one of the most popular of the set, and will 
exemplify most of what has been said above. 

While the structure of this Nocturne—and 
indeed, of all of them—is extremely simple, 
there are several points of interest in it, and 

for the most part these very points only go 

to show how spontaneous was the flow of 
musical thought, and how unified are the ideas 

in the natural continuity of their expression, 

The whole consists only of two themes and a 

short episode, finishing with a somewhat strik- 
ing Coda. The following will make this clear; 

A. The Theme, which ends on the Ist beat 
of measure 8, 

B. The Episode. 
C. Repetition of Theme. 
D. Second Subject. 

Episede in relative (G sharp) minor, 
I. Repetition of 2nd subject, and episode as 

from D (in same key). 
G. Coda, 

It should be noticed that, while the theme 
ends on the first beat of measure 8, the epi- 

sodical matter commences on the second beat 
in the same measure, and thus. while from A to 
© the musical period is precisely one of twelve 
measures, a delightful effect is obtained by the 
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Episode consisting of five measures, and destroying all 

feeling of squareness before the re-entry of-the Subject 
at C. A comparison should be made between the 
measure preceding D and the measure at B. In the 
latter, the last three notes in the melody constitute an 

actual part of the Episode theme, while in the former 

the three melody-notes are only leading to the new 

theme commencing in the next measure at D. This new 

Subject consists of two periods of six and four meas- 

ures respectively. At E appears the Episode in the 
relative minor; the characteristic fifth and sixth meas- 
ures of this should be compared with the two measures 

preceding B; they are practically the same, and their 

inclusion in this Episode almost gives one the impres- 

sion of having heard again the entire First Subject, 

which however is never again repeated. They are fol- 

lowed by an extension of five measures, leading: to an 

entire repetition at F of the whole of the middle sec- 

tion, ending at G, the Coda. This, not founded on 
anything in the piece, is in the style of a free recitative, 
and comes like an unexpected visitor, somewhat roughly 

disturbing the gentle atmosphere which had been per- 
vading; highly individual and characteristic. 

Regarding the performance, it should specially be 
noted (1) that the whole piece lies melodically very much 
in one range, and (2) that the left-hand accompaniment 

is almost unvaried in its two groups of eight notes in 
each measure; so that unless great care is given (1) to 

variety of tone-color and (2) to the treatment of the 

accompaniment, it is liable to become monotonous. The 
opening, while p, should be “sung” with simplicity, the 
accompaniment being kept very legato and the pedal 
being used on the first and third beats of each measure, 
i. e., the pedal should be put down just after the beat, 
and not actually on it. At (1) the second beat (rh) 
should not be played precisely as in measure 2; exact 
repetition is dull; let there be a slight lengthening or 
pressure on the top B, thus 

but not sufficient to disturb the rhythm. While stretto 
is marked only at the last two beats of measure 6, this 
must be musically led up to, ‘having rather the effect of 
a slight accelerando from the beginning of the measure 
rather than a sudden increase of time on the third beat 
itself. Care should be taken at B not to drag the time, 
especially in view of the F sharp pedal-point in the bass, 
which can easily become dull if mechanically played, 
The pedal in this Episode must be sparingly used, 
changing at each beat. In the measure before C, there 
must, of course, be a slight nwance—though no actual 
ritardando—leading back to the Subject, which may 
now be played with rather fuller tone than at the 
opening; at the fourth bar from C, the ornamental 

MAY 1918 
passage, while free, must be strictly rhythmical. Coming to the Second Subject at D, the student should analyze this; at (2) the simple Passing into the relative minor; 
at (3) compare the two following measures with the two commencing at (4), and it will be seen that, while 
the melody is a simple sequence one tone lower, there 
are slight differences in the accompaniment, which make it not perfectly sequential; these differences should be carefully noted. The remarks made above about the Episode at B, apply equally to its appearance at E in the relative minor. A beautiful effect may be obtained 
as bars before F by getting a full singing tone on the G sharp preceding the shake, leading to the thirds which follow in the left hand. What follows being merely repetition, we now com 

i 
: € to the Coda; the F natural is of course, really E sharp 

the fast inversion of the augmented 
It is introduced here 

*5., which follow, should 
and care should be taken that 

should not be too staccato, 
the meaning would 

ey were marked thus (—), 
ato sign alone. This Coda is 

€ piece by a sympathetic artist, 
€ thoroughly acquainted 

The Right and Wrong of Writing Music 
THERE are but few musicians, either amateur or pro- 

fessional, who do not find occasion to copy or write 

music, and like everything else, there is a right way 

and a wrong way to do it. The careless or ignorant 

musical penman betrays his lack of proficiency in music 
as surely as the illiterate person betrays his character 
by bad grammar or misspelled words. Not only that, 

but an inadvertant blunder in the placing of notes, 
rests and other characters often leads to an entire mis- 
understanding on the part of the performer, most 
vexatious to all concerned. 

We trust, therefore, that the following hints may 
prove of value. 

Choice of Paper, Pen and Ink 

For general purposes, the large size sheets of music 

paper with twelve staves on a page will be found most 

useful, but many sorts are in market, and° from any 

first class publishing house one may obtain whatever 

is most suitable for the particular work in hand. For 

instance, the writer has, during the past few months, 

found occasion to use a good deal of “16-staff” paper, 
and some special “voice and piano” paper, in addition 

to that named above. 
The ink used should be of a kind that writes black 

and stays black, Avoid bluish “writing fluids”—they 

do not work well on all music paper. Do not use a 

blotter, but let the ink dry naturally on the page. To 

save time, you can be working on another sheet while 

the first is drying. 

Steel pens with the point split into three instead of 

two are for sale under the name of “music pens.” 

These are excellent if one wishes to make large, hand- 

somely formed notes, with well rounded heads and ex- 

hibit graceful penmanship, but for a rapid yet legible 

hand there is nothing better than an ordinary stub pen. 

Clefs and Signatures 

The first thing to write is naturally the clef, key sig- 

nature and time signature, in the order named. Be sure 

to form and place your clefs correctly ; also the flats 

or sharps of the signature. Notice that the key-sig- 

nature is placed at the beginning of every staff, but the 

nature only at the beginning of the piece, unless 

the time changes. In copying orchestra or band parts 

of a simple nature, it is allowable to have the key sig- 

nature (like the time-signature) once for all at the 

beginning of the piece, but in longer works, or in piano 

music, it is better to write it on every staff. 

Planning and Spacing 

One should form some general idea of the amount 

of paper that the copy one is to make will occupy, and 

many measures to a staff, and how many 

If vou wish your copy to be 

time-sig 

ascertain how y 

yages it will require. 
40. 

file do not economize paper too closely. Especially, 

in the case of vocal music, one should space the notes 

so as to leave room for the words, which often take up 

more room horizontally than the notes to which they 
are sung. 

Stems Up or Down? 

In writing a single voice on a staff where the head 

of the note is below the middle line, the stem of a note 
should point up; where the head is above the middle 

line, the stem should point down. Rests do not follow 
this rule. Where two voices, say soprano and alto, 

or first and second cornet, are on one staff, then the 
stems of the higher voice point up, those of the lower 

voice point down, regardless of the rules which apply 
to a single voice. 

There are occasional exceptions to these rules, for 

special purposes, nevertheless the rules are so important 
that you should not break them unless you know just 

why you are doing it. 

Dots, Stems and Hooks 

The dot which lengthens the value of a note should 

be placed quite near its head, and if the note is on a 
space, the dot should be in the space. If the note is 
on a line, the dot should be in the space above or the 
space below, according to the direction in which the 
voice is next to be moving. 

A Word About THE ETUDE 

Master Study Lessons 

Tue Erupe extends its sincere thanks to 
its readers who have written telling how 
they have Lencfiled from the “Master Study 
Lessons” that have appeared in Tur Erupr 
during the last five years. Tur Erupnr does 
not pretend that these lessons are equal to 
those given in person by the teacher but it 
does know that they are the very next best 
way of disseminating such instruction, 4 
number of other compositions are being pre- 
pared by busy virtuosi for future issues of 
Tue Erupr. Owing to the numerous en- 
gagements of the artists and the conscien- 
tious care with which a great virtuoso pre- 
pares such a work these lessons are very 
difficult to secure. Fifteen such lessons have 
already appeared in Tur Erupe and are 
procurable upon application, 

; Do not make the stems of notes to 
if the notes are 16th, 32nd or 64th n 
not be room for the hooks. 
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NOCTURNE 
Andante sostenuto M.M.d=72 FR. CHOPIN, Op.32.No 
ne oe fas 
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A melodious and expressive drawing room piece, also to be had for the pipe organ. Grade III. 
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DREAMING OF HOME 
Home Sweet Home.Grade III. piece introducing, 

72 Andante espress MM.d 
Aneffective drawing room 

R.S. MORRISON 

Copyright 1918 by Theo.Presser Co. 
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PROMENADE CHAMPETRE 
With the real touch of Spring. Open air festivities accompanied by rustic pipers, Girade lV. 

? Allegretto moderato M.m.¢=108 § 
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SCHERZO IN B FLAT 
FRANZ SCHUBERT SECONDO 
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D HEPHERDS AN 
astoral, reminding one of a minature by Wattenu Grade lV. 

S SHEPHE RDESSES 
A real Spring p 

N GODARD, O JAMI EN 
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TWO SCENES FROM CHILDHOOD-— 
Among the most popular numbers from this wonderful set of pieces; not children’s pieces, but reminiscences of childhood. Grade III 

CURIOUS STORY R. SCHUMANN, Op. 15, No. 2 
Allegretto m.m.d = 112 a ee | : 

peo is : Z 2 -* - ES: i BS : = 

Cre Fa eee ase, ef 
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te Loy hg To 
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ES 6 eS eS a Sl Bee eo SE 
——} df vy. Pa ae >—___| 09 + mam. 
a be | | ST IS EEE EEE SR PEA 
= ‘SL. SEE SPACES CFP RSH PETES Ere : ed — f 

5 ak DERE — HAPPY ENOUGH R, SCHUMANN, Op. 15, No.5 
eee eS 2 [ao a ee 
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COUNTRY DANC 

ln the style of anold English Morris Dance. A rapid but steady pace is aa aes 111% 

Allegro vivace M.M.d-=144 
“ 

nm 8 25 FREDERIC L.HATCH 

get tte! 
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CURIOUS STORY 
KURIOSH GESCHICHTE STEPHEN HELLER, Op. 138, No. 9 

Heller’s Op.138 is an Album for the Young. Curious Story is the most popular number in the set. Grade ITT. 

M.d= 184 
5 2 

Molto vivace M. 

9. tel 5 8 
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EVANS 

THE ETUDE 

MATILEE LOEB 

2s ae 

MARCH 
A lively military number with just the right swing for quick marching, Grade 14s 

ON PATROL 
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Marcia M.M. bd 
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HEIGH HO! MARCH 
WALTER ROLFE 

This tuneful little teaching piece and the waltz movement which follows it are taken from’ a new set by Mr. Rolfe entitled Ardales and 
Rhymes. Young players will enjoy these numbers. They may be played in succession. Grades I-II 

Tempo di Marcia con fuoco M.M. ¢=108 

WALTER ROLFE 

Copyright 1918 by Theo, Presser Co, 
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CANZONETTA 
g violin piece, melodious and expressive, with a exceptionally effective piano part. 

W. BERWALD 

Moderato grazioso mM. d=72 
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SWEETHEART! 
ROMANCE . ; EDDIE FOX 

Verses by NICHOLAS DOUTY 

A very taking excore song, also published as a violin solo. 

Andantino M. M. ¢ = 72 

When twi-light shad-ows fill the air, I dream of 

ie — HS 

ee a # === = SSS — SSS = 
long for-got-ten days; I see thy PaCS), eS hair, I hear thee whis - per soft and 

sweet - heart, We'll meet a - 

C SSS een] —e- eS = a SS EAS GO OE ES Es 
weet - part. Thro sor-row and thro’ pain Where - e’er thou 

sain no more to part 
Loy. 2a | 
(ae ae oe g == Ce Sa i, 

| = 

ee 
le he ud —t - —e-| 
peer pte — + +} 

SSS 

= ————— | 
eS ; With -. in my heart, Sweet. = ‘heart, = : - main 
thine im- age shall Te ~ 2Ve 
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oe A NEW SERENADE 
cee iar TO THE SERVICE STAR Words and Musicby . 

Andante sostenuto M.M,.¢=96 
W.H. NEIDLINGER 

Se 

SS 
star in the sky, ride high! ride high! Till oer the 

far off land. 

ill | 3 224 - rer 

== Hfes—?-p £ | 
=i Beam kind - ly on him now from home - land so 

dear star. 
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rant is he, - ly 
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bs SCéButithrust, by un-truth, 

so ten - der, so loy - al, so 

too,werewatch-ing with you. 

dear star. 
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Words ANON A RIDDLE 
A very pretty sentiment, with a melodious, singable setting. 

HERBERT RALPH WARD, Op.44 

p4 Andante assai p > ae — 

a ee a a = = = 
i) ee ee ee LE eo! ya a = Co Gh ~o tat == 

2h. Zh. A fiowr is eos yearn-ing, It loves a ra-di-ant star; And pearl-y tears she 
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The star in per - fect lus - tre, Shines bright-ly still on high.__ 1% 
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The ETUDE Prize Contest 
WINNERS 

Final decisions have been reached in the several classes 

and we take much pleasure in announcing the prize 

winners in this competition which closed on April 1. 

As in all our previous contests, a 
remarkable interest on the part of 
participants has been displayed, the 
total number of manuscripts sub- 
mitted being very large. This con- 

test is unique from the fact that it 
comprised secular part-songs only, 

for men’s, women’s and mixed voices 

respectively. The average quality 

of the music submitted was very 
high, and so close in merit were a 
number of the offerings in each class 
that considerable difficulty was ex- 
perienced in arriving at the final 
decisions. Each and every manu- 
script submitted received due care 
and consideration, all the numbers 
being gone over a number of times. 

We wish to take this opportunity to thank our many friends and partici- 

pants who helped to make the contest a success, and to extend our 

congratulations to the successful ones. 

Class 1. 
FIRST PRIZE - - 

The awards are as follows: 

For the best Secular Part Song for Mixed Voices, with inde- 

pendent or supporting piano accompaniment. 

W. Berwald (Syracuse, N. Y.) 

SECOND PRIZE, John Spencer Camp (Hartford, Conn.) 

Class 2. 
FIRST PRIZE - - 
SECOND PRIZE - 

Class 3. 

For the best Secular Part Song for Women’s Voices (in Two or 
Three parts) with independent or supporting viano accompaniment. 

J. Bergé (Valhalla, N. Y.) 
Eduardo Marzo (New York City) 

For the best Secular Part Song for Men’s Voices (in Four 
parts) with independent or supporting piano accompaniment. 

FIRST PRIZE - Sumner Salter (Williamstown, Mass.) 

SECOND PRIZE, J, Lamont Galbraith (Richmond, Va.) 

How the Chinese Sing When They Talk 
THe upward and downward inflections 

of the voice in ordinary speech, and more 
especially in expressive or impassioned 
speech, have often been noted, and form 
an important part of the art of declama- 
tion. In English, as in European lan- 
guages in general, these inflections serve 
to modify the general sense; for instance, 

to distinguish a question from a positive 
statement, an exclamation from a mat- 
ter-of-fact enumeration. 

The Chinese likewise use inflections of 
yoice when they talk, but in quite a differ- 

ent manner. Most of their words are 
very short, and commonly one word has 

several entirely different meanings, ac- 

cording to the way it is inflected. This 

is what gives Chinese conversation such 
a sing-song effect, to our ears: 

Webster's International Dictionary, un- 
der the title “tone,” gives an interesting 
example: in the Pekinese dialect, the 
syllable ma has four different ‘meanings, 
according to how it is spoken; or “shall 
we say” sung. : 

jenn ra Se ei 
1 2 3 4 
ma ma ma ‘ma 

(mother) — (hemp) (harse) (fo revile) 

Wagner’s Real Musical Ancestor 
Wacsner’s real musical ancestor was 

unquestionably the Freiherr Carl Maria 

yon Weber (born 1786 at Eutin in Old- 

enburg; died 1826 in London). His 

father was an army officer who, at the 

age of forty, had taken up the profession 

of music, Young Weber was the pupil 

of Abbe Vogler and Michael Haydn, 

brother of Josef Haydn, the writer of 

Symphonies, Among his | fellow-pupils 

was Meyerbeer. Weber did not sympa- 

thize with his Jewish confrére’s love for 

pomp and circumstance on the opera 

stage. He saw that the national life of 

his country at that time could not be illus- 

trated in opera or immortalized by any 

such means. A story by Apel, called 

Der Freischiitz, fell into his hands. It 

was filled with supernatural incidents and 

dealt largely with men and women of 

the peasant class. He worked upon the 

opera for eleven years and finally secured 

a production for it at Berlin. —- 

At that time the reigning favorites in 

most of the operatic centers of the world 

e the Italian masters, Spontini and 

When Der Freischiits was first 
s who 

ni. 
given there were many scept 

prophesied failure for it. On 1 con- 

trary, it was a surprising success. Weber 

became the hero of the hour and his 
opera was soon heard in all parts of 
Germany. 

At the time of its production, Richard 
Wagner was eight years of age and his 

musical, actor half-brothers and _ sisters 
must have discussed the new work day 

and night in the home. Weber was: a 
visitor at the Wagner home and the boy 
worshipped him like a kind of god. It 
is somewhat surprising to note that in 
the face of this Wagner was so taken 
with the spectacular success of Meyer- 
beer’s works that when the youth com- 
menced to write, his first success was 
the now seldom-heard opera, Rienst, writ- 
ten largely after Meyerbeer models. 

Wagener realized, however, that his true 
path was as a follower of Weber and 
with this in mind he turned to such plots 
as The Flying Dutchman, Tannhauser, 
Lohengrin, The Nibelungen Lied and 

Die Meistersinger. That he transcended 

Weber both musically and dramatically 

is obvious even to non-professional opera- 

goers, Nevertheless, there is a melodic 

charm and smoothness of finish to Web 

ers music which will always give a first 

place among the great masterpieces of 

music, 
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Remove the upright and put this grand in its place. ‘No 

more space needed. 

Your home, no matter how small it is—apartment, flat, 

or what—may have that atmosphere of culture and 

refinement which comes only with the ownership of a 

Grand Piano. 

; KRANICH & BACH 
8 FO 

(( >} (Grandette,) 
59 inches long $700) (f0.b. N-Y.) 

Made with all the advantages of the Kranich & Bach factories, 

artisans, designers, musicians—and yet it is put out to you at a price 

scarcely in excess of a good upright. 

Let us survey your home—and show you where the Grandette may be 

placed with economy of space. This will not obligate you in any way. 

If you do want to buy, you may, if desired, do so on easy monthly terms 

KRANICH & BACH 

NEW YORK 
ESTABLISHED 1864 
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LOGICAL PRACTICAL 

MODERN TECHNICAL 
PIANOFORTE WORKS 

By I, PHILIPP 

Complete 
School of Technic 

Price, $1.50 

A compendium of modern tech- 
nic, exhaustive in all details, in- 
cluding all forms of finger exer- 
cises, scales, chords and arpeggios, 
double notes, octaves, trills, trem- 
olo, glissando and bravura. All 
the exercises are carried out in 
full through all keys and are 
treated ina variety of shythms. 
Copious annotations and. direc- 
tions are supplied in order to fa- 
cilitate the proper study of the 
exercises. It will prove indispens- 
able through one’s entire musical 
carcer. 

THEO, PRESSER CO 

NG "lp 

Preparatory 
School of ‘Technic 

Price, $1.00 

A splendid volume for usein daily 
practice, containing all technical 
essentials, which may be taken up 
during the early grades and con- 
inued, in whole or in part, for 

ral years, It may be used to 
precede the Complete School of 
Technic by the same author, or 
any other large technical work. 
It may be used freely in conjunc- 

The New Gradus 
ad Parnassum 

In Bight Books 
Price, $1.00 each 

Inthis unique work each separate 
department of technic is consider. 
ed by itself, all the studies bearing 
upon any" pariular “teshnieal 

LWQQ(IQI’>EWv"—*°">="»"§|l 

ively in a separate part. The 
entire literature of educational 
piano music has been ransacked 
in order to select the best possible 
studies adapted to each of the 
classifications. Each classification 
is published as a separate Part. 

1712 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
. : OOOCURK 

given in full in all keys. 

SSS GGG WW Q\°¢  >e >" "52 " "i" "?=é”" y Z 

ORTUNATE is the student who realizes that the Summer- 

time is the time when the best opportunities for practice 
come. The really successful students are usually those who 
invest their summer leisure in lessons and practice hours jn- 
stead of giving it over entirely to frivolous waste. 

Please montion THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisors, ia 
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WHETHER or not it is generally recog- 

nized, the fact remains that there has 

been a distinct development in the art 

of singing in the last decade, a change 

for the better, which is working itself 

out in the rank and file of the profes- 

sion. 

Those who, through lack of vision or 

intelligence, ot from mercenary motives, 

try to tell us that the old school was 

superior to the present, merely represent 

the opposition which the mentally or 

materially intrenched always present to 

any forward movement. 

‘To be sure the present condition is 

very chaotic; there is about as much 

unanimity of method of teaching in the 

vocal profession as there is political 

unanimity in Russia at the present mo- 

ment. But there has been a breaking 

away in both cases from the autocracy 

of tradition, and any chaos is better than 

fetters which prevent freedom and pro- 

gress, and we are all striving after the’ 

same thing—beauty of expression and 

dramatic truth. 

The advanced members of the singing 

profession felt the absolute necessity for 

freedom to express the emotional and 

dramatic feeling which was more and 

more appearing in song and opera. 

Many took what they thought were 

short cuts to the dramatic, and sacrificed 

tone for violence of pronunciation, which 

they fancied was dramatic ; it ceased to 

be musical, ceased to be singing, and 

ruined the voice. 

Others more wise, knew that to sacri- 

fice tone was to discard the greatest 

emotional force in dramatic expression, 

so they set about trying to discover a 

means by which the Bel Canto could be 

d at the same time a new 

tic diction be created. 
preserved, an 
capacity for drama’ 

Verdi Was Awake to Changed Conditions 

The absolute necessity for this change 

is illustrated by the operas of Verdi, who 

was great enough to realize that hu- 

manity had progressed intellectually, and 

developed in spirit, and demanded some- 

thing to satisfy this advanced state of 

being. Was he stubborn? Did he 

stupidly stick to the old school, and say 

it wag best for all time, like those who 

now harp about the old school of Bel 

Canto? I have already answered the 

question. But Verdi did not stop writ- 

ing melody, he changed his style to one 

more direct and more natural. 

So, too, do we not discard Bel Canto, 

but move it into a more forward posi- 

tion, where it can be preserved, and 

where dramatic diction and emotional 

in be added to it. 

the art of song-speech, 

which includes all the beautiful suavity, 

and cantabile of the Bel Canto. with the 

additional power of complete instead of 

half-pronunciation, the ability to portray 

any emotion, to maintain a natural facial 

expression, to create atmosphere, and 

have a more complete control of the 

expression ca 

This creates 

Department for Voice and Vocal Teachers 
Edited for April by Herbert Wilbur Greene 

“The Human Voice is Really the Foundation of All Music?’—RICHARD WAGNER 

From Bel Canto To “Singing on the Timbre’ 

By W. Henri Zay 

modulation of the voice because it uses 

the throat less. 

A Technical Term Familiar in Paris 

To do all of this one must, as the French 
say, “Sing on the Timbre.” (Sur le 
timbre, pronounced approximately, tam- 

bre.) This expression, known to those 

who have studied in Paris, is little known 

in America. We must appropriate the 

word, because there is no word in our 

language which means the same thing. 

It means the forward humming ring, 

or ringing hum in the voice, which is felt 

and heard when we are making the most 

use of the for- 

This is not the case with the voice half 
way back in the mouth, which causes 
half-pronunciation of the words, and 
makes impossible any expression except 

the superficial, 

Further Technical Details 

The right effect is sometimes de- 
scribed as “bringing the head voice 
down,” but this cannot be regarded as 
scientific, and this latter idea often 

makes the middle voice very weak, and 
prevents dramatic development. 

It is easier to find the fimbre on the 
upper middle notes really, in fact the 

principal effect 

is in the mid- ward resonance 
cavities of the dle votcie, 

face. It is just 

the opposite of 
the throaty 

tone, as the 

yoice is moved 
forward into 

the front dic- 
tion area where 

the tone can be 

easily molded 
into words, and 

complete  pro- 
nunciation be- 
comes possible. 

Yet the tone 
must not be 
propelled “out” 
of the mouth, 
as then the 
harmonics dis- 
appear and the 
timbre is lost; 
it is termed 
singing off the 

Weohtkeuh, 1g 
strengthens 

through the 

use of the for- 

ward upper 

resonance cay- 
ities, post-nasal 

and pharynx, 

giving sonority 

and facility, 

and beautiful 

quality, and the 
greeat beauty 
of it is that it 
leads up  per- 

fectly, without 

a break into 
the head voice, 
and gives to the 

head tones an 
additional 
warmth and 
brilliancey. 

The old Bel 
timbre, and 
produces the 

Canto. gave 
brilliant head 

“white” tone. 
“Singing on 

the Timbre” is 
singing with a 
free floating 

tone, but with 
concentration 
and intensity 
as opposed to the spread, weak or bland 
tone. First of all it cannot be done 
without a proper breath support which 
leaves the throat free, makes the tone 
firm and squarely in the middle of the 
note, in other words, in tune. 
The tone can then be directed into the 

forward diction area, and the result is 
an abundance of overtone very notice- 
able in the closed yowel sounds, and 
permeating the whole voice, giving it an 
added richness of quality which we hear 
in the best foreign voices, and which 
Americans have, but generally do not 
use because they are not acquainted with 
the method of producing it. 

It is sometimes called the operatic 
quality. [Tt has warmth, passion, fire, 
virility and tenderness, hecause it is spon- 

taneous, and is in the place where the 
emotions can color it. 

American Voice Teach 

having @ different 
month was adopted, 

H. W. ORs 

Ify, Werbert Wilbur Gree 

prehensive “Standard Graded Course of Singin 
im four grades, edited Yun Rrvpn vocal depart- 

ment for many years before the present policy of 
vocal 

voice, but it 
was almost as- 

sumed that the 

low voice could 

not share in its 

glor 
Singing on 

the timbre de- 

velops the low voice properly, and even 
adds to the quality and facility acquired 
by the old Bel Canto in the head yoice, 
by making all tones more positive and in- 

dividual and spontaneous, thus the bril- 

liancy of the runs and trills is enhanced 
and in cantabile singing on the timbre 5 

so superior there is No comparison, 
A very great point is, that singing on 

the timbre enables one to develop for 

a lyric or even coloratura, to a dramatic 
singer, as in the case of Mme. Nordica 

Caruso himself changed from the That. 

ian to the French school, and is now the 
leading exponent of singing on the tim- 
bre. The heautiful hum and overtone in 
his voice gives 't not only its luscious 
quality, but its opulent, dramatic oak 
And this he did not have in his middle 
voice when he first appeared in opera 

ne, one of the best known 

and author of the com- 

specialist editor each 

Voice Should Express Personality 
How ridiculous it is to see a soprano 

grow into a woman, and at the age of 
forty or more still sing like a girl of 
twenty-two, only lacking the freshieed 
of youth. The woman grow 1 
the voice stands still. ‘ a 

Such a pitiful spectacle can be av 
by singing on the timbre, then the 
develops and improves and 
part of one’s nature, and 
taneously takes on all th 
active intelligence, 

oided 
voice 

becomes a 
as such, spon- 

e qualities of 

ness, authority, understanding Pot. hee manity, and we hope, spiritual dy a ment acquired by the singer ieee aie years Of endeavor. Tt retains its tt a ness and becomes eloquent es ere. ee qualities and Bives ie 1 xpression of the inner pe ity of the singer, cea” 
This should he the 

Strive in’ studying 
nothing nobler no; 

goal for which we 
singing,  T} i ASG: h 

Tr nor finer, ea 
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students own even a pocket musical dic- 

tionary. Of those who do, we fear that 
a still smaller percentage have given it 
sufficient use to justify its purchase. 

“We are all poets when we read a 

poem well,” says Carlyle. We may not 

always read it in the same way. A good 

story-teller seldom tells the same story 
twice alike. But the point remains the 
same, if it is a good point. Changes and 

growth in interpretations are among the 

most interesting phases in the progress 

of an artist. 

We plead, however, for the greatest 

care on the part of students in looking 

for every suggestion that a composer 

gives as an indication of the inspiration 

that has filled his soul. Forgiveness may 

be yours if you feel that you can trans- 

late his meaning best by disregarding 

some of his exacting directions, but never 

if you have blindly passed them hy—H. 

‘ War and Music 

By Herbert Wilbur Greene 

_ Tue effects of the war are felt in 

increasing measure in all of the activities 

of men, and in nearly every detail of 

those activities. Laborers, merchants. 

capitalists, scientists, artists, writers and 

teachers are alike turning their shoulders 

to stiffen for the onrush of conditions 

that threaten their security. In times of 

Peace human activities seem always to 

be in alignment, the betterment of society 

or social conditions being the apparent 

if not expressed object of all. If, as has 
been stated, the arts are the last to feel 

the force of. changing conditions, and 
music later than the other arts, then 

indeed the musician gets a perspective in 

the picture, that is lost to those who 

cannot see it from his angle. 

One of the revelations brought about 

by the present conditions is an emphasis 

of the truth that music cannot be affected 

by conventionalities or prejudice. 

While for the best of reasons we are 

omitting from programs and operas @ 

large part of music which has hitherto 

been thought indispensable, we are 

awakening to the fact that no country oF 

People should long be able to claim pre- 

cedence in musical culture, though the 

accident of greater numbers of com- 

posers in one nation than in another is 

usually accepted as proof that the level 

of musical appreciation is higher. New 

and invaluable additions’ to recent pro- 

grams of music that had been left in 

obscurity because of the demands of the 

public for music and composers with 

which they had become familiar, are now 

being heard. Once their position in the 

world of music is made secure, perma- 

nent interest in music of many countries 

will overshadow the prestige that for so 

many years has been enjoyed by some 

of the countries of middle Europe. 

Let us join in the heart-songs written 

for and sung by our boys in camp and 

trench, and applaud the artists who are 

giving new life to old forms or bringing 

forward new music of value, but we 

must not forget that music is a spiritual 

entity, and as such it has no part in the 

divisions of people or the contentions of 

When the world which has gone-a- 
men. 

‘ 

housecleaning returns to its process of 

normal musical evolution, it will be 

been greatly enriched by 
found to have ; 

avorites and the adop- 
the lapses of old f 

tion of new. 

Can Community Singing A 

By Andrew Simp: 
— 

THE present war has given to America 

an impulse to sing. Stimulated by gov" 

ernment encouragement, thousands of 

‘boys in the training camps are heartily 

voicing a variety of patriotic and home- 

lie sentiment; in the large cities, hun- 

dreds of people are awakening to the 

beauty of our well-known but too fre- 

uently neglected folk songs and national 

melodies, and are singing them with all 

the enthusiasm that any new fashion in 

America generates. Smaller towns in 

the middle West are frankly competing 

in the éffort to show the greatest atten- 

dance at community “sings.” All Amer- 

'ca is coming to know the satisfaction 

apa results from enjoying, jn co-opera- 

tion with others, that forgetfulness of 

trouble and losing of self in whole- 

souled, earnest singing. And ifs @ 

healthy practice—the expression of @ 

Valuable democratic, nationalizing force, 

4 practice which sll undoubtedly de- 

velop in America, after the war, if not 

during the war; a heretofore 
unknow® 

Appreciation and love of music. For if 

“ million men are singing to-day, and 

later find their souls vibrating to the 

a in life when singing their home 

“ongs in a foreign land, those who re- 

turn will remember the joy and solace 

As Song when the war ends. Singing as 

saat for letting go of pent-up 

ee will have become such glee 

0 ane that each man will be ready 

urther the practice in his own com- 
Munity, 

von ease of its far-reaching value. if 

Mes imperative that community 

fford to Fail? 

son Haines 

fail. Since its continued 

ds upon the enjoyment of 

ything that de- 
hinders 

singing never 

success depends | 

those participating, am 

from that enjoyment 
tracts 

f 

rather that helps the extension of the 

movement. At present among the men 

interested in making the 
and women , 

actice more widespread, there are a 

ful leaders, whose choice of 

time, place or method often tends to 

defeat the purpose for which the singing 

is designed. During the past winter in 

many places throngs of people have stood 

outdoors with the thermometer hovering 

about the zero mark, straining at un- 

accustomed yocal chords with all the 

strength of their lungs. Although the 

hysical harm that resulted could per- 

hope not be measured in epidemics of 

pronchitis oT pneumont a, the wisdom of 

singing under such conditions is at least 

questionable. 

pr 
few youth 

Tact Important as Advertising 

Another error of judgment shown by 

some ambitious directors 1s due to se 

mistaken notion that all that is necessary 

Peake a sing successful is to advertise 

s ‘believing that a_ placard or a eee 

aper paragraph will bring the people. 

: { that once assembled, the peculiar 

enttasias™ of numbers will do the rest. 

The utmost tact has at times to be em- 

i larly in smaller communi- 
red, particu 

oot ae 

ploy 1 overcome the petty jealousies 

ree ¢ with united musical effort. 
at conflic 1 t es 

oe a community sig has failed be- 

feader has been unpractical in 

And some of the hest or- 

» to ignore the fact that the 
cause the 

organizati
on. 

ganizers seem 
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plicity itself, and yet the choice mahogany employed, 
its beauty of proportion and line, and an exquisite 
finish make it one of our most. attractive produc- 
tions. No expense is spared on its interior to secure 
the finest results musically and structurally, and so 
it has become our most popular piano—one to 
consider before you buy. 

WHATEVER YOUR PIANO NEED 
upright, grand or player, there is an Ivers & Pond 
to fit it. The completeness of our line offers unusual 
advantages to the discriminating buyer. We build 
but one quality—the best, and the policy and iden- 
tity of our house remain unchanged. Over 450 
leading Educational Institutions and 60,000 homes 
use and endorse the Ivers & Pond. A catalogue 
describing all our grands, uprights and players 
mailed free on request. Write for it now. 

HOW TO BUY 
Wherever in the United States we have no dealer, 
we ship from factory on approval. Liberal allow- 
ance for old pianos in exchange. Attractive easy- 
payment plan. Correspondence invited. ‘ 

Ivers & Pond Piano Co. 
141 Boylston St. Boston, Mass. 

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers, 
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Tone. 
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American public is not unlike the prov- 

erbial mule—passive and proud of it. 

Simply to ask a few hundred or a thou- 

sand to do something unusual isn’t a 

perfect guarantee that they'll do it. They 

must be flattered, amused, cajoled, in- 

structed and won over, and all so skill- 

fully, that the singing seems to come as 

a spontaneous expression of pleasure. 

Reasonable Correctness Desirable 

Yet a third mistake, from the musi- 

Incorrect 
schools, 

cian’s viewpoint, is noticeable. 

singing is too prevalent. At 

parks, factories—anywhere it is possible 

to listen to a large company of singers, 

one hears many directors insisting on all 

sorts of nice distinctions in tone pro- 

duction, but giving apparently no atten- 

tion to enunciation and time. A few 

men, within limited spheres, are more 

careful; men such as Albert N. Hoxie 

at the Philadelphia Navy Yard and 

Vernon Stiles at Camp Devens in Mas- 

sachusetts insist upon memorization and 

the enunciation of every syllable dis- 
tinctly, with every note given its right 

stress and time duration. Lack of pre- 
cision in singing is an unfortunate Amer- 

ican tendency which should be persist- 

ently corrected; slip-shod, messy chorus 

work doesn’t deserve a place in American 

music. . 

Avoid Cold and Exposure 

If music in America is to become as 
helpful and stimulating as it can and 

should be, the seeds sown by community 
singing must be carefully nurtured. If 

cold weather does prevail, better produce 

an after-effect of cheerful zeal on a few 

hundred people in a warm building, than 

an attitude of discouraging indifference 

among several shivering thousands. If 

a sing is worth the small effort of proper 
leading, it is surely worth the iarger 

effort of careful organization. If the 
public wants to sing, let it sing correctly. 

There is so much of good involved in 
community singing that it cannot afford 

to fail. 

What is 

Ler us see haw this subject affects 

the student of singing. Technic is an- 

other name for knowledge, meaning an 

understanding of the many requirements 

that must be met before the student 

passes over, from his stewardship as a 

novice, to professionalism. 

The weak point in vocal study is the 

lack of understanding as to what con- 

stitutes the essentials. The most be- 

wildering effect upon students follows the 

hearing of great artists, who seem to do 

everything that their teachers tell them 

they should not do. And why? Because 

they do not realize that the fundamental 

idea is freedom. They work for technic 

for technic’s sake. They are slaves to 

technic, rather than using their technic 

as their liberator. The scales and em- 

bellishments are practiced faithfully and 

they gain agility, accuracy and even bril- 

liancy, but the results carry with them no 

exalted sense of their purpose. One of 

the most illuminating pages of vocal ex- 

ercises that is was ever the writer’s good 

fortune to see came from a pupil who 

had heen studying with one of the 

world’s great teachers in Paris. It was a 

series of scales, arpeggios and cadenzas. 

Technic? 
Over each scale and arpeggio was 

penciled some special idea with which to 

fll the mind while practicing it. Some 

of the expressions used were erultingly, 

bueyantiy, with sadness, joyfully, regret- 

fully, tenderly, etc, etc. These terms 
‘are familiar enough to the pupil when 
singing text, but what have they to do 

with quick scale or arpeggio passages? 

Here is the answer: only music which 

conceals the process, by which it reveals 
its purpose, passes the censor. In other 
words, the student who is aiming to 

become a singer, works with two dis- 
tinct purposes. One is, to gain the ex- 

treme of technical accuracy, the other to 

grasp its significance in relation to art. 

That was the underlying idea of the 
master with his pencilings. The feet of 
the student must tread the way of drudg- 

ery, but the head and the heart can 

know no drudgery, they are penetrating 
the heights the while. To most students 
this idea should be of value. It will shed 
light on the path of technic. It will male 
two hours of work seem as one or ex- 

pressed differently, it will enable the stu- 
dent to work so concentratingly that he 
can accomplish in an hour for what he 
otherwise would require two. 

Donizetti’s Survival 

Every now and then some lofty indi- 

vidual takes precious moments to explain 

the transitory character of the music of 

Gaetano Donizetti. Meanwhile the spirit 

of the Scotch-Italian composer rests in 

peace and immortality. Izzett is said to 

have been Donizetti's Scotch ancestral 

name. As a young man he was in 

tended to become a weaver, by his prac- 

tical parents. To escape that prosaic fate 

he entered the army and it was while 

he was stationed at a military post in 

Venice that he wrote his first opera, 

Enrico di Bergogna. In 1822, at the age 

of twenty-five, he produced his fourth 

opera, which proved so successful that 

the audience carried him in triumph 

through the and crowned him 

with laurel at the Capitol. 

Leaving the army, he devoted his time 

exclusively to composition and continued 

his long uneven series of works 

which kept him before the Ttalian public 

during his entire lifetime. In 1830 he 

produced Anna Bolena, which was re- 
garded such a masterpiece in those days 

that it was thought that Donizetti could 

rest safely upon his laurels, Pasta and 

streets 

and 

Rubini were the great soloists in 
work now long forgotten but once ex 
tremely popular. Donizetti, however. 
went on writing and become more ee 
more facile: Elisir d’Amore (1832) a 
cia di Lammermoor (1838). Lng ae 
Borgia (1833), La Fille du’ Regin.. 
(1840), La Favorite (1840), Don met 
quale (1842). Some es 

Donizetti's productive career covered 
a scant period of twenty-two years i, 
fore in 1845 he became a victi; ie 
melancholia. To have produced ha ba 
time some sixty-five ope mat 
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THE BETHLEHEM | 
BacH CHOIR |; 

An Historical and Interpreta- id 
tive Sketch % 

BY RAYMOND WALTERS Ma 

Registrar and Assistant Professor of English, 
Lehigh University 

pe book gives an interesting account 
of thesé:Pennsylvania. singers —“The 

best choir in the United States”—whose 
Spring festivals at Lehigh under Dr. J. Fred 
Wolle, Conductor, have become world 
famed. The religious, musical and com- 
munity aspects of the choir are presented. 

HERE is traced also the remarkable 
musical record of the Moravians of 

Bethlehem from pioneer days of 1741 to 
the present industrial era, when Charles 
M. Schwab fosters the production both of 
music and steel at Bethlehem. 

Sixteen illustrations. Tall crown 8vo, 
$2.50 net, 

HOUGHTON MIFFLIN COMPANY 
Boston New York 
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OBLONG RUBBER BUTTON 
HOSE SUPPORTER 
GRACE (eet 
is woman’s birth- 
right. To retain 
it, she should re- 
alize the impor- 
tance of selecting 

| the right dress 
accessories, 
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Oblong Rubber Button 
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Characteristic and Action Songs 

FOR KINDERGARTEN, HOME OR RECITAL 

Tuneful, Pretty Songs—One or More Voices . 
They appeal to the dramatic. instinct of the child be- 
cause they can be acted—with or without costume. 

15221 When Grandma Was Young A. Jordan 40 
Solu or Caison 

15222 The Haymakers J. Vernon 
Oue ar Two Voives 

15223 Little Drum Majors J. Vernon 

15224 Dolly's Biethday A, Strelezki 
15225 Pier CalsPise} Cat A. Strelezki 

15226 Slesp Dolly Sleep A. Strelezki 
15227 [Ds Just ar Please W. Emery 
15228 Merry Maidens E. Holst 
15229 Hark "Tis the Cackes A, Jordan 

E. Holst : 

E. Holst 40. 

J. Vernon 

15230 Jolly Little Sailors 
Solo, Ductor Chorus 

15231 The Broom Brigade 
Solo, Duet or Chavis 

15232 The FI: 
One, Two 

15233 WeareLittle 
Chorus of Gir 

15234 The Brownies’ Drill E. Holst 40 
Unison or Two-Part Chorus 

15235 Tripping in the Moonlight | E. Holst 50 
Tulnon or mart POPU 
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Musical Questions Answered 
Always send your full name and address. No questions will be answered when this has 

been neglected. 

Only your initials or a chosen nom de plume will be printed. 

Make your questions short and to the point. 

ions regarding particular pieces, metronomic markings, etc., not likely to be of interest 

sis goatee Gumber of ETUDE readers will not be considered. 

Q. How many kinds of cadences are there 
in music? 

A. The number is inferminate, as there are 
anne variants. The following, however, are 

the best-known types = ‘ ie 

The Perfect Cadence, signifying a complete 
close, in which the Dominant Chord is fol- 
lowed by the Tonic Chord, both chords having 
their roots in the bass, with the final chord 
in the Root or Octave Position : 

Ex.1 

The srfect Cadence, in which the Dom: 

i at Chord ‘s followed by the ‘Tonic, but 

vith either chord inverted, or the final chord 

nas jn the Octave Position : 

in which the Sub- 
followed by the Tonic 
An old church cadence : 

Plagal Cadenc 
Chord 
he bass). 

The 
Dominant 
(ioots in t 

r Cadence Imperfect Cadence), the 

The Half Cadence tg by the Dominant’: 
‘onic Chord, 

adence, in which the har- 
The Deceptive: - approaching a perfect are apparently monies instead of the tonic chord at the 

cadenc A cea by the employment 
end, the eat nord, which destr the effect 
of another 
of finality. 

tty how the Mor- 

written come in with the 4 tell me erac 

I 
Qg. Wil you be 
i ave 

dent not cat 
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idicated the correct method 

A. We have itime in the example given 
as exactly ad opy you, furmi ag tthe ie 

rhe tary note of Re neg ens, 00 Siow xiliary ae the spee 3 too slow. 

ae of above, and snappy ornament rather 

The mor gracerul one. When it Is 
thap © Byward instead of upward, 
to be ex lowly (ws) instead of this 
you will 
av) 

Q. Does this 16th note come eractly with 
t note of the left-hand triplet, or after 

tig 1 fi 
r © f 

A. It comes after it, by a space of time 
equivalent to one-twelfth of a quarter-note 
(to be exact), but it would not be considered 
an unpardonable error to play them exactly 
together, unless ,in very slow time. It is 
certain that in the time of Bach and Mandel 
it was customary to make a sixteenth note 
occurring in sueh circumstances fit exactly 
with the last eighth note of an eighth-note 
triplet, and it is quite probable that the custom 
still prevailed in the time of Haydn and 
Mozart. Nowadays we are a little more exact 
with our musical arithmetic, but one should 
not be too pedantically exact when it is at the 
expense of gracefulness. 

Q. What was the oriyin of the toy sym- 
phony? 

A. Not definitely known, There is an old 
story (which has not been disproved so far 
as we know) that Josef Haydn went to a fair 
at the beautiful Tyrolean town of Brechtes- 
gaden, and purchased some interesting little 
toys. These he took back to the palace of 
Esterhaz and seriously called his orchestra 
together for an important rehearsal of a new 
work, Then he produced a symphony. writ- 
ten for two violins, a double bass and the toy 
instruments. The musicians laughed so hard 
that they could not keep time and Haydn's 
little joke was considered a great success. 
The symphony was first known as Sinfonia 
Berchtesgaden. While this may not have 
been the first toy symphony it was the first to 
attract wide attention and since that time 
many composers have produced works which 
are generally thought to be superior to that 
of Haydn for the purposes of the Kindersin- 
fonie or as it is caled in French La Foire des 
Enfants. Romberg wrote a similar work and 
Mendelssohn wrote two which are nowhere to 
be found at this time. Probably the most 
practical works for the teacher ‘desiring to 
give a Kindersymphony at this time are 
Christmas Symphony, by Hewitt: The 
Nitchen Symphony, by TW. Kling: Christmas 
Bells, by Arthur Seidl. ‘The cost of the toy 
instruments is quite low and nothing will 
provide quite so much amusement for a class 
of small children, to Say nothing of hilarious 
adults who delight in dressing up like chil- 
dren and giving a Toy Symphony. 

Q. How can I tell the difference between a 
piece of musie in Rondo style and onc in Son- 
ata Style—D, I. L. 

A. In the strict sonata form there is a first 
or main subject and then (in some allied key) 1 second subject ; this is followed hy a devel- 
opment group and then the repetition of the 
subjects usually in other keys but closing 
with original or main key. In the rondo form 
however, there is usually but one main theme. 
which is repeated many times during the 
course of the composition. 

Q. How did Kalkbrenner rank among his 
contemporaries ?—I, 1 

A. Much of the work that Kalkbrenner dia 
had merit, of course, but it would be a mis- 
take to rank him at the top of the special 
group of which he was one, His compositions 
were for the most part very empty and his 
triumphs at the keyboard were usually with a 
very thin and rapid kind of salon music. Yet 
he considered himself superior to Chopin and 
even offered to teach him. 

@ What is the meaning of Stabat Mater? 
Are there more than two pieces of this name? 

A. Stabat Mater is the first part of a Latin 
poem beginning Stabat Mater Dotorosa (The 
mother stands weeping) referring to Mary 
standing at the foot of the cro: was 
sald to have been written by either Jacopone 
or Pope Innocent TIT, but this is uncertain. 
In 1727 it became part of the Roman Missal 
and later one section became a hymn, There 
are numerous ancient and modern settings of 
this beautiful poem. The earli to attain 
fame was that of Josautn des Pyes: this 

tting is generally considered the masterpiece 
of that composer, Palestrina made two set 
tings. Pergoles!, Haydn, Steffani, Cari. 
Astorga, Winter, Raimondi, Vito, Lanza. 
Inzenga, Neukomm, Rossini, Dvérik and 
Stanford. The most famous of the Stahat 
Valera 18 that of Rossini. 
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THE matter of stimulating a congrega- 

tion to sing heartily and, at the same time, 

maintain a reasonably unanimous tempo, 

is an art—an art which depends almost 

entirely on the skill of the organist for 

its attainment. Choir voices will assist, 

but the permeating influence of the organ 

is needed to originate and impel. 

The different means employed for the 

improvement of congregational singing 

are’all useful, but in themselves insuffi- 

cient. Underlying all must be ever present 

the influence of the musicianly commander 

at the organ—an influence to be felt, as 

well as heard. The mere manner of the 

playing-over of the hymn-tune should 

arouse and suggest, and this manner, 

while never obtrusive, should be con- 

tinued and, when necessary, intensified as 

the hymn proceeds. 

How is this done? For done it can be. 

First, a dogged persistence in a well- 

defined tempo is imperative. Then would 

follow the subtle accentuation of certain 

words, chords, and the rhythm of the 

tune; /all this being effected without any 

“sive and take.” By way of illustration 

of these and other points, let us examine 

the following well-known hymn tunes: 

a4 Duke Street 

eloquent 

Department for Organists 
Edited by Well-Known Specialists 

organ waits for the master to waken the 

Making the Congregation Sing With Effect 

By William Reed 

SS See 
i > > See 

>> —_ > Ge Papa} i ‘ 
rt ay + a t : is} 
= ae FA FR} 

Lae? 
f = id ied —o.—= — ee 

pees OS 
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Note these points concerning the = + iz er 

above: (1) The first chord firmly marked. no rall 

(2) Separated chords. (3) Alternative 
phrasing (14). The pedal to be played 
jegato throughout and at its proper pitch. 

This type of tune, being largely diatonic 
as to melodic construction, requires a cer- 

tain inner driving-power which, while not 

too noticeable, will preserve the speed set 

and, when added to a full-bodied scheme 

of registration, prove irresistible. Even 

the interruption of the natural legato may 

occasionally be found necessary; for this 

device arrests the attention. But it is 

only to be used for a good reason, and 

always with discretion. Now, let us ex- 

amine the following :— 

Ex.2 = Sullivan 
eee. a pa=S S| 

Touch and accentuation are here of 
special importance as applied to both 
manual and pedal. 
An effective and stimulating playing- 

over is obtained by announcing the four 
first measures only, and by giving those 
on the Swell Organ, full without 16-foot, 
and at the same time separating the quar- 

ter notes in all the parts. Helpful sup- 
port, also, is afforded if the Swell be par- 

tially opened at the > marks. 
At measure 14:— 

Fae ceases 
Ped.sompre legato 

Many organists are playing on old 

tracker-action organs that need rebuild- 

ing, but the church officials have not the 

money, so the thing is not done. 

If the organist and some member of 

the church who is a clever mechanic put 

in some of their spare time together, 

many of the needed repairs could be 

made before sending for an organ tuner 

to do the tuning. 

In this way, for a very moderate sum 

of money, many an organ can be greatly 

improved. Among the materials needed 

will be, probably, a piece of old leather 

belting for buttons, some pieces of soft 

heavy cloth or old felt hat for “bush- 

ings” to stop noise and rattling, and some 

pieces of old kid gloves to glue over 

cracks where wind leaks. 

First see to it that the bellows and 

feeders are working properly, also the in- 

dicator. Next make the pedal action 

quiet ; the pallets may need new leathers, 

which are usually an easy matter to 

put on. 

Plan What is Needed 

mechanism of the pedal 

couplers and manual couplers, and make 

such repairs as may be needed. If any 

of the pedal keys are badly worn, repair 

them with strips or inlays of new wood, 

+ a workman-like manner. 

Ee organs have too light a swell 

box. After the tuners have taken out all 

the pipes to clean them, tack heavy build- 

Examine the 

Home-Made Improvements on an Old Organ 
ing-paper inside the swell box. The swell 

shutters may need new cloth to make 

them shut tighter without noise. This 

will make the swell more sound-proof. 

Should the organ have an old-fashioned 

swell-pedal, a clever mechanic may be 

able in many cases to change it for a 

modern “balanced” swell-pedal. Rather 

than attempt here an extended descrip- 

tion, illustrated with necessary draw- 

ings, we recommend the organist to take 

the mechanic with him to visit some more 

modern tracter-action organ, point out to 

him what he wishes imitated, and let the 

mechanic examine carefully the means by 

which it is done and manner in’ which 

it works. 

Composition Pedals 

Where these are lacking, they may 
often be added, at least to the Great, with 
no great expense, if the mechanic has 
had an opportunity to examine them in 

some organ where they are provided. 

There are several different mechanical 
systems in use, however, and it may be 
that a clever workman will hit upon 
something still better for the end in 
view. The leading principle of nearly 
all is this, that a “full organ” pedal con- 

tains some forward-moving part to which 
a number of cords or straps are attached 

connecting (behind the console) with all 
the stops on the Great, while a “soft 

combination” pedal contains some back- 

ward-moving part, connecting in the 

same manner with all those st it i # Ops it 
desired to remove. 

Voicing and Regulating 
Many good organists learn the art f 

tuning their own reed pipes (these bea 
the worst to get out of tune), but sails 
from that, no one but an expert chante 
attempt to tune, voic ror ae ce or regulate the 

Suggestions for Revoicing 
Most very old organs are built wi 

very light wind-pressure. Greater ae 
and brilliancy may be given by Hee 
a the weights on the bellows 
ore attempting this it s 

understood that any Pee at rie 
this sort will involve not only ax ie or 
but @ revoicing of all the Bihee ae 
done judiciously, will often make th Bs, 
strument sound like a new anil eR 
modern organ, but it is quite a ep: 
should not he attempted unless Se ae plenty of skill and perseverence cies: 

Tn the course of this revoicing are many little changes which a ae made with profit. We will n: a 
few of them: meme Dut 3 

PrinciPan, 4-ft. sho 2 
softer than the Cues es Somewhat 
to blend with it as an om es Peat Otder 
than stand out too aie Tather 
voiced slightly fluty (by ae ee is 
up rounding, ete.),- ‘IL be se the lip » it will be : all the 
ter, and may sometimes even be ae > used as 

increas- 
OWs, but be~ 

Spirit."—DOLE 

At the Refrain, steadiness is assisted if 
all 16-foot flue registers are added to the 
Pedal Organ during four measures, Also 
a 32-foot, if, available, intensifies the 
marching effect here obviously intended. 

Occasional doublings of the inner tak 
mony enrich and permeate. Such are ad. 
missible, though with artistic discrimina- 
tion, and never. without a Purpose, 
Hymn tunes of a meditative or prayer- 

ful nature demand a type of treatment to 
correspond. A summary of points to be 
observed would include: Gentle accentua. 
tion; the occasional use of a guiding solo 
register; a modified harmonic doubling 
here and there; the elimination of the 
pedal in places; the well-judged use of 
the half-legato touch: the adoption of 
just the proper speed. All. such points 
count largely in creating the atmosphere 
necessary for making congregational sing- ing what it should be. ~~ 
ee haus Suggestions constitute the 2 enti iS) but they are the externals. i. Se them, there must always be is oo individuality of the organ- A ai and that, warranted by both Clanship and his studied inter- Pretatio n of words and music alike 

2 solo st een ag Understand, We are speak- treme! al Organs which do not ute and principal on the same manual, 
Dore LCIANA, 8-ft. j 

organs, Tt sh vid. eo loud in some ol@ Ould be soft Serve as a accompa: 
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enough 
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be more a One could wish this t? 
really is not ney: and pungent, but 1 
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ay, Gites ee a beard” in the moder 
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end 
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- Tuners often slig? 
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Music for the Wedding 
Ceremonies in June 

“O Perfect Love’ 

H. T. Burleigh 

A beautiful wedding song, quite differ- 

ent from the time-worn number—a 

real novelty to the musical part of the 

wedding festivity. The music is charm- 

ing; the words appropriate; worthy 0 

the consideration of professional mu- 
sicians everywhere, it is not difficult to 

sing and comes in both high and Jow 

voice. Price - - se he 
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More Hymned Against Than Hymning 

By Hugo Goodwin 

Tue texts of all hymns that are worth 

anything have been direct and spontane- 

ous outbursts, caused by deep religious 
experience, and the value of their use 
in the church lies in the reproduction 
collectively, to a certain degree, of the 

individual fervor that gave rise to them. 

If the worshipers are to experience this, 

in fact, if the hymns are not to be almost 

a sacrilege, they must be sung by all and 

must be sung heartily. 

Our first duty is to see that practical 

tunes are used. It is the province of the 

clergymen to choose hymns from a liter- 

ary and spiritual standpoint, but it is 

peculiarly the province of the organist, to 

see that they can he sung, remembering 

that in this instance it is not contempt 

that is bred by familiarity. 

P New Tunes 

“How about new tunes?” asks some 

one. : ie 

The answer to this is that it is infinitely 

better to have the whole congregation 

singing “Dennis” or “Greenville” than it 

is to have them mute on something more 

abstruse, but quite new! _ Unless a new 

tune is so compelling that it forces every- 

one to join in it ought not to be used. 

Of course, in this connection much dis- 

cretion must be used; the tunes that are 

rousing but undignified, have no place in 

We should not offer to Deity 

ould be ashamed to offer 

The big bass drum is all 

right on the street corner, or at the saw- 

dust trail, but it has no place in church. 

Let the tunes be of moderate compass, 

of sound melodic structure, and with 

decided punch, and the congrega- 

y be half persuaded. 

must be in sympathy with 

Id so interpret it that 

ion of all will be riveted on its 

Bou that everything else shall be 

forgotten. Tf, during the Dyn any ay 

tention is directed toward either the 

ist or toward his instrument, he is 

as It is ‘this fact that makes the 

pate unusual effects, such as Be 

chimes, etc, of such questionable value 

j 7 ing. 

i bye coh should be of such a 

thharacter that the hearers are already in 

ne er mood when they commence 

Soe No stereotyped method should 

A tune such as peter o 

-ed very conservatively an 

sets ee ae a prayerful tune, 

a “Abide With Me,” may well be 

such 28 mpathetic solo stop with a 

iment; a martial tune, such 

» should be 

ed. There is no categorical 

worship. 

the music we W 

to our friends. 

some 
tion will alread 

The organist mus 

the hymn and shou 

singing. 
he adopted. 

os ‘Fling 

rousingly play: 

method. 

During t! 

be maintaine 

and too little. 

fhe hymn a happy medium must 

d between too much organ 

The latter will engender 

timidity and the former will make the 
people feel, “O, what's the use!” Modern 
tubas are especially dangerous to proper 
tone balance, as they are liable to make 

a din that is very unfortunate unless they 
are graded down by careful use of the 
swell shutters. 

Hymn Tempos 

The speed of a hymn is another prob- 
lem. If it is too great there will be diff- 

culty in catching the proper breaths, and 
if too slow, sustained notes will be out of 
the question. Those of us who are able 
to sing will find a valuable guide in sing- 
ing with the congregation; if singing is 
impossible—or unwise—we can, at least, 
hum along under our breath and in thus 
consulting our own convenience will 
become better able to suit the convenience 
of those whom we are leading. 
During the performance of the hymn 

the accompaniment ought always to em- 

phasize the meaning of the text, but 
should never attempt descriptive play- 
ing; the cooing of doves, the roaring of 

water spouts, bleating of lambs and 
rumbling of earthquakes is not within 
the office of church music, but the express- 
ing of moods and thoughts induced by 
these things is another matter and -is 
quite in keeping with good taste and 
efficiency, 

In preparation for hymn playing, an 
organist should learn to transpose readily, 

to be able to play any of the voices of 
the hymn in either hand or in pedals in 
any octave and to follow both words and 
music simultaneously. The writer has 
found that the conscious memorization 
of a given location in a phrase is of great 
value to him when he glances away from 
the music to words, or, for that matter, 

in glancing from the accompaniment of 
an anthem when directing a chorus. 

Various methods are more or less help- 

ful in inducing hearty singing: Precen- 
tors, large choruses, trained singers 
seated with the congregation, etc. but in 

the last analysis it rests with the organist 
so to stir the congregation with expres- 

sive and compelling playing that they 
will be impelled to lift their voices in 
song and so to inspire them that they 
will find it impossible to sit content and 

silent while the choir does their singing 
for them and the clergyman does their 
praying for them. 
The function of the minister and the 

organist with his choir is to teach the 

congregation how to worship, and, as it 
is necessary for each one to do his own 

communing and his own hymning, our 
part of the responsibility is clear—we 
must teach people to sing hymns and 

must make them desire to sing hymns or 
we are falling short of our definite duty. 
—From the Music News. 

The Choir Director’s Need of Inspiration 

By Elizabeth A. Taylor 

a choir director ever seriously 

( the public is too kind to 

ne foes, he is showing the 

ie of the great artist, the 

in striving to attain the 

nscious of something 

Though sepienely 

, uplift him to a\state o 

his efforts sey en 
ae ce tatitg 

ad, the goal of perfec- 

s he advances. 

his own work, 

Does 
Jain 

him? Tf he 
mental attitud 

jdealist, 
who, 

highest. is 
t eludes 

to recede a 

“ty satisfied with 

He feels that he may do better some day, 
and the inspiring truth that the limita- 
tion of the individual is not the limita- 
tion of art encourages him to persevere 
with renewed effort. A director’s ardent 
desire to make his choir see as he sees, 
feel as he feels, in the expression of the 
music, is a sure foundation on which to 
build genuine musical achievements, 

Nothing inspires a body of singers so 
much as a lofty idealism in its director. 
Tt demands great expenditure of nervous 

(Continued on page 347.) 
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Recent Pipe 
Organ Pieces 
By Popular Writers 

14772. Frysinger, J. Frank. ..... Moonlight « 
An attractive soft voluntary or recital 

piece, 
Sheppard, E. H.....- Postlude in D 
An imposing closing voluntary, easy to 

play. 
Warner, F. H...Allegro con Spirito 
A vigorous closing voluntary. dignified, 

and of moderate difficulty. 
Pease, S. G. .. . Anniversary March 
Tuneful and spirited. a good teaching 

number. 

14964. 

14990. 

15033. 

15018. Mauro-Cottone, M...Marcia Festiva « 
A splendid recital number for an ad- 

vanced player. 
Sheppard, E. H..Allegro Pomposo « 
A woll-writton, interesting postlude 

easy to play 
Stults, R. M.. 
A melodious sof ¥. 
Schuler, G, S........ Postlude in G 
Showy, yet easy to play. 

Diggle, R.....- At Sunrise. 
A tender melody, with tasteful regis- 

tration. 

15094. 

15148, - Meditation 

15204, 

15271. 

‘Wo will be pleaned to send any of tho above 
numbers for examination. 
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Very few violinists, even finished art- 

ists, have an absolutely perfect control of 

the vibrato. By a perfect control I mean 

the ability to do it fast or slow, or at any 

intermediate speed, also to make the 

swings back and _ forth alternately 

somewhat greater width, appropriate to 

the sentiment or emotion of the passage 

being played. The vibrato should be 

under as perfect control as the trill, and 

should be perfectly even. 

The vibrato, or “life under the fingers,” 

as Cesar Thompson, the great violinist, 

called it, is a slight deviation from the 

true intonation, #. ¢., the finger as it 

swings back and _ forth alternately 

sharpens and flats the tone to a very slight 

degree, thus creating the illusion of a 

living voice, which trembles under the 

stress of emotion. As there- are count- 

less states, stages, and degrees of emo- 

tion, it is evident that the violinist should 

possess the contro] necessary to execute 

the vibrato at any speed and also to make 

the swings slightly wider and narrower in 

order to imitate these various degrees of 

emotion. 
The sentiment of one passage may re- 

quire a very slight vibrato, while another 

may require slow, wider swings to give 

Department for Violinists 
Edited by ROBERT BRAINE 

“Tf All Would Play First Violin We Could Get No Ceeherine Together—R. SCHUMANN 

How to Control the Vibrato in Violin Playing 

the effect of sobbing, despairing pathos. 
The consummate artist instinctively 
adapts the style and degree of his vibrato 
to the sentiment of the passage being 
played, and much of the success of great 
violinists is due to the skill with which 
they adapt the vibration to the character 
of emotion to be expressed. 

In the case of great violinists, the 

character and degree of the vibrato to 

give the best effect may be safely left to 

their musical instinct, but in the case 

of pupils it would be well for the teacher 

to advise, or even mark the music, show- 

ing where the vibrato should be used, and 

to what degree. It would also be advis- 

able for the pupil to practice the vibrato 

systematically, using the scales in whole 

or half notes in all positions for the pur- 

pose. He should practice it fast and 

slowly, and with different widths of swing 

of the finger. 

The great violinist Spohr, in his violin 

school, devotes an entire chapter with 

accompanying exercises to the vibrato, 

marking the passages where it is to be 

used. Of this embellishment he says: “In 

old compositions the vibrato is indicated 

by points, or by the word “tremolo”; in 

new compositions it is generally left to 

the performer. Avoid, however, its fre- 
quent use, or in improper places. In 
places where the vibrato is used by the 
singer it may also be advantageously 
applied to the violin. The vibrato is there- 
fore properly used in passionate passages, 
and in strongly marking all the fz or 
emphasized tones. Long tones can be 

animated and strengthened by it if such 
a.tone swells from p to f. A beautiful 
effect is produced by beginning the vibrato 
slowly, and giving it a gradually acceler- 
ated vibration in proportion to the 
increasing power. Also by commencing it 
rapidly, and gradually dropping the tone 
to a sound hardly perceptible, a good 
effect is produced. The vibrato may be 
divided into four species: viz., into the 
rapid, for strongly marked tones; into the 
slow, for sustained tones in passionate, 
cantabile passages; into the slow-com- 

mencing and increasing tone; and into the 

rapid-commencing and slowly decreasing 
of long sustained tones. These two latter 
species’ are difficult, and require much 
practice, so that the increasing and 
decreasing of the vibrations may at all 
times be uniform and without any sud- 

den change from slow to quick, or the 
reverse.” 

Position of the Violin 

A. coRRESPONDENT wishes to know if 

there is any advantage in holding the 

violin in such an elevated position when 

playing in public, that it gives the violin 

the appearance of an anti-air craft gun 

with which the player is trying to demol- 

ish an enemy plane. He calls attention 

to several concert violinists whom he has 

observed, who at times held the violin so 

high that the scroll was on a level with 

the performer's head. 

This holding of the head of the violin 

very high is a fad of late years, and is 

more in the nature of camouflage—for 

appearance only, than for any assistance 

it gives to the playing. In fact, it is a 

detriment. The horizontal position is the 

best in every way. If the violin is allowed 

to sag down, the bow has a tendency to 

slide on the strings towards the finger- 

board. If held too high it has a ten- 

dency to slide towards the bridge. In 

either case the wrist is bothered with 

the extra exertion of keeping the hair 

at the proper point of contact on the 

strings. } 

However, appearance is a great thing 

and the violinist. who 
with an audience, 

: 
head of his 

makes gestures with the 1 

fiddle is apt to greatly impr the public, 

which knows little of violin playing. 

This up and down motion of the violin, 

while playing, is in the nature of the 

gestures of an orator. For instance, the 

violinist. who points his violin towards 

the sky and then brings it down as he 

plays a tremendous sfz note or chord, 

creates the impression of power 

It has always been a moot point as to 

yn and gesture should 
just how much matio and g s d 

be allowed to the violinist in public solo 

playing, some contending that head, body 

and violin should be practically motion- 

less, with only the two arms moving for 

the bowing and fingering, while others 

maintain that a considerable latitude of 

motion may be allowed, if the violinist 

feels that it helps the expressive delivery 

of special passages. DeBeriot discusses 

this matter thoroughly in his well-known 

“Method for the Violin,” in which he 

says: 
“The position of the body, having been 

fixed upon with the aid of the professor, the 

pupil should endeavor to preserve the great- 

est elasticity in the movements of his right 

arm and left hand, while the body and 

the head remain perfectly steady. 

“Tt must be understood, that these prin- 

ciples only apply. in all their severity to the 

study of mechanism, and are not absolutely 

or systematically applicable to the pupil 

tho has become a master, If such were our 

thoughts it might well be objected that: 

“*’ golo player cannot possibly preserve 

the stiffness of a marble statue; that the 

demeanor appropriate to the firm and reso- 

Iute commencement of a piece would not 

suit a tender and passionate strain of mel- 

, and therefore the artist must oceasion- 

his attitude to follow the ex- 

pression of the piece which he is performing ; 

appear wrapt up in the sub- 

ject he is executing; and that his soul must 

seem to exhale in the sound of the instru- 

ment he is playi if he wishes to capti- 

vate and charm his audience. 

“We know all that, but we know also that 

it is only after long experience and with an 

exquisite appreciation of what is beautiful 

and graceful that the infinite nuances can 

be understood and realised without depart- 

ing from what is natural, That indefinite 

something called manner must not occupy 
the attention of the pupil as long as_ he 

ated with the sentiment of truth; 

all the «pets of the art, that of pleasing 

the eye as well as the mind, will become 

manifest to him in due time, without care or 

labor. 
“Now. the artist, however great, must con 

stant turn to this perfect immobility, to 

the rigid application of the principle, in his 
private stud as the only method of guard- 

ing himself against those exaggerated move 

ments, which are always the result of im 

perfect mechanism, 0 of an immoderate de- 

sire to produce effec to the prejudice of 

good taste and trath, 

R 

is penetr: 

Violin teachers do not pay enough 
attention to the vibrato, some not teach- 
ing it at all, on the theory that the pupil 
will instinctively “pick it up” himself 
when he is ready for it. This latter 
theory is entirely wrong; the teacher 
should teach his pupil to execute the 
vibrato with the same care as the trill, or 
any other embellishment. Nothing adds 
so much to violin playing as a finely exe- 
cuted vibrato applied judiciously where it 
should be. Even the simplest “melody is 
invested with life and charm by the 
vibrato. How often do we see a violinist 
playing a simple melody with a beautiful 
tone and: artistic vibrato receive twice the 
applause of one who plays an elaborate 
solo, with bad tone and badly executed 
vibrato, or possibly with none at all. 

No amount of labor is too great, when 
stent on becoming a master of the vibrato 
Eis violin student who wishes to go into 
+ lage in all its bearings will find the 
— page The Violin Vibrato, Its Mas- 
han ns rlistic Uses, by Siegfried Eber- 
rae great interest and value. Eber- 
ig one of the professors of the vio- 
in in the Stern Conservatory in Berli and has treated the subj fy ii Ties ¢ subject from a scien- © as well as artistic standpoint. 

Questions and Answers 
Every mail brings many questions for 

answer in the Violin Department, and it 
is unfortunate that the two questions 
which are asked most frequently cannot 
be answered satisfactorily in a magazine 
The first question has to do with SiGlins: 
and the second with violin students and 
violinists, and their progress. 
: People are constantly writing “What 
is my violin worth?”, “Is my viele 
genuine Stradivarius or Guarnerius?” 
‘I can play such and such pieces on i : 
violin. Do you think I would succeed i 
vaudeville?” “T have been studying the 
pee two years, and have had two Baits 
° ayser. A i i eee eg 1 making Proper prog- 

Now as to violins; if our violin re i 
would stop to think for Be q a moment oy 
would realize that it ie is quite impossible 

in he 
for any one to set a value on a viol 
has never 

te: 

e seen, They might as well : I have a house and lot in Sa 
Francisco, how much do you think it i 
worth?” Most of the difficul ty ae 
from the old established custom iieny ting labels in violins, ane ut a. sters 

heir work 
name, the 

as made, an 
a tin » anc They did this just as an eA a § or sculptor autographs his work, ¢ 

facturer puts his name and 
an article he make. 

Jab The grea 
of violin making autographed t 
by these labels, giving their 
place where the violin Ww 
year. 

or a manu- 
address 

s, for busine 
As soon as the remarkable 

superlative tone qualities 
of the Cremonese make 
generally recognized, imitators « 
everywhere, who boldly copie ~ 
placed in their violins satel ge on ta 

on 
Ss Teasons. 

deauty and 
of the Violins 

TS began to he 

els, 

This custom has become 
and ‘the result is th 
are in existe 
with lahels 
Guarnerius, 

all hut universal, oop at millions of violins 
¢ to-day which are ticketed geri those of Amati. 

master ‘ice 
~ by ve 

pen n. Carloads of yiolins 
ught for $5 or less apiece, each containing a la Setting forth 
ga be! 

forth the 

a J 1 duly tting a : in Cr : i year by Stradiy Cremona in a certaitl ia 
maker, People st bel eee ae 

: P oe: Fe wiélins SH4 &et hold of one of these 
fondly have a genuine — $10,000 to $25,900 

It is astonishir 
the public has 
hard-heade 
he h 

‘ imagine that they 
2 eument, worth from 

ng what a child-like faith 
‘ felt alae fake labels. “A 

ae ‘oltr Ss man will write that 
" which has been in the family for 

following ak years, and bears the 

which follows) a, complete cond He then wants to know 

Th worth, and where he 

abel eee 
Seems to think 

Put violiy 's everything. 
People 

and ane in the same category 

is to is S, and that aff that 18 

value Ber the label, am 

this! <., the violin can be 

the work © 
clephone, ime done by ail 

ares of Ney as the owner of te? 

fin ew York Central stock cot 

v consulting Worth, in a few 

ork St “8 the quotations ° 
value of i Ock Exchange. 

© ma real depends on many 
ee : state of preservation 

‘ Tish, tone quality, peaul
 

ny ca historical a 

yah coe 
some fame! 

or eminent personage”! 

exactly what it can cash it in, 
Mat the | 
Vidently 
$ stocks 

Necessary 
ne exact 
ven, | 

port 

aluing vot: WSIe iS & Violins could he : 

ao ame. 

value 
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Play It While You Pay 
ill 

ved 
ay 

NY of the violins shown in our new catalo; 
be sent to you on trial. After you have p 
on it for a full week, at our expense, you ma 

either return it, or pay the low rock-bottom price in 

small monthly payments. The trial costs you nothing. 
our 

i ess for Write Today 3003203 eis gn tar yoursclk 
the vioing ros Giace esata es Sousts, “Rs obligations. 
The Rudolph Wurlitzer Company, Dept. 2 05 

South Wabash Avenue, Chicago — East Fourth Street, Cincinaati 

WRITE TO US TODAY 

ABOUT YOUR 

VIOLIN TROUBLES 
No matter who made your violin, we, as expert 
makers and reconstructors will advise you what 
we can do for your instrument. Examination 
free. | Educational pamphlets on Repairing, 

Revarnishing free on request. 
THE WORLD-FAMOUS 

“GEMUNDER ART” VIOLINS 
The Wonderful American Creations 

PRICES, $200.09 upwards. Send for catalogue 

Subscribe now to the Educational Magazine 

THE VIOLIN WORLD. 75c for one year 

Vol. XVII-No.| begins with the March 15th issue 

AUGUST GEMONDER # 50NS 
141 WEST 42d ST. Dept. E. NEW YORK 

OUR “SPECIAL” 

10 Tested Lengths, Cc 

25¢ Silk Violin E, for 25 

Send for Violin and Cello Catalogue 

MUSICIANS SUPPLY CO. 
60 Lagrange St, Boston, Mass- 

Bel 

Canto Method 

For The Violin 
by 

MABEL MA DISON WATSON 

Y, 

WW 

How to direct the young 

student of the violin toward 

real melody playing. 

SN, vvvv§_® rl nr Qqj11 
Combining foundation technic with 

the art of melody playing to be used ae 

Preparatory or supplementary material 7 

with any Violin schools for beginners 

CKMUW 
Part I. First stopping. Keys 
of G, D and A. y 

Part II, Second stopping. A | 
of C, F and B flat. Secone 7 
Octave of G scale. 

Part IIT. Combination of ae 

airs 
and second stoppings Wit 

supplement of familiar 
arranged for violin and 
Piano and also as 
Violin duets. 

NS 

Price, $1.00 

Tuxo. PresserCO- 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
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OLD & NEW 
VIOLINS 

BEST STRINGS 
JOHN FRIEDRICH & BRO. 

VIOLIN 279 FIFTH AVE 

OUTFITS New HERR. 

‘GRAND PRIZES 

coca is94 “ST.LOUIS 1904: 

lode mention NHE BTUDE whon addressing 
our advertisers, 

etc., etc. Almost any violinist or experi- 
enced music dealer can assure the owner 
of a cheap factory fiddle that it is not a 
genuine Cremona, but where the violin 
is a clever imitation, made by an artist 
violin maker, it takes an expert to decide, 

and the owner of such a violin should 
submit it to an expert for valuation. 

For the above reasons it will be plain 

that a violin cannot be valued from a 

written description. The violin must 

actually be seen and examined, ‘ The 

statement that the violin has been in the 

family for forty or fifty years, or that 
it was bought from an “old Italian pro- 
fessor, or Swedish emigrant,” has no 
weight whatever, for there are imitation 

violins in all countries, or the “old Italian 
professor” may have bought the violin 

at the nearest pawnshop a half hour 
before he made the sale. The owner of 
a supposedly valuable violin can always 
learn the truth about his instrument from 
a reliable and reputable dealer in old 
violins, such as are found in our larger 

cities. 

What Gives an Artist His Tone-Qualities? 

By Hillard R. Langlie 

Tuer: have been so many books and 

articles written on tone-production that 

the subject ought to be well discussed by 

this time, but, in my opinion, the real 

cause is not presented in any of them. 

To illustrate my point: give an instru- 

ment, let it be a good or a poor violin, to 

f repute, one who can really 

ne, and bid him play. T’ll 

warrant that you will marvel at the full- 

toned music he produces. Then place 

the same violin in the hands of another 

artist, let it be one who has had good 

ho never has produced a 

rst one, and the same in- 

ing true to the tune or 

tone of the first artist. Therefore I 

would say that artists are not made, but 

that they are born. Of course, I do not 

maintain that a born artist who has not 

had any correct training will COmna 

favorably with a poorer one of es 

training, but if he is placed in a ie 

musical environment I do hold ve 

will rise by leaps and bounds pods ar 

surpass the other musician with his years 

raining. 

oe Caer artists must have fhe 

proper environment to compete with ne 

rest of the world, but. at that, an or 

in any environment will find some way ie 

bring out his qualities, if his mie 

ability is accompanied Dy an energetic 

sre to become somebody. i 

Steere T hereby press that it is fet 

the training alone that Poly ple Sa 

duction good, nor 1s @ goo : © Au 

duced by any specific, new ve ¢ 
our 

ing the bow, but it 1s prod luced by 

soul of the artist. 

I find, for mys 

concert of an artis’ 

great, I see bow 
al 

ne can be and ‘ 

Be and my bow finds its 

an artist 0 

produce a to: 

training but w 

tone like the fi 

strument will not r 

elf, that if I attend a 

t whose tone is really 

much better my own 

ccordingly my spirits 

force by itself. 

Also, if T have a piece of music which I 
lcve, my tone is always best when play- 
ing that piece and so I realize that it is 
my soul which produces the tonal quality 
and not my arm or violin. 

Another illustration which will show 
what I mean is found in the results I 
saw ina pupil. She was a girl who never 
seemed to be able to bring out the tone 
I desired of her; not even the best tone 

pictures could result as I had hoped. 
One day as she came for her lesson, I 
noticed that she walked with a lighter 
step than usual and her spirits seemed 
to me to be very high, for she was hum- 
ming a part of the Rigoletto Quar- 
tette in a very satisfactory way. Then, 
when she took out her violin and played 
Drdla’s Souvenir, her lesson, I gazed 
in wonder—I guess I looked rather 
stupid with my mouth open—and clap- 
ped in glee when she had drawn out the 
last high tone in such a smooth, clear 
appeal that it brought a new sensation 
to me, 

Naturally I wondered what caused the 
great change, and little did I guess what 
the real cause was until I stumbled upon 
it by accident. 

It happened that she had been engaged 
to play at a recital two months later and 
at the close of the performance a young 
gentleman walked forward with a large 
bouquet of American Beauty roses. In- 

stantly I saw what I had been looking 
for—my fair protege had fallen in love. 
Her soul asked for music, and, I imagine, 
the whole world changed for her. The 
result was that her arms and her fingers 
accorded with her thoughts and she 
played with a marvelous tone. 

I have since given.her the kind of 
pieces which I think will harmonize with 
love and my expectations are great, in- 
deed—From The Violin World, 

The Personal Equation 

difficult to answer by mail 

agazine questions relating 

progress of a pupil. 

are received. The 

Tr is very 

or through a ™ g 

to the talent of 

uch questions 

ee will give his age, the length of 

ing 
‘ he has studied, and the exercises 

DENS lee he has “been through, and 

and Be accounts of his public appear- 

some os ae the opinions of his friends, 

ances, just as it is impossible to 

aa 
of a violin from a 

; f the value a ron 2 

judge © jescription, so it is equally diff 

wae f the talent and progress 
cult to Wee o 

a violinist 0 of a des 
yr violin student from his 

cription of his talent and 

To judge of these matters one 

see and hear the per- 

i of pieces and exercises 

hin 4 for they may have been 

Pie rned, or hastily skimmed 

ear being mastered at all, 

position may be wrong, 

amentals incorrect, so 

ax Id have to start all over again 

really good violinist. Then 

fo) eS ee a faulty, incorrect 

own writte 

ress. progress. 

must actually 

former. 

mean not 

thoroughly
 

ough without throug he pupil’s 

all the fund 

ear, physical defects, etc., which would 
prevent his success. It is as difficult to 
judge the talent of a student one has 
never seen or heard, as it would be for 
a physician to treat a complicated case - 
of disease by mail when he had never 
seen or examined the patient. 

The violinist or violin student who 
wishes to ascertain his talent, or progress, 
should seek out a really good violinist, 
even if he has to travel a few hundred 
miles from his home to find one, and 
arrange for a really thorough examina- 
tion. In only this way can he learn the 
the truth, and if he thinks of making 

violin playing a profession, or spending 
much time and money in an education 
in violin playing, this examination will be 

cheap at any price, 
There are multitudes of questions 

which can be answered helpfully through 
this department, but setting a value on 

violins the editor has never seen, or 
passing on pupils’ talents and progress 
without haying seen and heard them, are 

not among them, 
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do it in a dignified, 
in the privacy of your ||" 

our family and 

because I've 
trom 20 to 85 

You'll look old it you do. 
ould have work adapted to 
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auyour 
T build your vi 

dt 

your height and weight I'll tell you Just what rou 
(9 charge—and I'll send you an iMustrated booklet should weigh. » 

Write me. I will FREE, showing you how to stand correctly. 

Susanna Cocroft 
Dept. 29. 624 Michigan Blvd., Chicago 
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Ovide Musin’s Edition 
“Belgian School 

of Violin” 

4 Volumes. First 
Principles to High- 

est Virluosity 

Max Bendix the great Violinist and Con- 
ductor says:—‘‘For conciseness, consistency, 
scientific application and development, they far 
surpass any works of similar character that have 
come to my notice in the thirty-five years of my 
experience as Violinist and Instructor. 

Write for History of Belgian School. Enclose 
stamp. Address Registrar, Musin’s Virtuoso 
School, 51 W. 76th St., New York. Private 
and class lessons given by Ovide Musin in Person. 
Also Scientific Instruction By Correspondence. 

Master Pieces 
for the 
VIOLIN 
With Piano Accompaniment 

Arranged and [Edited 
By 

ARTHUR: HARTMANN 
13025 Adagio and Allegro, Archangelo Corelli «60 
13026 Capriceietio, . + '. Alfonso Cipollone .60 
13027 { Prayer From “Moos in Egypt” 

(Variations for @ String Solo) 
ini-Paganini .75 

Schubert .60 13220 Serenade, 
13753 Romance, 
13782 La Cinquantaine, - 
13711 Italian Cradle Song 
13961 Petite Berceuse, 
14297 Valse, Op. 39, No. 
14298 Rakoczi March, 
14489 Neapolitan Dance Song, ‘ 

P. I, Tschaikowski .50 
14685 Italian Song, . PL. Tschaikowski .30 
14684 Berceuse, . . - .  S- Barmotine .50 
14898 Playera Op. 5, No. 5, Spanish Dance, 

E. Granados .75 
. Teresa Carrefio .60 

15205 Orientale, » .. + Nicolas Amani .40 
15206 Tambourin, . Jean Phillipe Rameau .40 

Here is a splendid series of violin solos, sclected 
and edited by the well-known artist, Mr, Arthur 
Hartmann. Both original works and transcrip- 
tions are included. These pieces have been 
played in recitals with great success by Mr Hart- 
mann and by other violinists, All are edited in 
the most careful and painstaking manner. We will 
be pleased to send any of these for examination, 

THEO. PRESSER CO. 
1712 Chestnut St. Philadelphia, Pa. 

== 

MMMM ee — 

Morceaux Classiques 
for Violin and Piano 
Arranged by Henri Strauss 

Price, 50 cents 

A, Cipollone .60 
. E,. Schiitt .40 

Tschaikowski « 

15156 Mi Teresita, 

A collection of ten pieces by the best 
composers of classical musi hey are 
especially adapted for teaching purposes 
and for cultivating a taste for good music 
in the early study of the violin; being 
within range of the average violin player, 

Theo. Presser Co. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 

q . i 

Please mention THE BTUDE when addro; 
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(Mr. Braine answers all questions on this page personally. © The opportunity of Securing the advice of 

the teacher of Francis Macmillan and others, can not be valued too highly —Editor of THE Erupe ) 

M. W.—You could not find anything better 
than Kayser I and II in their respective 

grades of difficulty. Lowever, if you want 
Substitutes you might try selected studies in 

the Hermann Violin School, Book I, for Kay: 
ser I, and Maz Special Studies, for Ka 
Il. Wohlfahrt’s Melodious Studies, Op. 
Books I and II, are also excellent, though a 
trifle easier in grade. 

Y. H. C.—The following would probably be 
what you want: The Violin, Jts History and 

Construction, translated by John Broadhouse ; 
Famous Violinists of To-day and. Yesterday, 

by H. C. Lahee. I do not know of any single 
volume which contains all the famou: 
pieces. You might get Violin Classi 
lished in five books, compiled and revised by 

Philip Mittell. These contain a great many 

of the most noted solo violin compositions 

with piano accompaniment, but no concertos. 
You will have to order the concertos sepa- 
rately. ‘ 

R.. L. B.—1—I should hesitate to advis 
one to take up the study of the violone 

29 years of age with the view of becoming a 

professional cellist. The fact that you have 
studied the violin would, of course, improve 
your chances in mastering the cello, but there 
are so many cellis who have studied the 

instrument under good teachers from boyhood, 

and you would find it difficult to compete with 

them for the good positions open to players 

of the instrument. You had better go to a 
good cellist, ask him to hear you play, and 
then get his advice. 2—As to solo work for 

the cello, {t is only really artistic players 
who can hope to get much to do in this 

branch of the profession. There are many 

fine cellists in the large cities who are able 

to play cello concertos and important cello 

compositions who are obliged to make their 

living playing in theaters, cafés, hotel orches- 

tras, ete. 

C. W. Y¥.—The value of a Cremona violin 

depends on its preservation, tone, quality, 

beauty and the period in its maker's life when 

it s constructed. None of the Cremona 

masters were at their best at all time 

their instruments vary greatly in q 

Many Cremona instruments have been all but 

ruined by repairers who have sought to im- 

prove them. Yo exact price can be set for 

any of the leading Cremona makes. The 

European war also has greatly changed violin 

values, and dealers hardly know what to ask 

for them ; in fact, a genuine Cremona is worth 

in these days about what you can get Tor it. 

Tf you are in the market for a genuine Mag- 

gini, dealers would probably ask you from 

$3,000 to $6,000, according to its quality. 

There are many imitations of these violins on 

the market. 

A. §. B.—If you play the compositions you 

name really well, you have made good 

progress. Your willingness to practice three 

hours daily is a good sign, Do not allow tle 

praise of well-meaning friends who are not 

musicians to mislead you. As you think of 

a 

making violin playing your profession, you 

should lose no time in getting a good teacher. 

If there js no good teacher in your town, try 

te ke weekly or sem j-weekly trips to the 

nearest large city. tven if you could take 

only a dozen lessons as a start, from a real 

master of violin-teaching, it would influence 

your whole future musical career. It would 

be an excellent plan if you could obtain em- 

ployment in New York, which is near your 

home, thus making it possible to get good 

instruction and to hear much good music, 

B..N. 

to 

<Not paving heard vou plays 

“e xpress an opinion; however, i, ¢ 

Soe eG have been studying only one 

year and a half and are half way through 

iIxreutzer and can play the Solin der Hate, 

by Kelar Bela and DeBeriot SSE 

si ink you were going ent 

SE ie talent should spend nearly a 

year on the first position alone. vigit wee 

and technic are plants of slow grow ie sue 

the world is full of over-trained pupils. a 

simple melody, played with a rennet ip 6 

beautiful tone, is far better than a eu 

solo played with a feeble tone and a shifty, 
uncertain left-hand technic. It takes years 
to acquire a really artistic tone on the violin. 
Be thorough above all things. —T went: 
two is very late to start the violin with th 
view of becoming an artist. Your previous 
piano practice and theoretical studies will 
help you in the musical part of violin playing 
(aside from the technic). 8—Three hours 
practice on week days, and all day Sunday 
which you s you do, all you should t 
to do, considering that you employed 
other work during the day More practice 
than this would likely injure your health. 4 

Typewriting, guitar and piano practis 
far from injuring the violin playing mu: 
would be more likely to improve them. | Pag- 
anini practiced the guitar a great deal in his 
early life. 5—As to whether it would be 
best for a pupil to study with Leopold Auer, 
or Ottakar Sevcik, would depend very much on 
the state of the pupil's proficiency. A pupil 
with poor technic could not do better than 

study with Seveik, who is looked upon 
world’s master violin technician. 
musical standpoint, as regards interpre 
tone, nuance, tradition, ete. most violin 
authorities consider Auer the superior. Tlow- 
ever, they are both giants in violin teaching, 
You would find it practically impossible to 
get instruction from Auer at present. Tis 
class is always full, I know of American 
violin students ave been trying for 
years without succe: 's class. 
6—The people of the Latin-American coun- 
tries are very fond of musie, particularly of 
opera. There are good opportunities in these 
countries for violinists, as players and teach- 
ers, but they must be well advanced to suc- 
ceed in the profession, 7—Violins sound best 
in a dry, temperate climate. The violin will 
not sound at its best in a very damp and hot 
atmosphere. 

c. V. W.—Sometimes when playing my 

violoncello there seems to be a rattling noise 

inside, Can you tell me what probably causes 

it? 
This rattling sound might come from any 

one of a number of causes. There may be 

an open crack in the back or belly, or these 

may have come unglued somewhere around 

the edge. Then the bass bar or some of the 

blocks or linings inside may have come un- 

glued and cause a rattling. In the case of 

instruments with patent heads with metal 

cogs, these often rattle badly when they 

become worn and loose. Possibly the strings 

lie too close to the fingerboa in that case 

calling for a higher bridge or a redressing or 

resetting of the fingerboard. Consult a good 
violin repairer. 

Or it may come from the silver winding on 

the C and’ G strings becoming loose, which 

may call for new strings, githough if the 

trouble is not very bad, it can sometimes be 

remedied by rubbing cocoa-butter, or oll of 

almonds in the string. (These may be ob- 

tained at a drug store.) The wire wrapping 

becomes loose because of the drying out of 

the gut on which it is wound, These sub- 

stances penetrate and swell the gut, causing 

the wire wrapping to become tight again and 

stopping the rattling. Apply when the string 

stretched up to or a little higher than the 

regular piteh, so that the oil can penetrate 

through the wire wrapping. 

B. L.—1—If you have been studying the 

violin less than a year and are in the third 

book of Kayser, you are going entirely too 

fast. you are a remarkable genius, and 
or eight hoursa day. The average 

hardly reac ‘or the positions 
year’s study, A sound 
position is the basis of 
2—You cannot expect 

perfect intonation after 
rs study. It would be a mira- 

Constant practice of scales 

(especially the minor scales both harmonic 

and melodic) and arpeggios in all keys will 

help you to learn fo play fn tune,  8—Sing- 

ing lessons are a great assistance to the violin 

pupil. 4—I could not give even a guess as 

to whether you could become a professional 

violinist without knowing your age, 
and giving you a thorough mina- © your talent. 5—Half a dollar isa mall’ fee Zor ylolin lessons, and except n cases of the most dire necessity no. # a violin teacher would teach for that sum. 4. a elt fe size of the one in which you reside, ould ink you Would have to pay front to $2 for really gi violin Te Wien it comes to violin eos tee ee Aare the cheapest in the long pNDEs Denes 
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The Paganini Caprices 

Tae Paganini Caprices for violin solo 

are studied by every concert violinist as 

a matter of course, and are growing in 

popularity as concert pieces for public per- 

iszt transcribed some of 

40, and modern arrangers formance. Lis 

these for the piar 

have made 

most suitable, 

capr es were 

transcriptions of some of the 

These 
for violin and piano. 

originally written, b: £ 

nini as studies for advanced violinists, and 

had no piano parts oF other agony 

ment. The modern transcribers a 
bp 

ing piano accompaniments t
o make he 

caprices more suitable for the mot e , 

One of the most successful 

as ig that of the 24th concert stage. ‘NY, 

of these transcriptio
r 

Caprice, transcribed by Leopold Auer, the 
famous Russian violinist and teacher. 

Professor Auer has developed this caprice 
jnto a tremendous technical show piece, 

with musical fireworks galore. The 

arrangement has achieved great popular- 

ity with concert violinists, and few com- 

positions of its class have been heard 

more frequently on the concert platform 

this season. 

Some years ago a Berlin violinist cre- 

ated a sensation by playing the entire 24 

Paganini Caprices from memory without 

accompaniment at one concert, They 

formed the entire program. 
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- Ensemble Music n4 
. Exhibition Pieces 

for the Piano 
(Order by number) 

One Piano, Six Hands 

RSE 

Wol. 
7261 Promenade Polka—M s 

EY Ringuet 
/ 7674 Marche Lyrique Koelling 

x 

arch, 

8530 Polka de ia Reir - Ratt 
9974 The Trumpet Call—Ma 

Loeb-Evans 
9977 In the Arena—March, 

Engelmann 
4 11008 Two Flowers. -Koelling 

re....Chopin 
of Hoff- 

: D cietnswidiornaaie Offenbach man” 
=¢ 11018 Homeward March, 
x Cc. 

: 2 Rathbun-Parlow & 14425 Dixie Doodle. ... Eduard Holst 
4426 Camp of Glory. .Eduard Holst 

14427 Tripping Through the Heather, 
: Eduard Holst 

: 
14435 Dixie Land........ D, Emmet 

7274 The Mill, Op. 75, No. 2 4 
Albert Landry 

a 2008 Homage A’ Mozart, 
s Wm. D..Armstrong 
= 8566 ‘Festival March, Op. 45, 
s Gesa Horvath 

11856 Melody in F....4. Rubinstein 
18738 ii Cc. S. Morrison 

duard Holst 

Two Pianos, Eight Hands 
22 6781 Carmen . ...Biset-Parlow 1.25 
2 7674 Marche Lyrique, Op. 414, 
Ee C. Koelling 

1830 Persian March, Op. 369, 7 
2 A. de Kontski 

6478 Impromptu a la’ Hongroise, 
P. Lacome 

Russian Hymn.....-.4. Lvoff 
Festival Procession—March, 
he . G. Rathbun 

4781 
4400 

14445 Cavalry E. Schneider 
lacie Dinte Lande). Emmet 

Ny 
Koelling 

18070 Dance of the Winds, 
13, A. Jackson Peabody, Ir ¢ 13602 Installation March 

a G. N. Rocktwell 
8827 Tarantella from “Masaniello,’ 

D . Auber 
7298 Concert Polonaise, mann ” Engelma 
3222 Grand Festival March, A . 

H, Engelman 

31% Parade Review, 307, 
Ez: 

1046 1 fe Oe aadie Tungary, Op. 410, Rapsodie 
ieaonnie Heat Koelling 1.00 

Two Pianos, Twelve Hands 
8586 Bella Bocca.......Waldteufel 
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The Choir Director’s Need of Inspiration 
(Continued from page 343.) 

and psychic energy, but power to direct 

and utilize this force is the birthright of 

the popular director. He must be of a 

magnetic personality, just as are all suc- 

cessful orators, actors, and singers. 

Their function is to sway others emotion- 

ally, and this suggests the thought that 

the successful waving of the baton de- 

pends largely on the director's ability, 

first of all, to induce in himself the ef- 

fects he wishes to reproduce on his 

choir, and through them, on the audience. 

He finds that a real thrill in his own 

voice will do wonders in awakening re- 

sponsive feeling, whereas feigned emotion 

gains no response. . 

Richard Wagner, in his essay on con- 

ducting, asserts that “the whole duty of 

a conductor is comprised in his ability 

always to indicate the right, tempo.” 

Nevertheless, he devotes practically the 

whole of his essay to pointing out that 

a square-cut rhythm, three or four beats 

to the bar, as the case may be, is precisely 

the thing to be avoided. Passionately he 

pleads that the conductor will try to think 

as the composer thought, merging him- 

self into the melos of the piece so that 

both he and the performers give, not a 

literal interpretation of the notes, but a 
tee 

poetic interpretation of the composer's in- 

iration. 
; ; 

Mastery of the difficulties of technic, 

that comes with many rehearsals, is 

only way to obtain that free play of t he 

emotions which makes pale Sankyo 

ing possible. A choir can ates ie 

best work if hampered by its med coe 

expression, nor if the director is dow ht- 

ful as to the correct rendering of ey 

passages. He should be consistent, ae 

if he wrongly interprets a phase, oe bs 

choir must abide by his deciston, is “A 

sentions are too dangerous to be 

d. ‘ es advisable to encourage choralists 

ficult anthems and cantatas at 

ehearsing a new worl 

iri¢ should be read aloud, 
oem or lyric U 

: 

a as acquaintance 
with the content. or 

ee helps tremendously in giving to it 

ry, T 
a 

Se “right emotional value, so. ig iy 

ie ie satisfactory interpre ae Bs 

- rising how few members of a chol 

oa through the words of the music 

rea g 

to study di 

home, and, before r 

they are singing; but it is a noticeable 

fact that those few who do memorize 
the words and music sing with more ex- 

pression than the sight-readers. Though 
the latter are more prone to soulless 

singing, they are less likely to make mis- 
takes during a public rendition. 

Hypnotic Power of a Conductor’s 
Personality 

It may be an extreme statement to say 
that all successful leaders more or less 
hypnotize those under them; but singers 

often reflect, to an extraordinary degree 
a director’s moods, so that, if he lacks 
spirit, or concentration, they are inatten- 

tive or flabby. Very few members. fail 
to observe his moods; but they may not 

realize that they are doing good or poor 
work in consequence. 

Because of this intimate mental state 
upon which he and his choir work, a 

popular director should rigidly avoid ex- 
periences before a rehearsal or service 

that may tend to destroy his mental equi- 

librium. Jadassohn, in the appendix to 

his work on Orchestration, lays down 

the dictum that an orchestral conductor 

should get as much rest as possible dur- 
ing the day preceding a concert, and the 

same thing would certainly apply as well 

to the chorus conductor. Self-conscious- 
ness should be guarded against, both in 
the director and in the chorus, for it kills 

spontaneous expression. Nothing is so 
agitating and distracting as a self-con- 

scious director. 
Perhaps because it is but natural to 

love those persons who have the power 
to move us pleasantly, the feeling of a 
choir for its director is often of the 
warmest and friendliest nature; and the 
director, if he be of a sympathetic and 
kindly disposition, is likely to be beloved, 
sometimes to an embarrassing degree, It 
is one of the penalties, or, perhaps, joys, 
of his position; but let him keep his head 
cool and show no favoritism, and the 
chances are he will come out compara- 

tively whole-hearted. His chief duty is 
to produce effective music by keeping his 
choir well-trained and interested in its 
work, and so long as he does this there 
is little fear but that he will be rewarded 
by the loyalty of all the members of his 
choir. 
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Temperature 

mind. He knows that if he tunes the 
organ in the cold, it will be all out of 

tune when the fire is made up on Sunday. 
The reason for this lies in the variety 

of pipes—some wood, some metal; some 
reed and some flue—all these being differ- 

ently affected by heat and cold, as well 

as the fact that cold and heat change the 

pitch of musical tones, in general. 

Always remember to leave the swell- 
pedal in the “open” position when the 
organ is not in use, in order that the air 
in the swell-box may have a chance to 

take the same temperature with that in 

the rest of the organ, This is conducive 
to staying in tune. 
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any of the rigidity and 
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Advice from the Caterpillar 

“Even if a’ jelly-fish could play the 

piano, it could not play well, could it?” 

said the Caterpillar, as he looked at 

Alice. 

“Why not?” asked Alice. 

“Because,” said the Caterpillar. 

“Why do you always say ‘because’?” 

asked Alice. 
“Well, how could it?” continued the 

Caterpillar, ignoring her question. 

“Tt might. It would be very relaxed, 

you know,” said Alice. 

“Yes, but it would not have any firm- 

ness, because it has no bones and mus- 

cles,” said the Caterpillar. 

“Oh, I never though of that,” said 

Alice. 7 

“But you should have thought of that,” 

said the Caterpillar. “It takes bones and 

muscles to play the piano, you know.” 

“And one ‘must be very relaxed, too,” 

said Alice. 
“Of course,” said the Caterpillar, as 

he put his hookah in his mouth and 

took a puff. 

“Now a pussy-cat, for instance,” he 

began. 
e 

“Of course,” said Alice. 

“Don’t interrupt,” said the Caterpillar, 

crossly. “Now a pussy-cat, for instance, 

has bones and muscles, and is very re- 

laxed,-too. Don’t you?” 

“Don’t I what?” exclaimed Alice in 

surprise. 

“Don’t you know that?” said the Cater- 

pillar. 

“Oh, yes,” said Alice timidly. 

“And if a pussy-cat could play the 

piano, it would do it well,” said the 

Caterpillar. 

“Would it?” mused Alice, thinking of 

her own Tabby. 

“Yes, it would have such a velvety 

touch, you know, very firm, and very 

relaxed.” 

Alice said nothing, for she did not 

know just what to say. 

“Haye you a cat?” asked the Cater- 

pillar. 

“Of course,” said Alice. 

“Why do you say ‘of course’ ?” asked 

the Caterpillar, rudely. 

“T really do not know,” said Alice. 

“Did you ever see it walk on a paling 

fence?” continued the Caterpillar. 

“Yes, Tabby often walks on the fence,” 

answered Alice, k 

“And it never makes a tmis-step, OF 

slips off, or puts the wrong foot on atte 

paling, does it?” asked the Caterpillar, 

winking at Alice. 

“Qh, 0,” she answered, 

“And if you should touch it's paw, you 

find it very soft and relaxed, wouldn't 

you?” and the Caterpillar winked at 

Alice again. 

“Of course,” said Alice. 

CONDUCTED BY ELIZABETH A.GEST 

“Of course,” said the Caterpillar, and 

he took another puff at his hookah. “The 

next time you practice, think of the 

Neg Tt will make you play better,” 
And the Caterpillar crawled away int 
the grass. Ave nts 

The Music Fairy 

By Esther M. Haas 

Once upon a time, two little girls were 

walking home from school, and began 

talking. 

“My, my! I do hate to practice,” ex- 

claimed Helen in disgust. “Why, mamma 

makes me practice a whole hour every 

day.” 

“Oh! is that all you practice?” re- 

turned Vera. “I practice three hours 

every day. I love to practice.” 

“Your playing shows it. I wish that I 

could play as good as you can,” returned 

Helen, “Vera, are you going to play at 

teacher’s recital next Saturday ?” 

“Yes, I am going to play Fluttering 

Butterflies and Little Dollie's Walts. 

“That is sure fine. I want to hear you,” 

and Helen clapped her hands in her de- 

light. 

“Oh, that recital is private,” put in 

Vera. “If you would practice and learn 

to play you might play, too.” 

x * * k * 
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Album of Descriptive Pieces for Piano.. $0.35 
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now fully equipped in our new 

department for talking machines, to supply 

our patrons with everything: connected 

with this important and growing branch. 

We have opened in the new store at 1710 

Chestnut Street, which has been fitted out 

in the most modern and elegant style. 

It has been pronounced as the finest and 

most complete up-to-date talking machine 

department in Philadelphia and vicinity: 
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Graduation and 

Commencement Music 
Of course, no school closing exercises are 

complete without music, and the selection of 
suitable music for such occasions is one of 
the interesting and agreeable tasks con- 
nected with the usual preparations. This 
season's demand for graduation music has 
been exceptionally heavy and many schools 
and institutions have made full prepara- 
tion for the final days. 

For those who have postponed the mat- 
ter we offer the advantages of our large 
stock and prompt service and we shall be 
pleased to render every possible assistance 
in the selection of suitable music, such as 
vocal and instrumental solos, ducts, part 
songs, choruses, ensemble numbers for two 
pianos four hands, two pianos eight hands, 
ete, The Presser catalogue of music for 
two pianos is exceptionally strong in at- 
tractive numbers and offers a variety of 
choice not obtainable from any other indi- 
vidual source. 

The ease with which one may obtain any 
of these publications for examination 
lightens and simplifies the task of the 
music teacher or director. 
Many pertinent suggestions as to music 

and other articles suitable for school clos- 
ing exercises, graduating exercises, com- 
mencement, baccalaureate and other special 
services will be found on pages 290, 291, 
347 of this issue. 
We cordially invite every one interested 

in these matters to get in touch with our 
order department. 

On Sale Settlements 
A few of our patrons have neglected to 

either return the unused or unsold selec- 
tions sent them last season ON SALE or 
arrange with us to keep them until the 
close of the present season in June or 
July. 
We want to urge every one who has not 

yet made settlement for last season’s sup- 
plies to write us about it at once. An 
arrangement can he made to keep the 
selections still on hand until the present 
season’s close if taken up with us now. A 
payment approximately covering the value 
of the ON SALE selections used or sold 
will meet the requirements. 

If, whenever patrons find it inconvenient 
to promptly remit on receipt of a state- 
rent or letter they will send us a card 

advising us when we may expect payment, 
they will always find us entirely willing to 
grant any reasonable extension of time. 
To neglect a letter or statement sometimes 
leads to misunderstanding, confusion and 
useless correspondence, which can very 

y be avoided by acting on the above 
suggestion. 
We are always striving to further merit 

the friendliness and courtesies of our 
patrons. We ask as a special favor that 
we be advised immediately if there is ever 
dissatisfaction with any branch of our 
service. Keeping silent when there is a 
grievance is really doing us an injustice, 
and it will help to pave the way for an 
indefinite business relationship which will 
be mutually pleasant and profitable if we 
are promptly notified of any cause of com- 
plaint. 
To the thousands of our patrons who 

have ON SALE packages sent at the be- 
ginning of the season and for which settle- 
ment is not expected until the end of their 
teaching season, we suggest a supplemen- 
tary selection at this time to freshen up 
their present stock on hand. 

Album of Piano Pieces 
By Women Composers 

We have in preparation a yolume of 
musi¢e composed entirely by women. This 
is the first time anything of this kind has 

been attempted. It will be unique and in- 
teresting. The compositions will compare 
favorably with any volume in our cata- 

log. There will be a large number of com- 

posers represented, both Buropean and 

‘American, some having a wide reputation 

and others not known excepting by a few 
pieces. The most difficult and the very 

easy compositions will be avoided. Our 

special advance price for this volume will 
be 85 cents, postpaid, 
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New Music on Sale 
During the Summer 

Our regular monthly New Music On 
Sale System in vogue during the winter 
months; that is, the sending of either seven 
or fourteen pieces of new piano or vocal 
music five or six times during the busiest 
winter months, will be carried over by us 
into the summer months for the conveni- 
ence of those teachers whose work goes on. 
We know that there are many teachers 
who even do more work during the 
summer months than during the winter 
months, and thousands of them during the 
past years have taken advantage of our 
New Music On Sale System for the 
summer, 

Those persons who received New Music 
in the winter will not receive it in the 
summer without specific instructions reach- 
ing us, so anyone who desires summer New 

Music, either seven or fourteen pieces of 
piano or vocal music or both, kindly send 
us a postal card to that effect. 

The Village Blacksmith 

Cantata for Mixed Voices 
By Wm. H. Neidlinger 

We take pleasure in announcing a new 
work for mixed chorus by the popular 
American composer, William H. Neid- 
linger. This is the best musical setting of 
Longfellow’s famous poem that we have 
ever seen. It is of intermediate difficulty 
only, but it is full of color and of striking 
choral effects. There are only a few inci- 
dental passages for solo voices, otherwise 
the work is in full four-part harmony. 
Occasionally the voices are doubled up so 
as to give passages in six or more parts, 
but none of these are difficult. There is a 
sonorous and effective piano part through- 
out, which gives good support to the voices. 
The time of performance is about fifteen 
or twenty minutes. This work should be 
in the repertoire of every choral society. 
For introductory purposes we are offering 
single copies at the special price of 20 
cents each, postpaid. 
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Child’s Own Book of Great 
Musicians, Richard Wagner 

Teachers will be pleased to look forward 
to a new booklet in this series which gives 
so much delight to their little pupils. Do 
you recollect the great joy that you had 
when you could cut out things from news- 
papers when you were little? This series 
combines a book with blank spaces in the 
text in which to paste in illustrations. The 
pictures themselves are excellent photo- 
graphs and wood cuts of the composers, 
their haunts and their friends. The Wag- 
ner book will be out in a few weeks at the 
latest, in time to add new zest to the clos- 
ing lessons of the season. The following 
are the books in the series that have been 
printed: Bach, Mozart, Schubert, Men- 
delssohn, Schumann, Handel, Haydn, Beet- 
hoven and Chopin. 

The cost of the books already out is 15 
cents each. We will be glad to receive 
your order in adyance for the new Wagner 
book at 10 cents a copy. The price will be 
raised to 15 cents as soon as the work is 
published. 

Mozart 

Album 
We are about ready to withdraw this 

volume from special offer. This volume 
will contain only the choice compositions 
of this remarkable mu 1 genius. We 
will avoid as much as possible movements 
from sonatas, giving only those pieces that 
are complete in themselves, not too long, 
nor too difficult. Most of them will not go 
beyond Grade V. This will most likely be 
the last month that the volume will remain 
on special offer. Any single piece in the 
volume will retail at a greater price than 
that for which we are now offering the 
entire volume, postpaid. Do not neglect, 
if you desire one of these volumes, to order 
during the present month, as the price will 
be doubled after it is on the market. Our 
Special advance price is 35 cents, postpaid, 
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Contemporary 
Organ Player 

We have a real bargain for organists in 
this work. The volumes will consist of 
original compositions for the organ by 
contemporary composers. The work was 

originally compiled by Dudley Buck and 
published under the name of “Voa Organi.” 
We came into possession of the volumes 
through the J. B. Millet Company, of Bos- 

ton, and they will be discontinued after 
the present edition is exhausted. We have 
a number of sheets that were received 
unbound, and we are binding them espe- 
cially for this work. They will be sold 
way below the cost of making them. The 
original price was $2.50 apiece, and we 
will dispose of what we have at only 40 
cents, and pay the postage on them. 
Organists can readily see what a bargain 
this is. We have only volumes two and 
three of the original work to be a 
of. The leading composers are repres 
among them, Vol. II: Dudley Buck, Har- 
rison M. Wild, Oskar Wermann, of Dres- 
den, Germany; Homer N. Bartlett, C. J. 

Frost, of London, England; F. N. Shack- 

ley, John Hyatt Brewer. Vol. TIT: Th. 
Salome, G. W. Chadwick, Herve D. Wil- 

kins, E. R. Kroeger, S. B. Whitney, Ever- 

ett E. Truette, Otto Thomas, of Dresden, 
Germany; R. Huntington Woodman, G. M. 
Garrett, of Cambridge, England. There 
are twenty-five numbers in each volume. 
Remember the price, 40 cents, postpaid, 
and only a limited number to be dis- 
posed of. 

Album of Descriptive Pieces 
for Pianoforte 

This will be the last month in which 
this volume will be offered at the special 
price. The book is now completed, and 
is on the press, and will be out some time 
in the near future. The pieces in this 
volume are of the nature of what is known 
as program music, descriptive of some 
scene or sound of nature. A few of these 
pieces have been in Tre e from time 
to time. There is The Night rin, Which 
is an excellent imitation of a night freight 
train, and another one The Equestrian 
March, which imitates the tread of horses’ 
feet. Another is Our Neighbor's Hens, 
and The Bell Ringer, The Music Bow, 
Chimes at Christmas, The Blacksmith, 
The Water Mill, ete. In addition, the 
pieces are attractive musically—some of 

the very best selling pieces in our cata- 

log. ‘The special advance of publication 
price is 35 cents, postpaid. 

New Standard Collection 
for Violin and Piano 

This is one of the best all-round collec- 

tions of violin music ever offered. As it is 

printed from special large plates the usual 

number of pieces will be included in the 

one volume. These pieces are all in score, 

but there is, of course, a separate violin 

part in addition. Many of the best modern 

writers are represented, as well as some 

of the standard and classic composers. 

This hook is just right to be added to the 

general repertoire of any player, and it 

will prove most useful for students of 

intermediate and somewhat advanced 

grades. The special introductory price in 

advance of publication 1s 25 cents, post- 

paid. 

The Volunteer 
Choir 

This volume, which is now nearly ready, 

will be continued on special offer during 

the current month, All the volumes in our 

series of anthem collections have proven so 

popular and so generally successful that 

the announcement of a new volume is suffi- 

cient to arouse widespread interest. In 

this particular volume the anthems will be 

of moderate difficulty throughout, such 

antherns as might be taken up by any 

chorus choir on a few rehearsals. There 

will be both hymn anthems and iptural 

anthems suited for general use and for 

practically all church purposes. Our spe 

ejal introductory price for this new volume 

is 16 cents, postpaid. 

DeBeriot’s Standard Method 
for the Violin, Book I * 

This book, first published in France in 
1858, has been in constant use ever 
by violin teachers and pupils in many 
ferent countries, and gives no sign of ever 
being superseded, as it combines excellent 
pedagogic qualities with agreeable melo- 
diousness. 

It has been published in many different 
editions and with text in several different 
languages: we have endeavored to make 
this new edition superior to any other, by 
clear, accurate printing, good paper and 
directions couched in clear, intelligible 
English. 

Experienced teachers have found that 
in using DeBeriot’s Method the best results 
are obtained by using some book of easy 
first-position studies at the end of the part 
devoted to the first position before going 
on to the other positions; also some book 
of easy third-position studies in connection 
with the third-position work. Wohlfahrt’s 
Melodious Studies, Op. 74 (reviewed in 
these columns) will be found excellent for 
this purpose. 

The advance of publication price of the 
DeBeriot Method is 35 cents. 

Wohlfahrt, Op. 74, Melodious 
Studies for Violin 
Books I and II 

There is no violin method in existence 
that does not call for the use of more or 
less outside material, in connection with 
the most successful teaching, and this is 
true in regard to the early grades as well 
as the advanced. If the material can be 
pleasing to the pupil’s musical sense as 
well as profitable from a technical point of 
view, so much the better, and this is just 
what has made the Wohlfahrt MWelodious 
Studies such a success. They have been a 
stand-by of many teachers for many years 
past, and nothing better of the kind has 
ever been published, Book One deals with 
the first position, Book Two with the third 
position and with shifting between the first 
and third. 

The advance of publication price is 15 
cents for each book, or 25 cents for both 

books. 

Pussy Willow and Other 
Nature Songs 

We are continuing during the current 

month the special introductory offer on 

this delightful collection of nature and 

characteristic songs suited for children. 

These songs are adapted alike for the 

home or for kindergarten use. The texts 

throughout are bright and interesting, and 

the music is of the most tuneful and sing- 

able character, all in limited compass 

suited to the child voice. Our special in- 

troductory price in advance of publication 

for this new volume will be 30 cents, post- 

paid. 

The New Orchestra 
Folio 

We are busily working on the Orchestra 

Folio announced in previous issues of this 

journal, and the special introductory offer 

is to remain in effect until the books are on 

ihe market, when the regular prices will be 

asked. 
The folio we are planning will include 

parts for a full orchestra, a book for each 

instrument, and will contain a choice selec- 

tion of the best numbers in our catalogue, 
arranged so as to be playable in any com- 
bination of parts that includes a first violin 
and piano. 

The collection will be available for an 
orchestra of any size and the parts may be 
duplicated or added to at any time at a 
small cost—very small as compared with 
the usual cost of orchestra music as issued 
in individual number 

The pieces in our new collection if pur- 
chased separately would cost fully ten 
times as much as in book form. The intro- 
ductory price is so low that no orchestra 
leader should miss this advance oppor- 

tunity to obtain the books at a fraction 
above the actual cost to manufacture. 

Until published we are booking orders 
for the orchestra books (any number) at 

15 cents, the piano book at cents, all 

postpaid if the cash is sent in advance. 

Master Study in Music 
By James Francis Cooke 

This forthcoming book is one which will 
he especially adapted to follow a course 
in music history, in which tlie very suc- 
cessful Standard History of Music, by the 
same writer, has been the book used. 
However, Master Study in Music is an in- 
dependent book in itself, and any intelli- 
gent music-lover or student can start with 
this work. It is more far reaching than 
the first history, and lengthy attention is 
given to such composers as Dr. Mason. 
Edward MacDowell, Richard Strauss, 
Debussy, Rossini, Gottschalk, Massenet, 
Berlioz, as well as Wagner, Gounod, Beet- 
hoven, Mozart, Schumann, Schubert, Rubin- 
stein. This qualification gives the book an 
unusual aspect, as these masters are usu- 
ally skimped over in most books, as are 
for instance, such masters as Saint-Saéns 
and Paderewski, who in this work are 
treated in detail to the extent of about 
5,000 words each. The advance of publi- 
cation price of the book is 50 cents. 

New Standard Four- 
Hand Collection 

This new collection of original duets and 
arrangements is adapted for a variety of 
purposes. It will prove useful for prac- 
ticing sight reading, for drill in ensemble 
playing or for home amusement. Many of 
the numbers, in addition, would make good 
recital pieces. The duets are all of inter- 
mediate or somewhat advanced grades, 
nothing beyond Grade IV. There is plenty 
to do for both players, and the duets are 
well assorted and well balanced through- 
out. Composers of all schools are repre- 
sented. The special introductory price in 
advance of publication is 25 cents, post- 
paid, 

Lost, A Comet—Operetta 
By Geo. L. Spaulding 

This new operetta will be ready in a 
very short time, and we are continuing the 
special introductory offer during the cur- 
rent month. This is one of the brightest 
and most melodious operettas of its kind 
that we have ever seen. The music is-in 
strictly modern style, all the familiar dance 
rhythms being employed. The story is 

quaint and picturesque, and the music is 
aptly illustrative throughout. Scenery, 
costumes and properties are readily ob. 
tainable. The special introductory price in 
advance of publication is 25 cents, post- 
paid. 

Advance of Publication 
Offers Withdrawn May 1s. 

Much has heen written during the last 
three or four months with regard to One 
works in press. Thousands of orders have 
been received from our patrons who have 
had sufficient confidence in our new works 
to want a copy at the low introduc: 
price. No more popular and satisfactor’ 
item is contained in our many conyenienc: f 
to the teacher than these Advance of Pub 
lication Offers. We sell the new books re 
about the cost of paper and printin a 
that the progressive teachers eek wie 
will have an opportunity of examining aad 
having on hand in their studio th ieee 
latest works. BEL aaa te ‘ 

The following works are just about ¢ 
appear from the press, and they are, 4 
course, discontinued as to the low Hie 
They are now for sale at regular rate aes 
will be sent on inspection to any ih ee desire them. They will be charged ae ihe regular rates, transportation additional, . but are in that cas se returnab! vithi 
reasonable time: le within 
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American Composer Price, $160. ’ 
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Etude Workers’ 
Premium Rewards 

Ervupr readers, who take the trouble to 
spend a little of their spare time among . their friends getting subscriptions for THE 
nag are very liberally rewarded. Music 
os and albums, musical supplies, arti- 
eles for personal and household use are 
piven as Premiums, for the smallest num- 
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oe ae the Piano, Twenty-five 
Chaminade Album. 
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BENSON, G. N. 
15170 Captivation Waltz...... saan 60 

CRAMMOND, C. C. 
ee aaa a it Ns “ 15259 Under the Stars. 20 

CROSBY, MARIE 15207 Danse Espagnole 3 30 
FELTON, W. M. 

15268 Blowing Bubbles. mos 15219 Mountain Rill. 3 3 14680 Rondoletto...... of 0? 
FERBER, R CHARD 

15126 Spirit of Freedom. .......000020088° 34 50 
i, ——_——————————— 

EVERY DAY SERIES 
FOR LITTLE FINGERS 

Grade 2 
By C. ROLAND FLICK 

An attractive little characteristic piece for each day 
of the week; an exceptionally useful set of teaching 
pieces, each one having a distinctive melodic 

charm, especially adapted for small hands. 

15179 Sunday—Rzverie 33 
15180 Monday—Waltz. 2 
15181 Tuesday—Polka- 2 
15182 Wednesday—March a 
15183 Thursday— Lullaby 2 
15184 Friday—Mazurka 
15185 Saturday—Swing Song. 

[CE Soe eae iain cee ieee eS 

FONTAINE, L. J. OSCAR 4 60 
15096 The Charmer... ver 

FORSYTHE, W. 0. 60 
15115 Confession. . : i 

PIANO—FOUR HANDS 

FERBER, RICHARD 60 
15127 Spirit of Freedom vende 8 

MARTIN, GEORGE DUDLEY a 
15273 Joy and Festivity......-.+--500000077 

VOCAL SOLO Pliers Banta eotat 

DANCY, CHARLES E. m 0 
15063 Love, Let the Dream ‘‘Come True 3 

HUERTER, CHAS. J. x 
15152 May Promise... . : 3 

LIEURANCE, THURLOW ; 
15220 In Mierored Waters—with Fluteadlib.. -4 5 

OEHMLER, LEO j 
15136 A Cradle Croon......-+0+e0000000 0" 3 40 

WILLIAMS, T. D. a 
18245 Evening Shadows. Sacred. Violin, y 

Obbligato....-.s-+seeerereneert
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FRANZ, ALBERT 
15267 Love’s Plaint.......-+++++++eeeeeeee 3 

HEWITT, H.D. 
15256 Amid the Whispering Pines. 
75168 Gymnastic Drill. 

HOWE, RAYMOND 
15212 Hawaiian Sunset........+ssseereee ee 

JOHNSON, WALLACE A. 

15090 Sabbath Morn 

15117 Young Trooper: 

LOEB-EVANS, MATILEE 

15149 Elfin Merriment. ... 
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MOTER, CARL 

14983 Voices from the Sea... ...sseeereeeee! 5 30 

SMITH, WALTER WALLACE 
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e 336 60 

SMITH, WILSON G. 
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Practice in the Air 

By Eleanor G. Preston 

Tue musical idea, in good practice, 

must go together with the physical one: 

in the last-analysis, we play. with our 
brains. 

The pupil should be led to retain an 

idea of just how the hand feels when in 
the shape to strike certain chords, reach 

certain intervals, or play passages of a 
particular grouping, and to form the 
hand into the necessary shape while still 
in the air. 
As a help to this, it is well, for in- 

stance, in the practice of some particular 

chord, to hold the hand on the keys for 

a moment after striking it, and endeavor 
to register on the mind the feeling of 
the muscles and nerves when the hand is 
in that particular position. 

Pupils should never forget that prac- 
tice means hard work. Far too much 
time is often lost in mere idle enjoy- 

ment of the sound. 

Understanding Repeats 
Treacuers often take too much for 

granted in assuming that pupils easily 
understand and will correctly observe the 
indications for first ending, second end- 
ing, ete, which are so frequent in case 
of repeats. The writer has had many a 
pupil who, until carefully instructed to 
the contrary, would play through the first 
ending and second ending consecutively, 

not observing the repeat; or, after ob- 
serving the repeat, play through both 
endings before going on. 
To be sure that the pupil understands 

correctly, it is well to ask him to run 

his finger along the page of music, trac- 
ing the course of the notation: when he 
arrives at the repeat, he should be di- 

rected to observe it by starting again at 
the beginning, and this time, upon arrival 
at the “first ending,” indicate the fact 
that it is to be skipped, by lifting the 
finger off the page and replacing it at 
the “second ending.” By doing this before 
playing the piece, this error will after- 
ward be avoided. In case it is intended 
to abridge the piece by not repeating, the 

pupil should be instructed to omit the first 
ending altogether. 

By the way—it may seem incredible— 

but I have actually, on one occasion, 

heard this same curious blunder made in 
reading over a song, with absurd effect 

as regards the words. 

D. S. and D. C. 

These signs are often confused by 
beginners, especially when, as sometimes 

happens, both occur in the same piece. 

Da Capo (D. C.) means back to the 
beginning, and requires no special thought 
to interpret, but Dal Segno (D. S.) 

means back to the sign, and unless the 

player has previously made a mental note 
of the exact location of the sign ($4), 
it often gives rise to confusion. In any 

case, a silent tracing with the finger, of 
the course of the music, as described 

bove, will be very helpful. 
In the case of music which is full of 

abbreviations, as is quite common with 
orchestral parts of popular music, these 
signs are sometimes used with great com- 

plexity, so that even experienced players 
find it well to assure themselves of the 
proper order of events before beginning 

the performance. These complex cases 
of D, S$, D. C, and gimile igns < 
commonly alluded to by orchestra play 

in a half-joking way as “Dutch Repeats. 

Py 
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Special Notices 
and ANNOUNCEMENTS end 

WANTED AND FOR SALE 
Rate 10c per word 

VIOLINIST desires position, Experienced 
teacher and concert player. Assistant to 

Address, W. A. B., Seveik for five years. 
care of THE Erupe. 

MUSIC DIRECTOR—Wanted. By a large 
church, good salary and _ opportunities. 
Address, Colorado Choir, care of THE ETupDn, 

ANNOUNCEMENTS | 
Rate 20c per word 

MUSIC COMPOSED—Send words. Man- 
uscripts corrected. Harmony, correspond- 
ence lessons. Dr. Wooler, Buffalo, N.Y, 

READERS OF THE ETUDE will be in- 
terested to know more about Absorbine, Jr., 
and for which they will find dozens of uses, 
as an effective fir id remedy and regular 
toilet adjunct. Tor the throat and mouth it 
is particularly efficacious and deserves the in- 

terest of all Sincers. Per their recent an- 
nouncement in our columns they offer to send 
a liberal trial bottle for only 10 cents in 
stamps; good value. Write to W. F. Young, 
PDE, 436 Temple St., Springfield, Mass. 

. The 

Musical Booklet 

Library 
Practical Subjects 

Covered by Specialists 

Very often the musician needs greatly 

special information upon special subjects in 

very compact form. Yet it is information 

that he cannot secure without going to an 

expensive teacher and paying considerable 

money. In the main THE ETUDE booklet 
library is designed to supply this need. 

Price per Booklet 
Ten Cents ~ 

LIST OF SUBJECTS 
How Edward MacDowell Taught the 

Piano. By Mrs. Edward MacDowell. 

Progressive Ways for Securing New 
Pupils. By Allan J. Eastman. 

Making a Success of the Pupils’ Re- 
cital. By Perlee V. Jervis. 

Trillsand How They Should Be Played. 
By James Francis Cooke.* 

First Step in the Study of the Pedals- 

By Carol Sherman.* 

Profitable Physical Exercises for Piano 

Students. By Dr. W. R. C. Latson." 

Passing the Dead Line in Music Study. 
By Thomas Tapper. 

Peer Gynt, A Dramatic Prose Reading, 
Arr. from Notes of Richard Mans~ 
field. 

How to Use the Metronome Correctly 
By Prof. Clarence G. Hamilton, M. 
A.* 

The Numbers marked with an asteriek are es- 
pecially desirable for teachers who wish to give 
their pupils necessary definite instruction, in 
very concise, inexpensive form without taking 
time at the lesson for it. 

THEO. PRESSER CO. 
MAIL ORDER MUSIC SUPPLY HOUSE 
1710-12-14 CHESTNUT STREET 

PHILADELPHIA, PA. 

Please mention THE BTUDE when addronsing 
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ALL great conductors have a dominant 
personality. Choirs are composed of a 
variety of people, and their characters, 
ideas and vocal skill, are as varied as 
the shades of light emitted from a sunlit 
prism. No mortal conductor will please 
everybody, for it is almost impossible to 

collect a body of people, each unit of 
which will consistently harmonize in 
thought and sequence of idea, with the 

master mind at the head. The manager 

of a big store is sure to rub some assist- 
ants the wrong way in the honest dis- 
charge of his duties. If he insists on a 

dollar’s worth of work for a dollar’s pay, 
he will be termed a slave-driver by some; 
if he demands discipline and system in 
each department he will receive (behind 
his back) the jeers of those who love 
chaos, and though he gives good-inten- 
tioned advice to some of the work-people, 

he will be labeled by some as “too offi- 

cious.” 
The choral conductor finds the same 

shallow and eccentric personalities in his 
workshop. The greatest skill and most 
subtle tact may be used in managing these 
individuals, but if they are living on a 
lower musical and moral plane, it will 

require an archangel from heaven to suc- 
ceed. He that tries to please everybody 
ends in pleasing no one, therefore use 
your gift of personality unflinchingly in 
the demonstration of your ideas, show- 

ing that you are no respecter of persons, 
but amiable to all. Study the units of 
your choir as you do your pupils. Try 
to win everybody to your side by prob- 
ing into their innermost souls and under- 
standing their natures, and although you 
may not be successful, you will have 
done all in your power to secure the trust 
and unanimous support of your forces. 
To reap success you must have cohesion 
and unfaltering loyalty, and if you find 

traitors in your camp, and leaders of sedi- 

tion, exterminate them with a prompti- 
tude and firmness that will prove a warn- 

ing to others, 

Helpful Suggestions to the 

Serious Student 

By Clarence Adler 

Listen to your tones; do not look at 

them. What would you think of a painter 

who listens to the stroke of his brush 

across the canvas? ; 

In order to make practice interesting 

and profitable, you should vary the order 

of your program each day. 

Do not make a machine of yourself. 

Always use the pedal with trills; 

otherwise they sound dry. 

The best fingering is by no means that 

which comes easiest to the hand. It is 

rather that fingering which best expresses 

the musical phase. 

Whenever two themes or figures ap- 

pear together, the one with the least 

amount of notes receives the most 1m- 

portance, 
p ; 

The goal of all instrumentalists is to 

+ imitate the voice, which is the perfect in- 

strument. 

Finally, remember that it takes charac- 

ter and enthusiasm to brave through work 

to success, without faltering and weaken- 

down under the demands 
ing or breaking 

(From the 
of the tremendous strain. 

New York Tribune.) 

Personal Magnetism in Choral Conducting 

By Clifford Higgin 

You will find that your choir support 

you in everything that affects your per- 

sonality and the welfare of the society, 

and you will be more highly esteemed for 

unhesitatingly playing the man. Never 

try to make people believe you know more 

than you do, for if there should be one 

person in your choir better educated than 

yourself, it may be the means of loosen- 

ing the reins of your command. Let your 

choir find by actual experience that every 

suggestion you give and any experiment 

tried, proves exactly what you said it 

would; this brings a highly sensitive rec- 

ognition of your skill even to the pessi- 

mist (if such there be), and undoubtedly 

develops their musical respect, which cor- 

respondingly extends its influence to an 

increased reverence of your personality. 

Always be genuine in criticism, extolling 

virtues, reprimanding faults, cheerful to 

a degree, optimistic in vision, making the 

choir feel that they may follow your 

guidance either through the already ex- 

plored regions of musical culture or in 

the unknown lands of the science of 

sounds. 
When all the technicalities of the music 

are mastered, the conductor’s real pres- 
ence begins to be felt. The bare canvas 

is on the easel, the landscape is sketched 

out in detail, then comes the “laying-on” 

of the variety of color to make the 

skeleton a living thing. No choral musi- 

cal tone picture is colored exactly twice 

alike. This is explained by the fact that 

it is well-nigh impossible for each unit 

together with the conductor to live on the 

same precise emotional plane during two’ 

intermittent performances. The great 

thrill experienced when there is a psy- 

chological unity of vision is remembered 

by every singer. 

Unfortunately the conductor, though 

charged with personal magnetism and 

possessing in a marked degree the power 

of hypnotic influence, cannot always bring 

his united forces under such minute and 

exacting control as to make them tem- 

porarily unconscious of their physical 
surroundings; It is no more possible to 
give a vitalized and emotional rendering 
of a great piece, if outward influences 
are paramount, than it is to perform 
Shakespeare's Hamlet to the accompani- 
ment of a barrel-organ, or play a Beet- 
hoven Sonata with a drawing-room tittle- 
tattle obbligatto. Some teally good con- 
ductors are mightily handicapped in thei 
work by the stubbornness of some 4 
tion of their forces to lose shoranceniis 
an acute sense of their physical distaund: 
ings. It is a difficult matter to hypnoti ‘ 
stone, and some singers seem as Bae 
and soulless as a Sphinx, and not pats the magnetic forces of genius can = trate their souls. nor 
; In highly refined chor: 
immovable beings have to be dis; with. If singers could only be ela understand the importance of me ae ing the music, and realize in their rene that they have to he molded in ceed 
ductor’s plastic crucible, and fietiores 
and shaped by his inspired oka, tre general choral singing would under - revolution. In all truly emotional si eae we must lose sight of the outside ere It is Tidiculous to be conscious hae are singing to a crowd of people, ae we should be borne away on cies ste melody and singing, maybe, on fea cf of Himalaya. If music is anythin abe an angel of mercy, bringing Sela. ee peace for unsatisfied yearnings, ee porting us far from the commo it eae life into the distant haven of oy Beso joy fulness, from which we ret He a the vigor of youth coursing ivaick oe veins and an ethereal lightnes cee seay ya heavy hearts, ee HR 

usic sweetens ]j i 
tonic for tired ipetss ont ptt neat singers (a truly emotional sin el recently had a disappointment to’ wie told me that the brightest 5 ot 3 ae whole week was the teheareai fa ie it seemed when the whole late Fs Sailed 

al work, these 

Can You Play It Well? 

By A. L. S. 

Once in my early student days, I re- 
member stumbling badly through my 
lesson. In excuse for my lack of prepa- 

ration, “it was so hard,” I complained. 

Quickly my master laid his hand over 

mine, as he exclaimed earnestly, “Ah, my 
child, the world asks not ‘is it hard,’ but 
‘does she do it well?’” 

It is a bit of sound philosophy, worth 
taking with one through any walk of 
life, but is especially appropriate as a 
motto for the music pupil or teacher. 

If you have a study or i 
a simple scale to cade Hae 1 
best you can. If there is som Ne ange be memorized, don’t be cutonn ae over the hard places or to ae sige leirned gaps, like ugly fields oc oe Sin 

Or even 

smooth surface of your plage the 
you have a lesson to. give Tie or, if 
whole heart into th * TOW your 

e im i knowledge and skill. Parting 

hard or easy, let this | 
you do it well?” 

Answers to Sam Loyd’s Puzzles 

The answers to Mr. Loyd’s puzzle page in the Apiil ie 
‘ ssu 

3. Rest. . 

6. Ivers and Pond (I vers and P on D), 

1. Staff. 2. Sharps. 

8. Accent. 9, Measures. 

There has not been as yet sufficient time to de 
ners of this contest but the successful ones will 
described in our last issue. Another puzzle pa 
will appear in THE ETUDE for June. 

are; 
4) Time, §. Flats ‘i 

7. Scal 
10.: Signature, ars 

cide Upon the win Teceive the Prizes ge from Mr. Loyd 
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out on the ocean of song, that the min‘s- 
tering angel of love heard her plaint of 

suffering, and lifted the burden from her 
heavy heart. Personal magnetism is 
transmitted to the choir by the power of 
the eyes, the expressions of the features 
and the movements of the baton. Let 
the eyes pierce through every member of 
the choir and search each heart as if to 
discover their trains of thought, Each 
unit must be made to realize that the 
conductor can read the innermost soul 
ot every chorister as he reviews 4 
ao Pst and that he knows intui- 
the Bites the heart is responsive to 
ie oe of his magic wand. | It 

tively at nd out those who are instinc- 
te ran eS ou, and Practice enables you 
ene our singers just as easily as 

any individu I Whe a ee ot tha fi ual who appears unconcerne 
cad ges ne mood, and refuse to go 0" 
ofthe Shane secured the entire control 
es es € choir. When once you have 
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the 

out "pperhand and can commence to work 
ut your ideas ad lib 
Let y, i 

your facial expression always be 
an j = 

fae oe your soul, Never make un- 
with Ae but get your effects 

continuall a ‘of a magician. If you are 

fantastic ? ens your arms about 11 

urally diinh wir your singers will nat 

by the Ay all the music is alike. Show 
of your bat ate and graceful movements 
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The Value of Encouragement 

By Dr. R oland Diggle 

Some time ago a choirmaster asked 
me to hear his choir sing and tell him 
what was wrong with it. The choir, a 

voluntary one of some thirty-five singers 
of the usual ability did not seem to be 
doing well. 

I attended one of the musical services 
at his church and heard a very good per- 

formance of a difficult cantata. It was 

“a good performance,” as far as the notes 

and words were concerned. The general 

effect, however, was that the choir was 
Singing half-heartedly. Everyone, includ- 
ing the soloists, seemed afraid of making 
a mistake. The effect was really most 

depressing. Outwardly there seemed to 
@ no reason for it. They knew the 
Work well and were quite capable of 
8iving it a fine rendition. 

I asked permission to attend the next 
choir practice, and here the real trouble 
Was revealed. Not once during the prac- 
tice did the choirmaster give the choir 
the slightest encouragement, but started 
by Picking to pieces the performance of 
the Previous Sunday. Things that they 
had done really well were not mentioned, 

but all the faults were brought out and 
exaggerated. Of course, the reason. for 
the depressing effect was apparent—the 
Whole choir had lost interest, and were 

One and all afraid to sing out for fear 
of making a mistake. I am glad to say 

that this particular choirmaster has 

mended his ways and the choir is now 

doing splendid work. 

We all need encouragement to make 

us do our best; if we are teaching, it 

matters not what, surely it is possible 

to find something to praise. I do not 

mean for one minute that we must mini- 

mize the faults, these must be pointed 

out and corrected; but at the same time 

is it not possible to temper the bitter 

with the sweet and praiee the things that 

Q rth praising! . 

ae cguuisle know that as long as the 

musical part of the services go well we 

do not hear about them; but let some- 

thing go wrong and they Bre cone 

on us like a thousand _ bricks. ae the 

same time we all remember the pleasure 

it has given us when, after a really B00 

service, someone, it ‘may have on een 

the janitor, said: “That was a fine na) 

ice to-night, sir.” We have gone ome 

feeling pretty good, haven’t we! She 

Let us remember this, then, ant D: 5 

some of it on to the ehote : ae 

know that they have done their ee 

ceive them some encouragement. ee 

if the performance has not Been a cs 

to the standard you have set an add 

feeling a little Pine Be of the blues is to 
te en Te eeu milk of human 
Ww = 

kindness. 

i Playing Cens 

By Abbie Llewelly' 
—— 

Wuen a small pupil finds it hard to 
Temember the sharps or flats in ae 
tusic lesson, we play a little game wine 

call the “Census Man.” The pup} 
takes her music to a table in a quiet oe 
ner, and is given a sheet of paper heade 

ensus Report? and marked off es 

ioe square for each measur 
°n her page of music. 

€ pretend, then, that the measures 
are houses, and it becomes her sae 
Census taker, to record the sharp or "@ 

ensus Man 

n Snoddy 

i house in its corre- 

eerie et 
the paper, not for- 

pate oie record 
accidentals, which are 

Ba dade as special visitors. 
: 

ae Jan has proved very successful 

i: Ce a etng and quickening the obo 

Hi ee little pupils, and, both mentally 

Ne thetically, is better than details 

pad ic with unsightly pencil marks, : 

oe es upils to feel that each mark ai 

es con upon their music is a signa 

cor houghtlessness 
and inattention. 

1 eile goa 

A Little Explanation, 
wT 

By Marion F. Youngbe
rg 

y 

“Play this so!” 5 ie 0% must always do this iat ane 9, that is wrong; this is the Way)? 
t Such temarks are constantly heard is SsOus, Bit dot a word of explanation. 

the pupil unable to understand and aP 
Preciate a love to be truth? Does he f 
rdere d? Would it 
On d and to do as ordere ee aor 

im any harm to understand 

“there any good reason why @ teacher 

Please 

d by 
such a comman' 

cme how many are the 

eir pupils that so must 

give them any reason 

they 2 ie ae ‘the
 pupil be censured 

for so done. ing that there is nO Reason, 

is of their teacher's inven- 

h do not like it, they are 

si elves with it. 

jg is an intelli- 

ould not. 

: explan
ation? Ps

 

teachers 
that tel 

sal Fpdtciobee MY 

al 
Need for 2 Ide 

= 3) fandom 
By Charles w. Lan worth while 

sus ‘tele He ot pe if aaa) Musee through Hear teacher, i Ty the teaching of any art, clear idea often come ther from one’ ie 
a Precede and guide practice. fornene ¢ artists at Ore in any way 

hen’ Person ean learn in cae oF PY Eacher w ae an an ideal, is not 
time if ideal, sothe® A upil We me cheap the imapi. is has a perfect ene under to inspire ‘This explains way 28 and why it, Parton takes every oa On the a teacher: "aca, at any ere ae any: 

ance,” gai ite, “hers at are cheap at an) Sthep aa ane e Ak ve imptained seachers 2° teachers are 
that ah » an English ia their set” some 

St of his clergy “aimed price. Mong at i 
othing, and hit the mark.” 
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SPECIAL PREMIUM REWARD 

SIX SURE BLOOM ROSES 
TWO NEW SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THE ETUDE 

To show our appreciation to those who influence new sub- 
scribers to take THE ETUDE regularly, we have arranged 
a special premium reward of Six Everblooming Roses 
for Two New Subscriptions to THE ETUDE. 

OUR OFFER 
Tor two new yearly subscriptions to THE 

Erupe at $1.50 each ($1.75 each in Canada), 
wewill deliver this entire collection of six hardy 
everblooming roses to you, shipping charges 

) prepaid, and will enclose special printed direc- 
tions for planting and culture. The 
subscriptions to Tue Erupe will 
start as soon as order is received. 

The Roses will be sent ac- 
cording to planting schedule 

shown below. Do not fail to take 
advantage of this splendid offer, it is 
the finest ever made. 

The roses are all. strong, well rooted 
plants, which have been 
grown for us by one of 
the largest rose growers 

. after February 1 | of America. They are 
jouth Carolina, after March 1 | well packed and guaran- 

nnessee, Virginia . after March 15 . . after April 1 | teed to reach their desti- 
after April 15 | nation in good condition. 

Roses will not be shipped 
until the proper time. 

Dates to Plant Roses 
Latitude of Florida, California, Texas . . . 
Latitude of Arizona, Oklaho: 
Latitude of Washington 
Latitude of Nevada, Ka 
Latitude of Iowa, Ohio, West Virginia. . . . 
Latitude of Montana, Michigan, New York and 

all New England States after May 1 

SEND ORDERS ONLY TO 

THE ETUDE, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 

GIVE YOUR PUPILS 
A THREE-MONTHS’ SUMMER 

SUBSCRIPTION TO THE ETUDE 
It will keep their interest alive during the months when you are not otherwise in 
touch with them, by putting into their hands more than fifty pieces of music for 
Summer playing, besides many interesting articles. 

ANY THREE ISSUES FOR 25: CENTS 
This trial subscription offer has proved to be a good investment for teachers in 
years past. It will be of equal value NOW. 

We'll send you, on request, a supply of special three-months? subscription coupons 
for distribution. 

Those having accounts with Theo. Presser Co. 

may have the subscriptions charged 

THE ETUDE PHILADELPHIA, PA. 

‘DREAMING OF LOVE AND YOU” 
Words by EDWARD LOCKTON Music by ARTHUR F. TATE FOR HIGH, MEDIUM AND LOW VOICES FOR VOCAL DUET—Prico, 60 cents Price, 50 cents each FOR PIANO SOLO, OR VIOLIN AND 

FOR MEDIUM VOICE, WITH VIOLIN PIANO 
Price, 60 cents Price, 50 cents each Send for our ‘Thematic Catalogs and Circulars of Songs by Successful Modern Writers THEO. PRESSER CO. PHILADELPHIA, PA. 

VAN) PE OM BTL O YW Weel ets 
MUSIC PRINTERS ax> ENGRAVERS 

SEND FOR ITEMIZED PRICE LIST AND SAMPLES 
THE MUSIC SUPPLEMENT OF THIS MAGAZINE IS PRINTED BY US 

WRITE US ABOUT ANYTHING (N THIS LINE 
MBIA AVE. AND RANDOLPH ST. PHILADELPHIA, PA. 

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers, 
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The soldiers of France were fighting 

the Austrians on a_ battlefield. The 

French charged time after time, but were’ 

driven back each time. Then the band 

began to play the Marseillaise twice as 

fast as it should be. Then three times 

as fast. The French began to charge. 

They captured all the obstacles the Aus- 

trians could place in their way as if they 

were paper. 
Acrrep Hatt (age 12), 

Palmyra, N. J. 

“Way I Love Music.” 

(Prize essay) 

I love music because it is a pleasant 

occupation. I live in the country and it 

takes a lot of time that I otherwise would 

SCENE I. 

A study, with desk, chairs, piano and 

bookcases, Fireplace in the rear. Dotty 

and Jean, two music students, are seated 

before the fire. Curtain rises: Dotty and 

Jean sing together any selected lullaby. 

Dorry (yawning). I have a paper for 

the music club tomorrow. 

Jean (shaking a finger at Dotty). Oh 

Dotty! And you haven't written a word 

of it! What's it about? 

Dorry (yawning again). It’s about 

Chopin, and I don’t know a thing about 

him but the Waltzes. 

Jean (anxiously). And it’s ’most nine 

now! 
SanpMAN (dressed in loose grey robe, 

enters and talks rapidly). Hi! Nine 

o'clock and not a word written! How 

natural that sounds! Always waiting un- 

til the last minute! But you see it is my 

business to get little girls ready for club, 

even at the last moment—that's what I 

am for! 
Dorry (amazed, rubs her eyes), What? 

SANDMAN (snapping his fingers). What? 

What, indeed! What? That's what I 

want to know! What! 

Dorry (to Jean). How silly! What 

does he mean? ; 

Jean (to Dotty). Listen! (Chopin’s 

E flat Nocturne heard from without.) 

SCENE IL. 

(Sandman, Dotty and Jean stand before 

a large window; they look down @ vil- 

lage street. Boys play in the street and 

there is subdued music.) : 

SANDMAN (pointing to the scene). This 

is my magic window. Through this crys- 

tal may be seen all the interesting figures 

of history. 

Dorry (excitedly). 

see now? 
SANDMA Y 

cois Frederic Chopin. ‘ 

group of boys.) There he 1s, 

lad with the fine profile! ' 

Dorry and JEAN (clap their hands). 

Oh! is that Chopin, Jean? I never thought 

of him playing in the street like a real 

boy. 
. ae 

SANDMAN (laughing). Frederic Cho- 

pin was a very real boy, indeed; he went 

to school as you do. He learned a little 

French, a little Latin, some mathematics 

and some geography, he studied music 

and played and had good times with his 

sisters and chums. 

Dorry. Did he? 

music teacher? 
Ke a 

SanpMan. He had two: one for piano 

and one for harmony. His piano pees 

was a Bohemian; he taught the lad so 

What are we to 

wn, Tonight we are to see Fran- 

(Points to the 

that lively 

And who was his 

Junior Etude Competition 
(Continued from page 348.) 

not know what to do with. The education 

one has from knowing music is another 

reason why I love it. To know the name 

of a piece of music as soon as you hear 

it, and to know who wrote it, is surely a 

great pleasure. To hear a piece of music 

beautifully played give such a sensation 

of joy, different from anything I have 

ever felt, that this is another reason why 

I am so fond of it. 

I love it because I love to play for 

other people. My father is an invalid, 

and to play for him who enjoys it so 

makes me very happy. 

JosePHINE DAweEs (age 11), 

Hightstown, N. J. 

HonorarsLe MENTION, 

Louis J. Adams 

Dorothy Allen 
Kathleen Carrigan 
Helen Engle 
Grace A. Finney 

Aileen Jones 

Phyllis Poole 
“Delia Scalise 
Albert Wassell 
Faith Woodson 

ANSWERS To Marcu Puzzze, 
1, Bach; 2, Chopin; 3, Schu' + 2, 3 3, bert ; 

Haydn; 5, Handel; 6, Brahms: 7 bee 
ker; 8, Gluck; 9, Franck; 10, Rossini 

Prize WINNERS, 
Annabel North, Newport, R. J 
Frank Baessler, Plainfield Wis. 
George Littlefield, Calhoun, Ga, 

What the Children Say Out of the Magical Musical Window 

By J. Shipley Watson 

well that he was able to play a concerto 

in public when he was but nine years old. 

Jean. Just like Mozart! 

SanpMan, Yes. He was called a sec- 

ond Mozart, and after the concert a great 

lady gave him a watch with an inscription 

inside, 

Dorry. How wonderful to play a con- 

certo! 

Jean. Who was his other teacher? 

SanpMAN. His other teacher was the 

head of the Warsaw Conservatorium, 

Herr Joseph Elsner, and Liszt said that’ 

Herr Professor Elsner taught Chopin 

those things that are the most difficult 

to learn, and the most rarely known. 

Dorry and JEAN (anxiously). Oh tell 

us what they are, Mr. Sandman! 

SanpMan (laughing). And will you 

remember it, I wonder? 

Dorry and Jean. Yes, yes! Do tell! 

SanomMan. “To be exacting to one’s 

self, and to value the advantages that 

are only obtained by dint of patience and 

labor.” 

(Practising is heard from without.) 

SCENE IU. 

(Sandman, Dotty, and Jean look through 

the magic window and see a concert stage. 

Chopin enters and seats himself at a 

grand piano.) 

SANDMAN (pointing to the stage). This 

is the next important event. Chopin’s 

career as a traveling virtuoso. 

Dorry. Oh, I wish I could travel; I 

love traveling! 

SanpMan (smiling). Ido not think 

Chopin loved it very much; and, besides, 

his first tour was not a financial success. 

You see he had begun to publish his com- 

positions, and his Vienna publisher found 

it too expensive to publish good music, 

so he laid everything aside but the 

Waltses. 
Jean, The Waltzes! Why that’s all 

we know! 
SanpMan (laughing aloud). I dare 

say! You'd do well to have a lesson 

or so on the Preludes and later on the 

Etudes! Then you would have some 

idea of Chopin! 

Dorry and Jean (anxiously). Don't 

Preparing for Commence 
Tuts is the month of May, and you 

know what that means—only one month 

to put the finishing touches on your 

pieces for the June recitals. I am ‘sure 
a great many of you are preparing to 
play in June recitals; some at school 

commencements, some at your music 

be angry, Mr. Sandman: 
gave us the Preludes.’ See id 
ay ee but the Waltzes! iia 

ANDMAN (boints to the i 
He is playing an mene thee — minor, Op. I.) That's his first O, cide was published when Chopin w es Isn't it beautiful? Let me tell 9 oe his first Vienna concert—th ee were out of the city 
son of the year, 
played his Krakowia 

Of one gz 

he says, 

and Te for in 

ver: pal Performers ae ae Planos 
ey APPy Over it,” ? seems to be 

OT : $ TY (holding up he 

(Sounds of mu, er hand), Sic, > Li 
Op. 1, No. 12)” the Etude iC steht 

SANDMAN (sadly) tinor, 

spired by wild despair. in Stutt; 0. oF Wagar when he heady Chopin was 

to Paris in BS the Russians, °° takin 
and short of eed ot d © went on 
artists have Money; dear me “sPondeney 

‘ gone a of Wagner! aris penne 
aa Music from witho Mess! 

arch.) ut, Chopin 
5 Funeral 

SCENE Iv 
Pg 

Yan log Wig oo they : me lg with beaut he 
roo 

them are aeenntted re mon 
with clear. he ae, na en 
Hibs, sender it Pt2tile, higy A%S ten, on! 
i ne age eves, ras pad, thin 
Dorry reitedly) 

aga 

a Cevcttoans” is Plexion 
© himt 

: 
Ig ee 

ee ncement ¢acher's home other Places, and to hear you 
re eaue yourself =P ay better this ver played before 
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Mildred Davenport Ella Prassak 
Selma Johnson Syble Ross 
Estelle Levine Alice M. Sturchler 
Mary Morton Elsie Schaefer 
Elizabeth Murray Emerald Wagner 

PuzzLe. 

Put these broken syllables together 
and make the names of twelve com 
Posers. Do not leave any syllable out, 
and you must decide for yourself which 
ones should begin with capitals. 

SI — CHO — TRI — DEL — SCHU 
— INI — UB — MANN — CLE —R0S 
— MEN — ES — NA — CHER = 
HAN — BERT — ER — PIN —DING 

— CI — SEN — PAL — SIN—TI~ 
WEB — ET — = _—NI- 
MAS — NL PUC — SCHU 

Rae N (bointing). Look! there 
tinbel - Berlioz and Meyerbeer, 4 is: 

made pn company of artists. Chop? 

import ing readily and with the most 

first ote musical people of Paris. H! 

sohn a Was well attended: Mendels- 

antly A Were and applauded triumph: 

the 7 jt this concert Chopin played 

darem” Tori concerto, and the “Lo 

with Rai 
besides taking P a 

Pianos. renner in a duet for ™ 

EAD 

deer” Kalkbrenner? What a? odd 

‘ SanpMan 

in Paris; , 
Went so 

classes, 
D OTTY (amazed), Chopin join a class! Why 

ay of hee have been greater th 

AN 3 
member an He was; but you must fh 
very molec Chopin was very shy od 

“So much St. Of Kalkbrenner he § a 

ecome a Keeyteat to me, I shall a, 

my perh Nalkbrenner; he will not det 0 

aps daring but noble res0 xe 
Create a ered era in art.” And he, 
Germany i art and his fame sprea! : 38 
a favorite into England, where he 

JEAN, A 

Kalkbrenner was the rage 
Chopin admired him, and ev! 

Ha is 
ar as to join some of hi 

did he keep right om om the time? 
Ne ‘N. Yes, indeed! And he ee 

LY to people of wealth and” Saninmaye as he a teacher? and these are <1 “* very good teachet, ted 
Upon: Se Tare of the things he ins fine ae Were to be practice all Mcreasing “Ty slowly at first, ar of 

i Ouch with Chopin wet : “portance; everything | ss. Me of Rjaire the bass, the innet F gor S Nocturnes were iv Co" e @ rich singing tone i390 aid to pet @ Metronome on his pan 's pupils, “The singin” yhe 
Tom strict time; if 

’ hand must keep time jet 
Use the; ™ so glad he was a fC fal i Ms things won't see™ EAN, Nard to play. ud? Wa i i Wa and Sn Ant to learn some PLC” he Qlizes, ~ 
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Summer nanan dst = 

COMBS CONSERVATORY 
PHILADELPHIA 

THIRTY-THIRD YEAR 

A SCHOOL OF INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION 

(Theoretical and Applied Branches Taught Privately and in Classes ) 

All branches. Normal Training Course for oe Pils pt 

Supervision. Four Pupils’ Recitals a week. Two Complies yy mphony 

Orchestras. Reciprocal relations with University of Pennsylvania. ; 

Faculty: Gilbert Raynolds Combs, Piano; Henry Schradiock, Violin;. Hugh A. Clarke, Mus. Doc., Theory; 7 

jolonzello; ‘A. Chesnutt, Voice; Russell King Miller, 

Herman Sandby, Violensello; Metso Ze gjstant teachers. 

SUMMER SCHOOL 
The courses in the Summer School are conducted, eee 

Heads of the various Departments. They, are designe: Teens 

of teachers, advanced students, and professional musicians eohick will ‘help 

of acquiring modern ideas or who seek special instruction 

solve individual problems. - ° 

The instruction is individual and private in order that undivided attention 
may be given to the particular needs of each student. = a 

Because, of ite, distinguished faculty, original. and! seine ee ained 

vidual instruction, high ideals, breadth of cer ras rds opportunities 

with efficient management, the 
i ucation. 

not obtainable elsewhere for a complete musical ed 

The only Conservatory in the St. 

Enthusiasm, 

ate with Dormitories for 
Women. 

d Success. 

A School of Inspiration, 
Loyalty an: ru 

Illustrated Year Book Free 

GILBERT RAYNOL
DS COMBS, Director 

BOR = MICHIGAN 
UNIVERSITY 

SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
“A Gathering-Place for Advanced Students’” 

‘A. STANLEY, Director 
Head of Piano Dep't 
Head of Vocal Dep’t 

, Studios and Dormitories 

TE nad and Reed Streets 

DR. ALBERT 

Albert Lockwood, 

The Harrison, 
ocal 

eee her weed, Head of Violin and 

“oy Oren EO 
Hill Auditorium 

E. V. Moore, Head of Organand Theory Alesis 

Ja Potter, Head of Methods Cost $300,000 

Florence B. 
D Concerts are given 

Dean of Women. 
p 

25—ASSOCIATE 
TEACHERS—25 

e “tots or Special Information, 
For Catalogue, Booklds

 oS? 

Main Building of the School 

Remodeled 1917 
AmMUated with 

University of Michigan 
Chorus of 300 
Orchestra of 50 

University environment 
‘Tuition and living expenses 

reasonable 

Byrl Fox Bacher, 
world’s greates' 

‘estival of 
six concerts 

during four days Charles A. Sink, Sec.,1 000 Maynar
d St. 

Summer Session: July 1 August 23 

paces eater 
VOrIVERSITY 

ol of Music 
Surene? pa

ne July 1 to August ug, 1918 

1 in Harme 

pee 

Class or private instru 
. and Si 

1 the si 
of Oratory also If des Special Features 6" 

Michigan sent on application 

VT WN Lin Whi 

WEEKS’ VOCAL STUDY 
VOICE REPERTOIRE: JULY 1-20 INTENSIVE 

Z Board and Lodging. 

ang po ass Sessions (Lecture - Recitals). Normal Class 
(Observation and Practice in Teaching). 

Lessons 
r 

Principles of Lamperti - Sembrich Method. 

tones with adequate breadth thereon. 

Conducting 

on Vocal ‘Teachers’ A ciation 

Private Lessons. 
hy: B Specialty: Ease of P ductio vof hil 

in Cl Conductor 

Thi profe: 
Past Pre ident Bost 

ee ‘(se we" FREDERICK W. WODELL 
‘he and Chg 

‘ a 607 Pierce Bldg., Copley Sq., Boston, Mass. 

Please me ntion THE BLUDE whe 

THE ETUDE 

Schools e&€. 
DUNNING SYSTEM of Improved Music Study 

for Beginners 

Has over 1000 Teachers—Classes Larger Every Year—Teachers Earning $2500, $3000 and $4000 
a Year with the Dunning Work Alone—Why is This ? 

Because its standard has never been equaled or such phenomenal results obtained 
by any other plan for teaching beginners. 

MRS. CARRE LOUISE DUNNING NORMAL CLASS FOR TEACHERS, New York City. 

Classes, Portland, Oregon, June 18th; Chicago, August Ist. 

Mrs. Addy Yeargain Hall, Normal Classes, Davenport, Iowa, Dec. 
Bldg. St. Louis, Mo. 

Mrs. Oscar E. Busby, Normal Class, Shreveport, La., Dec. 3d, 1917. 
15th, 1918. Address Marshall, Texas. 

Mrs. Anna Craig Bates, Normal Class, San Antonio. Address 3303 Coke St., Dallas, Texas, 
Mrs. Harriet Bacon MacDonald, Normal Class, Jan. 7th, 1918. Address Bush Temple, Dallas, 
Texas. 

Miss Nettie Beth Davis, Normal Class, Whitman University, Walla Walla, 
Miss Clara Sabin Winters, Normal Classes, April 3d, 1918. Address Wichita 
Wichita, Kan. 

Mrs. Carrie Munger Long, Normal Classes, June Sth, 1918, Birmingham, Ala. Address 812, 
W. 7th St., Ft. Worth, Texas. 

Mrs, Jeanette A. Fuller, Normal Classes, April 27th and June 30th, 1918. Rochester, N. ¥. 
Address 50 Erion Crescent, Rochester, N. Y. 

Mrs. Wesley Porter Mason, Normal Classes, Dallas, Texas, April 20th; Denver, 
20, 1918. Address 5011 Worth Street, Dallas, Texas. 

Mrs. Alice Hawley Scothorn, Normal Class, Boston, June 3d, 1918. Address Hotel, Southland, 
Dallas, Texas. 

Miss Mary E. Breckhisen, Normal Class, April 2d and June 17th, 1918, Toledo, Ohio. Address 
359 Irving St., Toledo, Ohio. 

Mrs. Harry A. Prentice, Normal Class, New York City, June 28th. Address 78 W. 103d St., 
New York City. 

Full information and booklet of Foreign and American endorsers. 
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Normal 

17th. Address Musical Art 

Washington, D.C., July 

Wash. 
College of Music 

Colo., June 

8 West 40th St., New York City 

CHICAGO MUSICAL COLLEGE 
THE LEADING AND LARGEST SCHOOL OF MUSIC IN AMERICA — 53d YEAR 

ANNOUNCES THE ENGAGEMENT OF ‘‘GUEST TEACHERS” 

HERBERT WITHERSPOON OSCAR SAENGER 
Noted Singer, Coach and Vocal World-renowned Teacher of Voice 

Teacher and Coach 

JUNE 24th to AUGUST 3d. (SIX WEEKS) 

RUDOLPH REUTER LEON SAMETINI 
Noted Pianist and Teacher World-famed Violinist and Teacher 

ALEXANDER RAAB FELIX BOROWSKI 
Distinguished Pianist and Teacher Noted Critic, Composer and Teacher of Theory 

HAROLD von MICKWITZ LOUIS VICTOR SAAR 
‘ell-known Pianist and Teacher Well-known Composer and Teacher of Theory 

Above are a few of the well-known members of the faculty teaching this Summer 
q Course and private lessons in Piano, Voice, Violin, Organ, Theory, Public School Music, School 

of Opera, Orchestral Instruments, Expression, School of Acting. “Normal Training for Teachers 
of Piano, Voice and Violin. Public Recitals. Unrivaled free Advantages. Dormitory accommoda- 
tions. Complete Summer announcement on request. Complete Catalog on request. 

CARL D. KINSEY, Vice-President and Manager, 620 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill. 

FELIX BOROWSKI, President gil Term Opens Sept. 16, 1913 DR. F. ZIEGFELD, President Emeritus 

KENNETH M. BRADLEY, President EDGAR A. NELSON, Assoc. Director 

Summer School—Five Weeks—June 24*h to July 27% 
SCHOOL OPEN THROUGHOUT ENTIRE YEAR 

Special Normal Courses in MUSIC, EXPRESSION, DRAMATIC ART, PUBLIC 

SCHOOL MUSIC, LANGUAGES, PHYSICAL CULTURE, DANCING 
Unsurpassed faculty of over sixty instructors, inluding: 

CHARLES W. CLARK EDWARD COLLINS 
HERBERT MILLER ED EDGAR A. BRAZELTON 
Mme. JUSTINE WEGENER ROWLAND LEACH WILLIAM DIESTEL 
BERTHA BEEMAN MAE JULIA RILEY CORA SPICER-NEAL 
Credits are granted for Summer Course leading to Certificates, Diplomas and Degrees, 
Members of entire faculty available during Summer Term. The only conservatory in 
Chicago maintaining its own dormitories. For literature and information address. 

EDWARD D. SCHWENKER, Secretary, 800 North Clark St., Chicago, Ill. 

The Fletcher Music Method Summer School 
Will open at Wolfe Hall, Denver, Colo., July 1st, lasting eight weeks 

Mrs. Evelyn Fletcher-Copp, *! YORK TERRACE, Brookline, Mass. 

sity writes to Mrs. Fletcher-Copp—“No 
method of teaching Music of which I have 
ever heard EVEN APPROACHES yours 
in the soundness of its educational basis 
and the ingenuity of its devices.” 

Dr. Lyman Abbott says of the Pletcher 
Method—‘‘lt is more than a Method, it is 
a Revolution and converts Musical educa- 
tion from a mere drill and drudgery into 
an inspiration and a life.” 

For full information apply 
at an early date to 

Do not be deceived by the cheap copies 
of this Method—Remember that it was in- 

every claim she 
Remember that her Method is the only 

purely Democratic Method of teaching 

Mu and as such is more in demand 

every day. 

Dr. Henry Holmes of Harvard Univer- 

n addressing our advortisers, 
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Peli 

The Pleasure 
in Studying 

Amid 
Beautiful 

Surroundings. 
Ready! Got 
wonderful section of New Hampshire on the 

hores of Asquam Lake is Hoiderness Sum- 
mer School of Music lor G) 

matics. 
In the woods the 

use of students and 
yment fiom tennis, croquet, horse 

sports and long hikes which the 
Write to Mr. 

term of ten weeks to open 
this summer on June 24th. 

ALLEN HENRY 
DAUGHERTY 

218 Tremont St. 
Boston, Mass. 

YCcCEuUuUmM 
RTS 
ONSERVATORY 

(INCORPORATED) 

Summer Term, June 24 to August 31, 1918 

Instruction in all branches of music and dra- 
matic art. Companies organized and coached. 

ELIAS DAY, Director, offers special courses 
to advanced music and dramatic students in 
stage deportment, interpretation and reper- 
toire. Other teachers in residence are: 

Sibyl Sammis-MacDermid Ora Padget-Langer 
Katharine Howard-Ward Clarence V. Nixon 
Lemuel W. Kilby Frank H. Borstadt, Jr. 

Unusual openings for concert work for those who are 
prepared. Write for detailed information and free 
catalog. Address Registrar, Frank A. Morgan, Mgr. 

Dept. E 600-610, LYON & HEALY BLDG., CHICAGO 

BETHLEHEM 

BACH 
FESTIVAL 

“The Rest Choir in the United States*— 
Henry T. Finck in tue N, Y. Eventne Post. 

Book on the Bethlehem Bach Choir by 
Raymond Walters, published this Spring 
by Houghton Mifilin Company, Boston, 

Friday, May 24, 4 p. m. and & p,m. 
Cantatas and Magnificat 

Saturday, May 25,2 p. m. and 5p. m. 

Mass in B Minor 

PRICES PER SESSION, $1.00, $1.50, $2.00 
COURSE SEATS........ $4.00, $6.00, $8.00 

(WAR TAX EXTRA) 

Seats on Sale at 

A, C. HUFF MUSIC STORE 
Bethlehem, Pa. 

PACKER MEMORIAL CHURCH 

LEHIGH UNIVERSITY 

PIANO 
SCHOOL 

Session for 
Pianists 

GRANBERRY 

SUMMER fz." 
THE FAELTEN SYSTEM 

Carnegie Hall NEW YORK 

CLAUDE 
WARFORD 
Tenor Teacher 
Metropolitan Opera Houso 

Building 

SUMMER SESSION 

1425 Broadway, New York 

MAY 1918 

Music teaches most exquisilely the 
arl of development. D'ISRAELI. 

Music-Education 

Summer Normal 
Calvin B. Cady, Principal 

California, June 24 to July 

LOS ANGELES, 30 (The Cumnock School) 

Washington, July 29 to August 

SEATTLE, 30 (Cornish School of Music) 

Delightful places for an outing and study 

Music -Education is far more than “a 

method” or ‘‘a system,” because it is con- 

cerned with principles and processes of 

thought, by means of which every teacher 

may be truly individual and’ inspirational 

in developing method and system of musi- 

cianship and technique. And this is true 

for all teachers of music—pianoforte, vocal, 

public school and kindergarten. 

Accredited course at Teachers’ College, Col- 

umbia University, and other institutions. 

Announcements sent ori application to 

MISS HELEN SUMMERS, Secy. 

Music-Education School (Music Dept.) 

Portland, Oregon 

Roy David Brown SHLW"S, 7 Fane 
ANNUAL TEACHER’S COURSE Six Weeks . July I to August 10 

Roy David Brown SUITE 905-906 LYON & HEALY 

THE MARY I schoo FOR TH FRANTIC st oe OF MUSICAL ARTS 
z z ROFES: Summer Season at [pworth, Ludington, Michigan, hice Neier Special ‘Teacher’ Ss E cher’s Course, July 15 here is more nee e fi Se, July 15th to 2 There is more need now of efficient teachers than ever before, Take woe go Winter Season becine Se rtunity for study and outing. 

FOR INFORMATION ADDRESS: 801 LYON AND HEAL on 

KNUPFER STUDIOS : ; 
All branches of music. Eminent faculty. Teachers’ cer 

For Further Information 
Address 

arene of Musical Arts 

tificates and ae RNCEEER ae State of Illinois iplomas issued by authority of the 

Summer Session, June 24th- July 27th 
Special Courses in Technique, Interpretation and Repertoire for T. h i 

eachers and Professionals 
Address 630 Fine Arts Building, Chica Il go, Ill. 

CARL V. LACHMUND, Pianist-Composer “LISZT’S METHODS AND TRADITIONAL INTERPRETATIONS ze Steinway Hall, 109 ” E. 14th St., N, 
Formerly teacher and leet cha aoa, +: New York Cit. le pnka Conservatory. Might years wine, Hiller, K 

students). and Liszt (with Rosenthal, i ached to this bri aul, D" A) 

SPECIAL SUMMER 

written recom! "(The American History and eee Pupil and 

Founded 1895 by William S. Sherwood 

800 Branches! 

From July 8 to August 17 

at Main School in Chicago 

Special Courses in All Subjects!” 

The Sherwood Music School Alumni Associa- 
tion is being formed, Graduates or holders 
Teache es are invited to send th 
names and addresses to the School immedi 

300 Fine Arts Building 

Sherwood Music School 
12,000 Pupils! 

Special Summer Session 

Special Terms! Special Free Recitals! 

Address SHERWOOD MUSIC SCHOOL 
Chicago 

successful pupils, Encyclopedia 

Skidmore School of Arts 
Summer Session, July 1 to August 9 

Summer School of Music 
THE STAN 
SUMMER eer 

a complete and practical = Tr urse for Progressive 
nite EACHERS = aoisey,, MUSIC SCHOOL "Junius St, DALLAS, TEXAS 

Instruction in theory, harmony ruct h musical ap- preciation and interpretation, pi B iano, voice, 
Catalogue on request 

SARATOGA SPRINGS, NEW YORK 

COLLEGE OF MARSHALL—} 
MARSHALL Teese DEFT. HORNE 

Allen Spencer 
the well-known Pianist and Teacher, of 

Chicago, will accept a limited number 

of pupils in advanced Technic and 

Interpretation, at his summer home 

at Wequetonsing, Mich.,(near Petoskey) 

during July and August. 

For information, address 

ALLEN SPENCER 
American Conservatory 

Kimball Bldg. Chicago, Til. 

= Full courses in all branches. 
for Mus. Bac. Degree by mai 
euillec AN GN Ovetariee ote 

Special Summer School—June and Juty Address Dean of Music, Coll 
Marshall, Texc s Mareholl 

R INSTITUTE OF FINE ARTS For, A PRACT Can steeeldent Earl Rosenberg, Dire 
em Mete couteeg Bouas MUSIC AND DRAMATIC ART 

«sand dinlemas, eC Ofered . » cortifi: Students Nave eet AN Unistally: eee eo tne tented 
SPECIAL suMMEy in concert and teaching positions 

For ental qe ee JUNE 8rd TO JULY 27th 
FLE GoR 1 address a ver 

2 Di 3300 Baltimore A 
‘ON, Kansas City, Mo 

Extension course Charles F, 
Preparation by 

» Secty 
Middlebury College Summer Session 

DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC MR Annual's@@4 MRS. CROSBY ADAMS 
for the see for Teachers of Pian? ly of Teaching Material 

letters from pooklet 
TREAT 

Organ, 
rates. Suly 6 
RAYMOND McFARLAND, Director, July 10-23 

X jContalning OUeline and ton 
Who have tuken the Course, 

» NORTH CAROLINA 

Middlebury, Vermont 

— The Brookfield 

DUDLEY BUCK 
Teacher of Singing 

Announces @ 

Special Summer Course 
from 

June Ist to September Ist 

ADDRESS 

50 West 67th Street, New York City 

TUDENTS who are planning courses this Summer 
dressing inquiries to advertisers now so that th 

have ample time to go into all the details connected 
work. The announcement of every school that is 

hear from this large audience ought to appear in t 

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers, 

Summer School of Singing 
Brookfield Center, 

A Business Manual 
or Music Teachers 

vi Ge G, BENDER 

Conn, 

Herbert Wilber Greene, Director 
JHE is afforded an opportunity vacation in Repeats Hills Gu 5 HOW To IN crn S700 Hey 
Study Singing f CREASE 1S Seady Singing from the fundamentals of Tone to BUSINESS aN HE TEACHER 

Sates "THE music techies bi yieece OF aMOE Send for Prigpectis Nation and envi Y virtue of 1m 

——= 
701 Carnegie Hall New York Ci 

ity 
: + pupils are 2? 

mM just ie < Ts S er manne 
> are confused, “ght not 

are ad. ten letters are 
e d cffectiy and advertising is ROY 

y may Many teachey. 

with the comings ey recognize certain short 
remedy Kee a looking for ways ' 

anxious to 
hese pages ¥. Bender's book and may 

an its weight in,gold- H 
EO. PRESSER CO., Phila., Pa- 
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WD 

Schools and Colleges aN 
AN 

NEW YORK, CHICAGO, EASTERN AND CANADA 

INSTITUTE OF MUSICAL ART (1352080 
AN ENDOWED SCHOOL OF MUSIC 

GOETSCHIUS’ 

SYSTEM OF HARMONY 
COUNTERPOINT AND COMPOSITION 

taught through mail by 

E. KILENYI, M.A. 
20 E. 90th Street New York City 

Endorsed by Dr. GOETSCHIUS. Individual attention, 

Crane Normal Institute of Music 
Training School for Supervisors of Music 

BOTH SEXES 
Voice culture, sight-singing, ear-training, harmony, The opportunities of the Institute are intended only for students of natural ability 

with an earnest purpose to do serious work, and no others will be accepted. For catalogue 
and full information address SECRETARY, 120 Claremont Avenue, New York. 

The AMERICAN INSTITUTE of APPLIED MUSIC 
(METROPOLITAN COLLEGE OF MUSIC) 

212 West 59th Street New York City 

Summer Session, June 17th to July 26th 
The Courses open to students during this session are 

Vocal Music, Pianoforte, Violin, Harmony, Organ 
33rd Season—October 1, 1918. Send for circulars and catalogue 
JOHN B. CALVERT, D.D., President KATE S. CHITTENDEN, Dean 

BURROWES COURSE OF MUSIC STUDY 
Kindergarten and Primary—Correspondence or Personal Instruction 
ay Happy Penile, Sutished ieee aE Teachers. Classes are doubled by use of this method 
Enthusiastic letters from teachers of the Course, i alto descriptive literature seat on application to KATHARINE BURROWES 

D. 178 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY, or 
Dept. D. 246 HIGHLAND AVE., HIGHLAND PARK, - - DETROIT, MICH. 

NORMAL CONSERVATOR 

form, music-history, chorus-conducting, methods, 
Practice-teaching. Graduates hold important posi- 
tions in colleges, city and normal schools. 

53 MAIN ST., POTSDAM, NEW YORK 

PITTSBURGH INTERNATIONAL MUS GRAD AGENCY 
. BABCOCK 

Musical Institute, Inc. OFFERS eae Positions, Col- 

leges, Conservatories, Schools. 

SUMMER TERM Also Church and Concert En gagements 

June 24—August 3, 1918 
PARTICULARS ON REQUEST CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK 

oo
 

THE COURTRIGHT SYSTEM OF MUSICAL KINDERGARTEN 

i i iculars of correspondence course. 
Oldest and most practical system. Write for pate He oO GEEORT

, CONN, 

MRS. LILLIAN COURTRIGHT CARD 

PIANO CONSERVATORY 
MRS. A. M.. VIRGIL, 

l RG Director 

99 

“The School That Makes Players 

Special Courses for Teachers 

11 WEST SIXTY-EIGHTH STREET, NEW 'YORK 

Study 

Musle department of the Harmony 
State Normal School, su- () thissummeratmy 

d and supported by summer home or 
te of Pennsylvania, ne by correspondence, 

Equipment unsurpassed: : A knowledge of 
faculty of unquestioned ‘] harmony, Musical 
i ; highest scholar- | rm, ete., is ab- 

ship standards; musicai ed- ely necess: uation In its fullest sense: fx ee ey 
low cost. Supervisors a musician. 

i mmer Course There 4 g ms for Special Su here is not a 
Write for Terms f iB Catalog on request. program of im-= 

Rexford D. Colburn, Dir., or [i ‘ je portance given 
1 a-days but 

thegreat modern school. 
ast of the times modern 
ums must be studied. 
1 for cireutar 

Other subjects by correspondence are 
‘lassie Harmony, Counterpoint, Or- 

Form, Composi- 

JOHN A, H, KEITH, 
Principal, 

Indiana, Penna. 

ZECKWER-HAHN 
PHILADELPHIA 
MUSICAL ACADEMY 

1617 SPRUCE STREET 

PROFESSOR E R 
WILLIAM ner fo 

eee Peer tr eras ge 
F.L Willgoose, Mus. Bac. (Durham, Eng.) 
LondonConservatory of Music, London,Vanade i ; Di Mus- 

sic School, Chicago; Director ‘ 

eae tl Faculty, 
Sherwied Seis 

and Dees Hinsdale Union 

‘Church + Pupil of 
Leschetizky and Sherwoo 

Music Teachers and Students 

ATTENTION! 
Piano Teaching and Playing 

erm, June 1. 

&, Hahn, Directors: ‘Charl 
Managing Director. 

The Faculty \s fom posed of leading artists of 
wide repute, famed for ability in their specialties, 

The Main Building at 1617 Spruce Strect 
has been recently renovated and modernly out- 
fitted, making it unquestion bly the best equipped 
institution of its Ikind in the state for the thorough 
study of music in all departments, Both class 
and individual instruction, : = 
B hk School: we Gérmantonn ace for students: wo tnd fe impose |||] ETHACA CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC 

BU eoerene eee ee neal: trees for thege who look forward. to concert or educn- 

A Special Course in 

for the Summer T 
. Arrangements made for the boarding of out-of- . Graduates are eligible to teach in the New 

in Pipe-Organ Playing. town pupils, School opened September 4th, For eae ererePubile Sellools withrut State certifeate, and 

Also Course in Fipe PAUL HEE the Conservatory maintains several compantes in the 
. . Lyceum field. Allinstruments, singing, languages, palnt- 

; CHARLTON LEWIS MURPHY, Managing Director Ine dramatieart, Physical education, Commodious 
Sole Eastern representatives of the Ostrovsky buildings, concert hall and dormitories. Resident and 

day students. Summer School, 5 courses. Terms mod, 
Catalog. as 

‘Address—The Registrar, 1 DeWitt Park, Ithaca, N.Y. 
apparatus for hand development. 

Write at once, care of Mason & Hamlin Pianos used. 

SHERWOOD MUSIC SCHOOL 

Fine Arts Building CHICAGO, ILL. EDWIN HUGHES 
will conduct a summer course for advanced pianists and teachers at his New Yorl: 

* Studio. Early avplication for time reservations should be made. Address inquiries to 

STEINWAY HALL, 109 EAST 14th STREET, NEW YORK 

#® NEW_YORK SCHOOL OF MUSIC AND ARTS SSNS 

cor. 95th St., New York City BR RALFE LEECH STERNER, Director 

SPECIAL SUMMER COURSES—June Ist to September Ist 
. eee » country to the other, through the great practical 

sac ave e so widely known from one end of the country ier, 

Hi he ee ae must be made as each summer we have more pupils than we can accommodate. 

Kees ‘5 Liszt’s Greatest Pupil Voice—Ralfe Leech Sterner, Celebrated Vocal Teacher. Piolin—Clarence 

ey ieee aac Fix S. Reid Spencer, Frank Howard Warner, Blanche Mabelle Kelley, Mme. C. Lopez. 
Harold A. Fix, S. , 

| PUPILS MAY ENTER ANY DAY. TWO PUBLIC CONCERTS EVERY OPEN THE ENTIRE YEAR i SEND FOR BOOKLET. 

MOM 

Our Summer Courses for 

value of the work given, 

Piano—Arthur Friedheim, the Great 

DeVaux Royer, the Eminent Violinist. 

CHAPERONAGE. 
UILDINGS AND PROPER ETC., ON APPLICATION. 

RIES IN SCHOOL B! RD, PRACTICING, ETC., 5: Mu 

Pe ORI ES INCLUDING TUITION. BOARD. FR” a TILIN PIANO USED EXCLUSIVELY 

P 
ing Ploase mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advortisers, AWW >» "79ri km I’. 
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Schools and Colleges 
CHICAGO 

COLUMBIA 
SCHOOL OF 

Michigan State Normal College 
Conservatory of Music DPF VOP GY reanciat vere Ki, Pres. Louise Burton 

eee MUSIC Available for Concerts, Ora- Ypsilanti, Michi Elizabeth 

stume Recitals. CLARE OSBORNE REED, Director y 2 on Tee ees, 
Courses in singing, piano, organ, violin 

n & Healy Bldg.,Wa- SUMMER SCHOOL ckson Blvd., Chicego, aa C and theory. 
‘eeks, June 25 to July 28 ‘ourses for training superviso: d 

Piano, Theory, Voice, Violin : : P is ian 
Public School Music Course tc ene sek puble schoel music: pret cou 

7 Tort ——_ a ads to a ji * 

CHICAGO COLLEGE Special Lectures and Recitals for Teachers. Advanced Inte a life certificate Oral Int 
valid in most states of the union. 

Total living expenses need not exceed 
five dollars per week. ‘Tuition and fees 
exceptionally low. Write for catalog. 

Dir. CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC. 
BOX 9, YPSILANTI, MICHIGAN. 

eres tor Artist Students. Kindergarten: Kar Training, Har- tony, Sight Headinie, Orehestra Conducting. Faculty of Ei 
nent Teachers and Artists. at OF MUSIC v= 

All branches of music taught. ial list of the di ji 
ERIE, Dramatic Art, Dann Aertel por the jistinguished teachers In attendance during 

Diplomus, Degrees, ieee eatalog, Clare Osborn Reed Gertrude H. Murdough 
pe certs, etc. Free catalog. Ludwig Becker, : Walter Spry - af 

President eorge Nelson Holt ise St. Jol restervelt 

cee Went Kimball Hall Arthur Granquist Winifred Lamb 
Lee ati Helen B. Lawrence A. Cyril Graham 

icago, MI Mary StrawnVernon Frances Frothingham 
Wilhelmj Montelius Ernest Toy 
Summer classes prepare for entrance into the Senior year of the 

Warl Otto Staps 
Public School Music Course. For Year Book address the School, . 

MUSIC TEACHERS Dopt. 73 509 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Ill. Associate of the Royal For detaitea 

EARN MORE Academy of Music éxformation 

S ‘Teach adults and children partly in 
London, England Sa madres 

classes, one-half hour private lesson, one 
Concert Organist. Principal Organ Bee. ei Bell, 

5 cate a state See., Box 7, 

hour class lesson per wet ! Instructor, Cincinnati Conservatory of 1013 Woodward va, 

HELP YOURSELF 
( Maske Orpenit ed ieee ol Lisi 

Improvise, Play and write 95220 Modula~ 
Paul's Cathedral, Cincinnati, Ohio. 

» Mich. 

tions from one given tone. Memorize ‘ i 

instantaneously without saying letters. 

Create Keyboard and Written Harmony, 

‘Teach with Scientific Pedagogy. Prices 
THE DETR 

$10.00 to $220.00. 
0 T TUT 

SIONS cor NE SEEING, IT INSTITUTE OF MUSICAL ART 
Chicago,” July 8th to 27th, si 

trongest Faculty in th : : 

Asheville, N.C. August 12th to 31st. URTY-SEC S Students May Enter at Any Time te Middle West 

EFFA ELLIS PERFIELD Chicago’s Foremost School of Music hich offers every advanta J 3 cation. Cy incidental to a broad 

218 8, Wabash Ave., Ohicago Located in the Magnificent New Kimball Building for catalogue and full ji Ors of ove ise te é informati er 50 artist teachers. 
109 Weat 45th Strest, New York Clty H. B. MANVILLE, Business Mer, mation address 

* 1117-21 Woodward Ave- 

SUMMER }}) DANA’S MUSICAL INSTITUTE 
: ‘| WARR) 

School of CII) sox F82 STEP os THE SCHOOL OF Dalry ee” 

A School wh 
musical edu 

of eigh LY INST 

‘ BRAN RUCTIO 
Music PAIGE tee iinguicien artists, Address LYNN B. DANA, Preside CHES OF MUSIC N IN ALL 

Gertrude Radle-Paradis Ere aaa : aE naan i 

President Catalog and ‘Summer Prospreotus mailed CINCINNATI CONSE 

Centralizing School of Acting IBN) JOHN J. HATTSTAEDT, Pres. rr == : Z 

William Owen, Director 571 Kimball Hall, Chicago, Ill. irariiy 5 ae ESTABLISHED, 1867 

‘ ° en 
ARA - 

Departments: Piano, Theory, Voice, Violin, 
Half a Century ¢ BAUR, Found 

Violoncello, Expression. Send for Booklet. 
Cusurpassed inane prant Rank apis Music Schools 

Box 26, 20 E. Jackson Blvd. Etude advertising is the open 
Elocuti SPECIAL SUMMER Att nari eg 

CHICAGO, ILL. door to musical opportunity a on—MUSIC—Languages 
. Speciat Co ublic Schoo] ours in ; 

° h WHO CAN QUALIFY FOR F Series ee and Progressive 

Private Teachers Associate Faculty Membership sation aot sareoanaig aoe LESSONS For Catainss Heat foi ay De or summer study 
id Av. 6 and Cirenlar, Address 

enue and Oak St., Cincinnatiy 2 in the WESTERN CONSERVATORY may offer their pupils :lar CONSERVATORY ADVANTAGES 

AT HOME with Certificate, Catalog, etc., instead of merely “giving lessons,” and then “more lessons.” 

Address Pres. E. H. SCOTT, Kimball Hall, Chicago. | WILSON- as Tl 
SCHOOL OF GENE 
2601-47 Connecticut Avenue — Washi ington, D. ¢ Theonly resident mu 

lig Washinaion 
of the 
leaders. Voi 
Grand Oper: 
English Lit 

WESTERN 

ST. LOUIS, MO. Minneapolis School of Music, 

ORATORY AND DRAMATIC ART 
WILLIAM H. PONTIUS OHARLES M, HOLT 

Director, Dept. of Musio Director, Dramatic Art 

60-62 Eleventh St., So. MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 

No ex wks dd and pipe org: " tras, nd and pipe organ 
ah Address, L, Box 110, Dayton, Va. ‘ature, Clase. 2euages, 

ying. Twolve c. Neinge certs by world eve OF more eae wave Or more eon Atlanta C f 
f artists 1¢ 

SCHOOL OF MUSIC Targest School of Its Kind in the, West cial retctonts wih HE Fo emouservatory of Mus 3 

ranches 0! fusic and Dramatic Ar’ —" nees, 

i SUMMER SESSION, Eight Weeks, Opens June 17th AMOS, EVANS GREE . Aa IN 7p eHOOL. OF FINE 4! 

E.R. Eee ig gAUGH iz 60 Artist Teachers Year Book Free on Request rs. WILSON-GREER’ } Pri Savages Equal E SOUTH we 

ALL BRANCHES O 
5 ncipals mer Seqittal to Those Found Anywher 

Students -&88ion Begi 
‘nt egin: 1918- 

Catalog. AY shlee Fy tne for 

eachtree and EORG FR. LINDNER, Direct 
Nd Broad Streets, Atlanta, Gell 

HARMONY BY CORRESPONDE
NCE 

SEND FOR CATALOG 
Etude advertising is the open 

Musical Art Building door to musical opportunity 

BEETHOVEN CONSERVATORY :*' ba a
tes Fe a 

One of the oldest and best Music Schools in the United States 4525 Ole eese ses eons; Mo.
 

HUNTINGTON COLLEGE CONSERVATORY ‘stscnczox = isoraxa 
(Affiliated with the Western Conservatory, Ohicago) ‘ 

‘An tnstttutton decoted to high-class instruction in all branches of music. Send for catalog 

STRONG FACULTY THOROUGH METHODS =: EXCELLENT BOARDING FACILITIES 

VALPARAISO UNIVERSIT saa ounn 
‘olin, Organ, Theory and Public School Music. 

poALTIMORE, MD. 
- » Director 

Use Schools 
in Americt 

«< 
Gs 

account, 3—. 
with business 

Oarde Pp ards that takes the pla 

The University School of Music offers Cones Fv oice che regular work at the University. 8—Bill for houses. * Sheeg M 

Students may attend the \ flusic Si and also tak BWEST 
rms, 9 Ge USF, emo 

THE EXPENSES ARE THE Li and save fc an ot ae d 

a, aE coun?! time for jesson 4) 
nished Room, $39 to $51 per quarter. 

ae ae 
; S many q <SCiPt for, O84 Of 

Tuition, $36.00 per quarter of twelve Neck Brown, President, or Oliver P. Kinsey, Vice-President. " ar wp daily oa" 5—Teacher's acc? 
D ner oe ne 

Catalogue will be mail ee Pe AR-STUDENTS ACCEPTED AT ANY TIME. Price, 50 cents 

Please mention THE BTUDE. whon address 

Ss 
SF Co., Phitadelpble S 

WY QE ow 
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Professional 

Directory 

SCHOOLS 

EASTERN 

PROGRESSIVE PIANO SCHOOL 
Gustav L. Becker, Director 

161 West 7ist Street New York 

H. RAWLINS. Pianoforte Instruction 
‘Tel. 3929, Lenox 

62 E. 77th St., New York 

OTTOE, Composer, Teacher 
Btudlo: 426 Spring Avenue 

‘wood City, Pa. 

Conservatory Dept. OLAF 
W 0D JENSEN, Dean, Jenkintown, 

Pa, (20 min, of Philadelphia) 

Broad St. Conservatory 0 
Gilbert ttaynolds Con 

1227-31 S. Brond St. Ph 

SYSTEM. Improved Music Study for 
| G beginners. Normal Training Classes 

Ontre Louise Dunning, § W. 40th, N.¥. 

OPERA SCHOOL. Voice training for Church, 

R Concert and Opera, 1628 Arch St, Phila. 
68 W. 82nd Bt., N. ¥. Olty. Circulars mailed. 

HAWTHORNE 
K g Studio: O: Hall + Oarn 
R | ENS tudlo: dies G03, New York Clty 

Mre. M. B. Plano Instruction 
Studio—Sternberg Rohnol 

M OU LTON 10 8, 18th St. Philadelphia 

School of Munte and Arts 

E RK Ralfe Leech Sterner, Director 

Central Park, W., & 95th St. N. Ye 

(O18, Concert Baritone and Teacher 
) FRAN 

df Singing. Til Jan, 15, 1918 Singing 

somewhere in France. After Jan. 10, 

144 E. 62d Bt., New York. 

Piano School 
Lesoheuzky Method 

Potsdam, N. ¥. 

MIE. A school and Conservatory 
7 chool an ones v ¥ 

| RG | L wees i Weat 68th St. New York 

SOUTHERN 

OUTHERN CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC, 

Gilmore ‘Ward Bryant, Dir. Bst'd 1898. 

‘All Degrees Conferred, Durham, N, 0. BRYAN 
CONVERSE COLLEGE*it' 

WESTERN 

GONSERVATORY 70 Instructors 

AN Plano, Voice, Organ, Violin, etc. 
Kimball Hall Chicago 

ROY DAVID. Concert Pianist— Teacher. 

OWN CATED: oie inte Wait Hebi, 
‘Lyon & Healy Building, 

Musical College. 52d yr, Leading School 
60 Perse oe Piano, Vocal, Violin, Organ, 

Theory.P.8 M. 6208,Mich.Ave. Chicago 

Conservatory of Muste 
ATI Rerancianen 1867. Mchlnnd Aves 

and Oak St. Cinehunatl, Oho 

SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
M Bl Clare Osborne Reed, Director 

‘609 8. Wabash Ave., Ohicago 

DETROIT 

GROFF-BRYANT SbF 
KNOX “ash 

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC 

1000 Students. 60 Teachers 
580 Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich. 

Conservatory 
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First Aid in the Studio 

By. Anna Jayne 

CuLpreN sometimes come to their les- 
son with torn music. I keep a roll of 
transparent mending tissue on hand and 

it ig only a matter of a couple of min- 
utes to mend the torn place. If the child 
is old enough, I show him how to do it 

tor himself. 
I also keep a roll of the hinged bind- 

ing, for use when the music splits up the 

back. 
The children are much more careful 

since I adopted this plan, and often ask 

me for the merding tissue when the first 

little tear appears, so that it may not 

becoiie larger 

Tue Greeks derived their knowledge of 

music and other sciences from Pheenicia, 

Egypt and Chaldea. With regard to 

musical instruments mentioned in the 

Bible, Padre Martini imagines the term 

dulcimer to have signified a concert of 

instruments or voices, rather than any 

single instrument; and the Sackbut, he 

thinks, was a wind instrument formed of 

the root of a tree, and played upon by 

stops like a flute. An ancient sackbut 

was, however, found in the ruins of 

Pompeii, and presented by the King of 

Naples to King George IV, from which 

it appears that this instrument, so often 

mentioned in the sacred writings, re- 

sembled the modern trombone. The lat- 

ter, in fact, was formed by the Italians 

upon the one they discovered in the 

ashes of Vesuvius. where it had been 

buried nearly 2,000 years—Starrorn’s 

History of Music. 

“Nothing New Under the Sun” 

We are hearing today many most en- 

couraging accounts of the successful use 

of music as a therapeutic agent, espec- 

ially in nervous disorders. Possibly, 

like a lost art, it may be something that 

has been forgotten and rediscovered, not 

once, but many times in the history of 

the human race. : 

In the Catalogue of Early Books on 

Music, issued by the Library of Con- 

gress, we find the following: 

Browne, Richard. 

Medicina musica; or, A mechanical 

essay on the effects of singing, musick 

and dancing on human bodies. To 

which ts annexed a new essay on the 

nature and cure of the spleen and va- 

pours. By Richard Browne. ..... 

London, J. Cooke, 1729. (First edi- 

tion, 1674.) 

Interpretation 

By Viva Harrison 

1. Always aim to express the author’s 

meaning of a composition. 

2. Technic is the first requisite, 

and without it interpretation is impos- 

sible. 

3. Each composition conveys a mes- 

sage, and it should be thoroughly under- 

stood to make an impression on an 

audience. 

4, The warmth of its beauty 

vealed after you lose sight of the 

mechanical side. 

5s, You may 

thoughts and ide 

less you have the 

it out” it is usel 

meaning, message and 

to interpretative 

is re- 

have all the beautiful 

as conceivable and un- 

technical skill to “press 

Purpose, 
conducive 

6. 

beauty are 

ability. 
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Yearly Subscriptions These frames are 
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nament. Height 
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& Brilliant Album 
g 27 pieces for. the pianoforte: 
& the collection includes bright, 
3e showy, drawing-room pieces. 

& 
a « Standard Duet 
BY & Players’ Album 
x 29 Four-hand Piano Pieces in 
ay different styles. 

1 
s Young Players’ 

BY Album 
= 70 melodious parlor pieces for 

+38 the Pianoforte suitable to the 
& young player. 
s 

3 Send for comp 
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Root’s Technic 
A Series of Educational 

Methods, for Use in 

Europe and America during a peri 

graded course. The only system 

Grade 1. The Beginning -- ks 
Grade 2. Through the Keys 

A method for the first and fundamental 

quirements of music, including the Science 
Music Reading, S¢ 
practice alone; to 

Voice Culture. 

are the pupil 

any line of vocalization by gi 

vocalization is based. 

For high compass. Op. 24 
For medium compass. Op. 
For lower compass. Op. 26 

more comfy 
execution Work of Introductory Lessons. 

to examine this series of works. and there! 

1. To send the com 

terested, costing only the pos 

2. To send the complete ser! 

than one), for introductory purpose: 

plete course ON 

| 

“How to Use” this course, a pamp| 

teaching Voice Culture 

1712 Chestnut Street, 
Maororsrocor: 

Piano — Vocal — Organ —Violin 

An example of the quality of the music 

Standard 
Cover, one-sixteenth exact size 

Popular Recital 
Repertoire 

31 Popular Recital Pieces for 

the Pianoforte: Humores‘e, 
Mazurque, Caracteristique, 

Danse Bizarre and simi ar selec- 

tions. 

Standard 
Parlor Album 
41 Beautiful Piano Pieces 

suitable for the parlor. 
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Violinist 

32 Pieces arranged for the 

Violin and Piano. 

Piano Players’ 
Repertoire 

A fine collection. of 
Piano Pieces: ‘* 
March”, 
“Nocturne 
Song”’, etc. 

Popular 
e Carnival 

“No Surrender”, 
E flat’, “Spring 

Standard Student’s 
Classic Album 
dei Study and Recital Picces! | 

for the Pianoforte by the best 
composers. 

Standard 
Organist 

43 Pieces for the Pipe Organ. 

Advanced Album 
28 Classic and Modern Piano- 

forte Pieces for the advanced 
player. 

Popular Home 
Collection 

46 Pieces for the Pi: H 
«Carmen March" "My Bonnis 
Laddie”, ‘Sextet’ from Lucia” 
and similar pieces. 

Singer’s 
Repertoire 

36 Songs for Medium Voice, a 
miscellaneous collection 0 f 
studio and recital songs. 
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easy grades and keys. 
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ON. —The publisher and vo 
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any 01 
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Works in Singing on Scientific 

private Instruction and in Classes 

By FREDERIC W. ROOT 

ing fi the author’s wide experience in Voice Culture in 

Ae dan
n ‘od of more than thirty years. In form of a 

in print covering this ground. 

vals, and Musical Phrase; in developing the 

voice and acquiring control of it for finished 

50 execution. 
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i 2 
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Synthetic Method. Op. 28. .75c 

(The General Principle of Vocalization) 
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voice training and style of singing, keeping be- 
fore the singer's mind those undamental con- 

siderations which are the safeguard of a voice 
in its varying phases of development. 

for 

Each is set toa neat poetic 

sts Tend eet VII. Guide for the Male Voice. 

form the voice-building and Op.23 - - - $1.00 
truction as to the development of bass, 

and tenor voices, providing special 
‘and songs foreach. All teache 

ladies, will find this volume to be a 
in- 

the Voice. Op. 27 - 60c cluding i 
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+ Egr Eavto aid in mastering Modes. Inter- — edge. 
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Master Pieces 
The Best Compositions from the 

Greatest Masters. In One Volume. 

Modern Drawing Room 
Pieces for the Piano 
Brilliant Piano Music for Soci perlient usic for Social and 

Tranquil Hours 
Piano Music of a Quiet Character. 

Modern Sonatinas 
A Pleasing Introduction to 

Classics. 

Concert Albums (Popular 
and Classical) 
Volume I., Classic. 

Popular. 

The Two Pianists 
A Miscellaneous Collection for Four 

Hands. Suited to all tastes and 
demands. 

Standard Graded Pieces for 
the Piano (W. S. B. Mathews: 
Vol. I., first and second grade pieces; 

Vol. II., second and third grade pieces. 

Fine Collections for Teaching Purposes. 

The Modern Student 
Collections of Melcdious Study 

Pieces for the Piano, to promote Tech- 

nical Development. In Two Volumes. 

the 

Volume II., 

THEO. PRESSER COMPANY 

Large and comprehensive volumes, of h: n T v . andsome appearance, 
fag substantially bound, including compilations of the werk of all 
a e standard composers; carefully selected, revised and edited. The 
ist includes classical, popular and semi-popular collections. 

Any of these publications sent for inspection 

Collections 

Selections from Piano Works 
(Beethoven) 
A collection of the shorter and best 

known of his compositions for the 
Pianoforte, arranged in progressive 
order, compiled and’ compared from 
the highest authorities. 

The Lighter Compositions 
of Chopin 
A classical collection of great value 

and of moderate difficulty, suitable for 
the average player. 

Album of Miscellaneous 
Piano Compositions, by 
Grieg 
With portrait and biography. 

Album of Piano Composi- 
tions, by Liszt 
A complete Liszt Repertoire in One 

Volume. 

Two Students 
Four-Hand Collections. 

Songs Without Words (Men- 
delssohn) 
Complete. 

Chopin Album. _ Selected 
Works. (I. Philipp) 

Macdowell, E. A. Six Poems. 
(After Heine) Op. 31. 

Standard Concert Etudes 
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